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PREFACE

Next to the human need for food, shelter and clothing, comes
the need for artificial light. The meeting of this requirement,

upon a large scale, becomes an engineering proposition and elec-

tric lighting stands prime among various agencies used therefor,

when illuminants are classified according to their effectiveness,

adaptability, flexibility and efficiency.

There are few engineering activities which have advanced more

rapidly during the last few years than have the art and practice of

electric lighting. Illuminants have been steadily improved and
refined. New types of lamps have been developed giving better

colors of light, more efficient light production, cheaper.units and
a greater range of sizes.

Principles of illumination have been studied and applied in the

better solution of lighting problems. Indirect lighting, semi-

or complete, has introduced great possibilities into the handling
of both small and large installations. The economic value of

good lighting is better appreciated.
Color is beginning to play an important part in lighting

schemes. It is destined to become even more widely utilized.

There are excellent books which satisfactorily cover certain por-

tions of the field which is understood to be included by the term

"Electric Lighting." Generally speaking, however, they em-

phasize some one phase of the subject, to the partial exclusion of

other equally worthy considerations. This limits their useful-

ness as text-books and it has been the aim of the author to meet

the need in this particular by the production of a well-balanced

presentation of fundamentals, with principles and practice

appearing through the whole work.

It is not thought necessary to make this treatise a voluminous

one. Those users who desire more subject matter will find un-

limited amounts of it in the sources which are frequently cited in

the references made.

The author has been greatly assisted by information received

from several manufacturers, including the General Electric Co.,

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. and the Na-
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tional X-Ray Co. Numerous individuals have also very actively
contributed to the completion of the manuscript by direct re-

sponses to inquiries and requests. For these many courtesies,

the author hereby expresses his deep appreciation.

OLIN JEROME FERGUSON.
UNIVERSITY OF NEBBASKA, LINCOLN,

November 11, 1919.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING

CHAPTER I

CONDUCTORS

Materials Used. Conductors used for electric lighting sup-

ply and distribution are usually of copper. The high cost of

materials in 1915-18 has been especially noticeable in connection

with copper wire. Prompt delivery has been an impossibility.

As a consequence, there has been emphasized the need of the use

of iron wire wherever it is found at all practicable, in either trans-

mission or distribution. This practice has been adopted in a

limited way but it is found to be surprisingly satisfactory in

many particulars once considered well outside its field.

Copper. Copper wire may be hard-drawn or soft-drawn.

The former is annealed less frequently than the latter in the

process of manufacture. The main physical differences which

are noted for the hard-drawn are increased tensile strength,

hardness, stiffness and resistance. The increase in strength

is of the order of 40 to 70 per cent., depending upon the size of the

wire. It is greater for the smaller wires because it results from

the changed texture of the outer part or deep skin of the wire.

For a small wire, this outer part affected is a greater percentage

of total area of cross-section than it is for the large wire, hence

the percentage increase in strength is greater. It is wholly
on account of the increased strength that the wire is used.

In fact, larger resistance, greater difficulty in bending, etc.,

are disadvantages.
The increase in resistance is only 3 to 4 per cent., however, and

is allowable if greater strength is any object. Hence, for trans-

mission, the hard-drawn wire is always used. It is necessary

to guard against kinking, or nicking the wire or bending it

too abruptly for its surface is responsible for its greater strength

and an injury thereto is liable to cause failure. Moreover, such

a surface injury is easily inflicted, due to the comparative brittle-

ness of the hardened copper. The annealed wire is required
1
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for all work where bending is frequent in the installation. A
medium hard-drawn wire is considerably used.

Tables. Tables are prepared showing the properties of

copper wire graduated by the American Wire Gage (see Table 1).

The mil is 0.001 inch, while the circular mil is the area of a circle

with a diameter of one mil. A mil-foot of wire is a circular wire

one mil in diameter and one foot long.

TABLE 1. DATA ON STANDARD ANNEALED COPPER WIRE

This table is accurate to throe significant figures, only,

Approximations- It is frequently convenient to be able

quickly to approximate the resistance of a given wire, or to

estimate the size of a wire required for a given installation.

This may be accomplished directly by the use of the resistance

formula,

R - 9.38 Z/d
2 for soft-drawn wire,

or R ~ 9.59 l/d* for hard-drawn wire,

where R ~ resistance in international ohms at 0C.,
I = length of wire in feet,

d = diameter of wire in mils.
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Another practical scheme for the same purpose and linking

the calculation with the standard sizes of wire is based upon the

following features of the A. W. G. An increase of three in the

gage number divides the area of the wire by two. Successive

numbers differ in area of cross-section by the factor \/2 or 1.26.

For large changes this will give a factor of 10 in area of cross-

section for a change of 10 in gage numbers.

As a starting point, it is convenient to remember that No.

10 wire is about 0.1 inch in diameter and has a resistance of about

1 ohm per 1000 feet, while it weighs 32 pounds per 1000 feet.

Example. As an example of the use of this approximation

process we might desire to know the size of wire required for

use between arc lamps 100 feet apart, using 10 amperes, with

two lamps connected in series across a 110-volt supply. This

would necessitate a loop of 400 feet of wire and we will allow a

3 per cent. drop.

Line drop = 3.3 volts

Resistance of line = 0.33

Resistance per 1000 ft. = 0.825 ohms

But as the resistance of No. 10 wire is 1 ohm per 1000 feet,

so the required wire is larger than that.

Resistance of No. 9 = =-55
= 0.794 ohms per 1000 feet

l.^o

794
Resistance of No. 8 = -f^ = 0.63 ohms per 1000 feet

JL.AO

Hence, No. 9 wire would be required, or if only even numbers are

to be used we should take No. 8.

Iron Wire. The life of iron wire is extremely variable, de-

pending upon location as regards smoke, gases, etc. No. 10

galvanized iron wire has been known to fail in one year at a point

close to the top of a boiler house smoke stack. Upon the other

hand, iron wire used for telephone lines in country districts

has been taken down after 20 years service, inspected, and then

replaced on new pins.

The resistances of iron wire and steel wire are eight to ten

times as high as that of copper wire of the same size. The re-

sistivity of iron or steel depends on the size of wire, the frequency

of the current alternations and the amount of current being

carried. The variations are in the following directions: 1

1 See TL S. Bulletin, Bureau of Standards. Vol. 12 (1915) p. 207, Effective

Resistance and Inductance of Iron and Bimetallic Wires, JOHN M. MILLER,
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2. DATA ON GALVANIZED IRON WIKE

With increase in size of wire, p increases. Moreover, the per-

centage increase of p due to increase in size of wire is greater for

the higher frequencies. The larger the current, the greater the

percentage rise in p for increase in size of wire, until permea-

bility begins to decrease.

Increase in frequency. This causes p to increase. The in-

crease is greater for the larger wires.

Increase in current causes increase in p. The increase is

greater for the larger wires.

It must be pointed out that an iron of low permeability
will be chosen in preference to one of high permeability, in order

that reactance may be minimized and skin-effect (and there-

fore resistance) may be kept low. This is simply another way of

saying that, other things being equal, the poorer the magnetic

qualities of the material, the better electrical conductor it be-
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TABLE 4 GALVANIZED STEEL CABLE

1 Stranded cable. 2 Solid wire.

comes. Annealing a wire will increase its permeability. Hence,
it should be used unannealed.

Energy loss in the conductor depends upon the PR product,
where R is the effective resistance at the frequency and load

assigned. Eddy currents may be cut down by stranding the

conductor, thus lowering the line loss.

Mr. T. A. Worcester gives data 1 and curves for several different

instances of the use of iron wire. Both are reproduced here (see

Tables 3 and 4, and Figs. 1 to 6) and constitute good, service-

able information.

Usual Sizes and Insulation. Conductors used in electric light-

ing vary from No. 12 (or No. 14) A. W. G. up to the largest

cables. The insulation used for the wire or cable is determined

by the place of installation, voltage of conductor, etc.

There are four standard types of insulation for wires weather-

proof, slow-burning-weatherproof, slow-burning and rubber. Cables

may be covered by paper, varnished cambric, jute, hemp, asbes-

tos outside of rubber, but should have from one to three braids

or an armor for the exterior protection. These types of insula-

tion are approved by the National Board of Fire Underwriters

and recommended in the National Electric Code. Through its

1 G. E. Rev., vol. 19 (1916), p. 488. Similar data are found in Elec. Wld.,
Oct. 14, 1916, by Cakes & Ecklcy; with economic statistics in Elec. Wtd.,
vol. 67 (1916), p. 820.
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Kilowatts

30

FIG. 1. Constants for one mile of J-inch galvanized stranded steel cable

at 25 cycles and 60 cycles per second. Direct-current resistance per mile of

cable is 9.72 ohms.
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15
Ampere*

20 25 30

PIG. 2. Constants for one mile of %-inch galvanized stranded steel cable
at 25 cycles and 60 cycles per second. Direct-current resistance per mile of
cable is 5.03 ohms.
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laboratories the association also examines materials, fittings,

devices, etc., and publishes lists of those which meet with their

approval. In any case it is well to refer to the code and the list

o s

FIG. 3. Constants for one mile of J^-inch galvanized stranded steel cable

at 25 cycles and 60 cycles per second. Direct-current resistance per mile of

cable is 2.42 ohms.

of approved fittings to settle points of usage or standards and

materials.

For outside work there may be used for low potential systems
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the weatherproof covering. For high potentials, only rubber

covered conductors are to be used if insulation is used at all. In

fact, for transmission lines, it is customary to use bare wire.

Wherever there is any likelihood of workmen brushing against a

conductor it should be covered by good insulation. Then, the

workman must be taught that he should treat the wire as if it

2 8 10 18 20 24 20 2812 14 16

Amperes

FIG. 4. Constants for one mile of No. B."W.G. solid BB galvanized iron, wire

at 60 cycles per second. Direct-current resistance per mile of wire is 10.6 ohms.
Tests made on three-phase circuits with wire at vertices of 84-inch equilateral

triangle.

were bare. It is never safe to trust one ;

s life to even good insula-

tion especially after it has seen service and yet it is never safe to

neglect to provide insulation against contingency. For inside

work, there is the choice from slow-burning weatherproof, slow-

burning, and rubber covered by braid. The slow-burning cover

is intended to lessen fire risk. It should never be put under the

weatherproof layer. It is not suitable for outside work nor for
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Amperes

FIG. 5. Constants for one mile of No. 4 B.W.G. solid EBB galvanized iron

wire at 60 cycles per second. Direct-current resistance per mile of wire is

5.97 ohms. Tests made on three-phase circuit with wires in one plane on

42-inch centers.
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damp places. In the latter kind of installations weatherproof or

rubber is necessary, the latter for protection against water, and

either for protection against corrosive vapors.
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FIG. 6. Constants for one mile of %-inch galvanized stranded EBB iron

cable at 60 cycles per second. Direct-current resistance per mile of cable is

3.0 ohms. Tests made on three-phase circuit witn wires in one plane on 24-inch

centers.

For conductors to be used in conduits^ concealed work or fixtures,

only rubber and braid should be used as there is always some

likelihood of injury during installation and subsequent inspection

is impossible.



CHAPTER II

WIRING

General Considerations. In wiring as in other phases of con-

struction, it is always economy to build well. When large plants
or systems are being established, there is ordinarily no hesitation

in recognizing this. With a reduction in size of the undertaking
and a lowering of voltages, there is apt to enter into the problem
a greater demand for economy a proper requirement, but one
which may be over-emphasized to the detriment of the operation
characteristics or of frugality of maintenance. Specifically, in

the case of fire hazard, a National Conference was held in 1897,
which initiated a movement to establish certain standards which

might be required for normal rating by insurance companies.
The conference has been succeeded by the National Fire Pro-

tection Association which continues its work in the formulation

of recommendations under the titles
" National Electric Code"

(N. E. C.) and "List of Electric Fittings/' The former gives

rules for installations, the latter covers approved fittings, wires,

etc., and is revised semi-annually. Contracts frequently contain

direct reference to these publications, accepting them as standard

guides throughout, or else with certain exceptions specifically

noted. To quote some general suggestions from this source:

"In all electric work, conductors, however well insulated, should

always be treated as bare, except when in conduit, to the end that under

no conditions existing or likely to exist, can a ground or short circuit

occur, and so that all leakage from conductor to conductor, or between

conductor and ground, may be reduced to a minimum.
"In all wiring, special attention should be paid to the mechanical

execution of the work. Careful and neat running, connecting, soldering,

taping of conductors, and securing and attaching of fittings are specially

conducive to security and efficiency, and are strongly advised.

"In laying out an installation, except for constant-current systems

every reasonable effort should be made to secure distribution centers

located in easily accessible places, at which places the cut-outs and

switches controlling the several branch circuits can be grouped for

convenience and safety of operation. The load should be divided as

evenly as possible among the branches and all complicated and unneces-

sary wiring avoided.

13
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"The use of wire-ways for rendering concealed wiring permanently

accessible is most heartily endorsed and recommended, and this method

of accessible concealed construction is advised for general use.

"Architects are urged when drawing plans and specifications, to

make provision for the channeling and pocketing of buildings for elec-

tric light or power wires, and also for telephone, district messenger and

other signalling-system wiring."

Outside Construction. Outside .construction includes pole lines,

subterranean conduits, crossings, entrances, etc. Details of tho

pole line are so varied that it is rather difficult to make a broad

statement, sufficient to cover variations and yet of specific value. 1

In general, the N. E. C. requires that conductors exposed to

weather shall be carried upon glass or porcelain insulators having

petticoats. They must not be carried near to other conductors

without special precautions. At crossings, the high potential

lines preferably are placed overhead. A grounded guard is some-

times placed to intercept the upper wire should it break. The

guard may be replaced by a span so short and so high that a

break occurring at one pole gives a loose end too short to reach the

lower system. The latter practice is the better, and the grounded

guard or cradle is being abandoned.

When passing over flat roofs, wires must clear them by 7 feet.

In proximity to roofs, they must be at such heights as to permit

fire fighting. When wires are nearer than 25 feet to the cornice

of a building they must be elevated above the cornice level by

distances up to 9 feet when 2.5 feet away. Pole lines should be

laid out to interfere as little as possible with hook-and-ladders,

water towers, etc. Moreover, reliability of service is increased

by such isolation. It is well even to have the yards of a manu-

facturing plant served separately with an independent emergency

lighting system, sufficient to aid tho firmen in dangerous places

when the main circuits are cut off either by destruction or for

sake of safety. Joints or splices must be made mechanically

strong and electrically conducting, after which solder is to be

1 The best source to consult for details of construction of overhead lines,

etc., is the set of reports in the publications of the National Electric Light

Association. These reports will be found incorporated in the N. E. L. A.

Handbook on Overhead Construction (1914) having been taken in part

from the transactions of 1911. Much additional material is found in the

handbook, which describes materials, processes of manufacture, equipment,

protective apparatus, specifications for supplies and construction, electrical

and mechanical calculations, etc.
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applied for permanency. The soldered joint must then be taped
to correspond in insulation about to that of the conductor itself.

Entrances. Entrances of the simple sort (Fig. 7) are to be
made by establishing a secure outer support, from which the

wire drops to a point a little below the opening, loops back and
threads its way through the bushing with an upward slant,

coming immediately to another support on the interior. The
outer loop or depression is called a "drip loop" and keeps water
from entering the bushing. The upward slope of the bushing,

inwardly, aids in keeping rain out. When conduit is used for

this purpose, it should be entered

through a downwardly pointing
service head. A one-piece bushing
or conduit must be used; or if the

wall is too thick for one bushing,

two bushings may be used pro-

vided they are enclosed by a metal

tube which extends the full dis-

tance through the wall. In case

two bushings are used, the hole FIG. 7. A simple, low-voitago

should be horizontal or nearly so.
entrance.

Transformers. In all distributing systems using alternating

current, it is necessary to install transformers in various places

as close to their loads as possible. In order that this may be

done economically, simple housings or none must be used. It

is not considered good practice to put transformers into the build-

ings served unless these are stations or substations. This ex-

clusion is effective in keeping all high potential lines outside,

minimizing danger on the interior and at the entrance.

Actual installations are made with all grades of protection

from the substation to the open, pole mounting. A very common

usage is to put small transformers on the poles, having them of

water-proof construction. They may be hung upon the wall of

the building, singly or in groups provided they are separated

therefrom by substantial supports. In this case, it may be

advisable to furnish a snow shed roof to keep them from the

accumulation of snow and ice that might otherwise drip from

overhanging eaves. Again, a vault may be used, directly against

the foundation of the building, bringing the high potential

lines down the side of the wall. These wires must be well
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insulated, well separated electrically, and well protected mechan-

ically. Conduit or boxing is necessary for safety.

Grounding of Neutrals. The N.E.C. requires the grounding

of the neutral on a three-wire d.-c. system except when supplied

from private plants where the primary potential is not greater

than 550 volts. The ground is to be permanently effected at the

central station either by utilization of special grounds or not, as

may be required, although all underground continuous metallic

pipe systems must be included. Ground connection must be

repeated at each distributing box of underground systems or

every 500 feet on overhead systems. For alternating currents,

the transformer secondaries must be grounded, except for low-

potential private supply, provided the maximum potential be-

tween line and ground does not exceed 150 volts. For higher

differences of potential, the grounding is not required though

it is permitted. When no neutral is available, one side of the

secondary circuit may be grounded, locations being about as for

direct-current systems. The ground wire at the station must

be as large as the neutral and, elsewhere, not smaller than No. 6.

It should be kept outside of buildings wherever possible. In-

sulated wire must be used inside of buildings other than stations,

if such ground locations are necessary. The wires should be run

as straight as possible directly to the grounding device.

In connecting a ground wire to a piping system, the wire should

bo sweated into a lug attached to an approved clamp, firmly

bolted against the cleaned surface of the pipe. It may be

soldered into a brass plug with the plug screwed into the pipe or

a pipe fitting. Several connections in multiple should be made

for large stations.

Water departments may be assured that no damage will be

caused by the practice of using their systems as grounds for

lighting systems.

Inside Wiring. Inside wiring must not utilize smaller size of

wire than No. 14, A.W.G. because of the mechanical exigencies

of the case. They may be supported by knobs or cleats, tie-

wires being permissible for sizes No. 8, or larger. Below this,

split supports are to be used except at the ends of runs. At least

a 2^-inch spacing is needed for open work, any wires approach-

ing each other closer than that being covered by some firmly

fixed non-conductor, as a porcelain tube, taped into place.

Wherever a wire is run through a wall space in such a way that
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it is likely to swing into contact with the lath or studding, as

may occur in the wiring of old houses, tubes should be fed onto
the wire till the full length of the exposed section is covered,
from one support to the next one. In the mill type of building,
wires run from beam to beam need no intermediate supports.
When they are to follow a fiat ceiling, however, they must be

substantially supported every 24 to 54 inches, depending upon
the weight of conductor, the height of support, etc.

On walls (Fig. 8) where the conductors reach the floor or even
low levels, they must be protected by conduit or boxing to a

height of at least 5 feet above

the floor. The separate wires of

an alternating-current circuit can-

not be put into different metal

conduits. The housing must be

very rigidly supported and may
run clear to the ceiling in case

of unusual liability to mechanical

injury. Where the wires enter

wooden boxings or cabinets, they
must pass through bushings. Where

plain iron pipe is used for protec-

tion, the wires must each be

served with a flexible tubing, ex-

tending in each direction to the

first support outside the pipe.

With lined conduit and braid-

covered rubber-insulated wire, the

extra tubing is not necessary.

Inexpensive Installations. The concealed "knob and tube 77

work has been used a great deal as it is comparatively cheap

and easily installed. There is very just criticism of it as*it is

found in many places. It is not to be universally condemned,

however, but should always receive a very rigid inspection.

Open "knob and cleat
}J work has a very well established place

in mills and shops but it has never been accepted for promiscu-

ous installation. In Europe, where they have recognized the

value of the numerous, very small consumers, even the homes

of the peasants are often wired by open runs in the simplest way

possible, consistent with safety. It is only by the use of some

such inexpensive system that it will be possible for our central

2

FIG. 8. Protection for wires on
walls.
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stations to develop this field of the small consumer. It is start-

ling to realize that in the city of Milan,
1 the average connected

load of about 25,000 small customers is 1.83 lamps, giving an

average of about 22 watts per customer. With the present

practice of wiring, metering, etc., in this country, we are hardly

ready to undertake to serve the public so broadly. Yet, as has

been pointed out by Mr. S. E. Doane, it would be of undoubted

value to -the industry to study the possibilities existing in these

lines. As a matter of fact, in the early history of electric service,

the ordinary residence was looked upon as a doubtful possible

customer. But, without it nowadays, the central station would

lose a very large percentage of its load and in very many situa-

tions, it would shut down.

Accessories to Distribution. It is not necessary nor desirable

to insert in this publication any extended description of apparatus

used in accomplishing the details of distribution for electric

lighting. In the first place, the devices are ever changing and

improving; and in the second place, there are several sources to

which one may go to get information upon any and every phase

of wiring practice with a completeness not attainable in a

general text of this type.
2 However, in order to point out

some of the fundamental and necessary requirements for safety,

efficiency and economy, it is sufficient that there should be

presented certain illustrations of good practice, with the ex-

press understanding that they are typical rather than all-

inclusive. It will be convenient to do this in connection

with the discussion of a given type of installation with a few

variations.

Example, Residence. As a suitable instance, we may consider

the case of a service made to a residence and the wiring of the

house. If the service is aerial, it will be made by wires (two or

three, as the case may be) running from the low-voltage mains to

supports upon the pole cross-arms, thence to small glass or

porcelain, petticoat insulators near to the entrance. A simple

entrance may be made to the attic through bushings, the drip-

Successful Handling of the Small Consumer in Europe," S. E.

DOANB, N.E.L.A., 1914
2 American Electrician's Handbook, CROFT.

Electric Light Wiring, KNOX.

Wiring of Finished Houses, CROFT.

Various trade catalogs.
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loop being provided first. It is better practice to run the wires

down the wall of the building (properly protected, of course),
and enter the basement or cellar, as this will put the meter in a
more convenient location for inspection and reading. Directly
after the entrance, the wires should again be fastened, after which

they may be led through bushings to the fuses, line-switch and
meter which must be as close at hand as possible. The fuses

and switch are placed in a cabinet. The cabinet may be of metal
or of wood lined with asbestos or other non-combustible. It

must be dust-proof and moisture-resisting. The fuses are of the

enclosed type, either plug or cartridge, depending upon voltage
and current. The line-switch is to be multi-pole and up to 30

amperes it may be a snap switch. Beyond this, the knife-blade

is used.

From the cabinet) one or more circuits are run as determined

by the
"
16-lamp load rule" or grouping requirements, balancing,

etc. The N.E.C. approves the practice of limiting the load

upon one set of fuses to 16 lamps or 660 watts. It is good prac-

tice, however, to allot a lesser load to any branch circuit (say,

440 watts), so that a later increase in size of lamps, a fan load, a

toaster or a flat-iron, may be allowed. When the residence is of a

considerable size, there may be distributing panels provided for

each floor. Small houses do not need this. Each circuit, before

it leaves the panel is individually fused. Rubber-covered wire

need not be used beyond the cabinet, although it should be used

up to that point. The proper insulation for house wiring is, of

course,
"
slow-burning," or rubber cover.

When a new frame building is being wired, it is satisfactory

from the standpoint of both economy and safety to use the knob

and tube work. Conduit of any type is much more expensive,

though of a higher class. By tearing up floors in places and fish-

ing for conductors in walls, knob and tube wiring may be used

with old houses, also. Without thus damaging the house, flexible

conduit is required. The solid walls of brick, cement or stone are

wired only by solid conduit unless they have been provided with

the proper channelling.

From an inspection oj the plan of the building, locate all lamps,

outlets and switches. This should be done very carefully and is

preferably predetermined by the architect, in consultation with

the owner. It is evident at a glance that there are many features

which make or mar a lay-out. Foremost, one must consider
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proper illumination, and this phase of the problem will be dis-

cussed at length at a later time. Of the numerous incidentals,

we may mention such as follows : Switches should be placed near

the door which is most used in entering a room and in a position

so that doors, furniture, etc., will not cover them Stairways
should be supplied with three-way switches with four-way switches

at intermediate points if needed. Double switches may be used

to allow complete or partial illumination at will A master

switch may be placed at any point to light all lamps at once

in case of emergency. Special sockets may be provided for all-

night lamps or they may be replaced by
"turn-down lamps."

In no place like a cellar, bathroom, kitchen, or other place where

contact is easily made with well-grounded pipes, should metal

fixtures be placed at such a point that they can be touched at the

same time as the "ground." Such fixtures should be relocated

or they should be grounded or replaced by non-metallic ones.

Pilot lamps may be placed near the switches controlling lights in

cellars, attics, etc. Floor and baseboard outlets may be desirable

for lamps for reading, music, dressing table and for dining table

heating devices. In case of electric cooking by a range, separate
circuits must be run for it, and it is usual to meter this service

independently, because it is generally supplied at a lower rate

than is charged for lighting.

Determine the nature of each unit of load, as to number of lamps,

sizes, etc. Make a tentative location of the distributing board.

Group the load into unit circuits requiring about 440 watts each.

See if these groups can be fed easily and economically from

the distributing center. It may be found that a differentgrouping
and another centerwouldbe preferable. By the aid of a table show-

ing the current-carrying capacity of wires, the circuits may now
be determined. It is never permissible to use wires smaller

than No. 14, for interiors.

"Risers/' or the vertical leads up through walls, may be

supported on knobs. Where conduit is used, conductors up to

No. in size must be supported every 100 feet. In this connec-

tion, it will be considered that a turn of 90 degrees in direction is a

support. Without turns, it is necessary to insert a junction box

and fasten the conductors therein, by bending them through an

angle of not less than 90 degrees and displacing them from the

vertical line by a distance not less than twice the diameter of the

conductor. Those bends arc made
. by passing from knob to
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knob, the wire being further secured by ties if it is thought
best.

To aid in drawing a wire into a conduit or up an opening in a

wall, use is made of a "fishing" wire or chain. It is lowered or

pushed through the duct and the conductor is attached to the end
of it. A good steel, well-tempered, is required for this service.

The wire is of rectangular cross-section. Conductors pulled

through by fishing must be very well-secured to the fishing wire,

as some of the pulls are difficult. The attachment joint is taped
in order to make it less liable to catch at bends. When the pull

is extra difficult, it is well to pull through a steel wire by means of

the fishing wire, attaching the heavy steel wire, in turn, to the

conductor.

Wall switches are reached by having the wire pass through the

openings in an outlet box. This is a small metal box of sufficient

size to house the switch and its porcelain parts. Numerous
small holes cut through the sides of the box are closed by metal

discs soldered into place. These discs can be removed by a slight

blow, leaving an opening for the wire at any desired position upon
the box. The boxes must be well supported, preferably by means

of a board running from studding to studding. Snap switches

are permissible, though sub-bases are desirable for them.

Flush switches, covered by a neat wall plate are especially

good.
The service opening for a light requires a substantial construc-

tion which will permit the support of the lighting fixture. This

is best accomplished by the use of a board between the floor joists.

The fixture must be firmly attached thereto, while the entering

wires must be supported upon knobs at the entrance point.

Except where conduit is used, wires at all outlets are to be pro-

tected by flexible tubing extending from the last porcelain sup-

port to at least one inch beyond the outlet. When the service

is for a combination of gas and electricity, the flexible tubing

must extend at least to the ends of the gas caps, and any box

or plate used must make good, secure, electrical connection

with the gas pipes. The fixtures need rubber-covered wire, at

least as large as No. 18.

When the system used is a grounded sytem, it is desirable

to have the live wire proceed through the switch to the lamp or

other service point. In a three-wire system, this would always

bring one or the other of the outside wires to the switch, the
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grounded neutral running to the lamp. Then, when the switch

is open the lamp is at ground potential or "dead."

It is not permissible to branch off from a circuit, "tree" fashion,

without the installation of a junction box. To avoid extra boxes,

it is usual to run the wires to any outlet and loop them back

when necessary to reach other outlets upon the same circuit.

This is spoken of as a looped system, and it has the advantage of

being clear of all soldered joints in concealed places, where they

cannot be inspected.

Larger Buildings. The foregoing discussion of many of the

details of house-wiring, incomplete, and brief as it is, will serve

to give a fair idea of the most important requirements for such

cases, and to lay a foundation for the consideration of more

elaborate systems required by larger buildings such as apart-

ment houses, offices, shops, factories and stores. None of these

will be discussed at this time, the differences being principally

those of detail and equipment, rather than of principle. The

higher voltages used for series lighting give rise to a few more

stringent rules. Conduit work also has certain well defined

privileges and limitations. With increase in the amount of power

to be distributed, more elaborate provision must be made for

wire-ways, distributing panels, etc.

The wiring plan of a large office building is a very extensive

and complicated affair. There must be among the general dia-

grams, drawings showing the risers; the feeder system to dif-

ferent floors, for regular lights, hall lights, watchman's lights;

the location of distributing boards. Each floor must be shown,

giving the main architectural features, and showing thereon all

conduits from the riser to the panel and to the outlet. Some of

these conduits will serve the rooms below the given floor, while

some of them will supply floor and base-board outlets. If em-

bedded in concrete floors, the conduits will be located high or low

in the floors so as to reach the outlets most conveniently or to

avoid the beams, either rising to a floor box or descending to a

ceiling outlet.

The actual path of the conduit in the floor may be the most

direct route from the riser or panel box to the outlet. The

practice of running it in lines parallel to the walls has some

advantages, although it is more expensive and makes pulling-in

harder. Pull-in boxes are also shown, being installed at points

that will aid most in handling the wires. Whichever course is
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pursued in laying the conduit, it is customary to group the runs

leading in the same direction, laying numerous lines close together
as far as they can conveniently go.

7th Floor

5th Floor

4th Floor

3d Floor

2d Floor

1st Floor

Cabinet

System in
duplicate for
second wing of
building.

Basement

FIG. 9. Systems of feeders and risers for an office building.

Wiring channels may be provided in the floor as well as in

the walls and this practice has the pronounced advantage that

trouble, renewal, additions or enlargement may be handled

with minimum labor and cost. These channels may be in the
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concrete itself, or they may be placed in the wooden sub-floor,

when it is present.

It is necessary then, that all details of construction shall

be worked out and specification drawings made corresponding

thereto.

/

x-0

/-o

/-O

s Additional outlets at base-boards or
walls are desirable. This diagram shows
only ceiling outlets and four bracket out-
lets in the hall.

FIG. 10. Conduit system for electric wiring for one floor of an office building.

Typical drawings are shown. Fig. 9 gives a good idea of the

feeder system found necessary in one large building and the

location of panels. Fig. 10 shows the method of distributing

from a given center upon any one of the several floors of the

building.



CHAPTER III

CIRCUITS

Series vs. Parallel Distribution. When a lighting system
is fed at constant potential, the connections to the lighting units

are made in parallel. Fed at constant current, the units are

connected in series. These constitute the "parallel" and "series"

systems of distribution.

Some outside and all interior lighting is done by using the

parallel system. Prime among its advantages is the fact that

it gives convenient independent control of each unit without

affecting the operating or efficiency of the system. It is appli-
cable to arcs as well as to incandescents. There are no high and

dangerous voltages upon the lamp circuits. Local troubles can

be easily cut out of circuit, leaving other service uninterrupted.
Various sizes and types of units may be connected to the same
circuit for simultaneous operation. The supply circuit is avail-

able for other classes of service, such as motors, fans, elevators

and heating devices. Generators for this system are easily de-

signed and constructed in any reasonable size, while voltages

may exceed, for distribution purposes, the voltage rating of the

load unit, transformers being interposed in the case of an alter-

nating-current circuit and a multi-wire distribution being used

with direct current.

Upon the other hand, the series circuit has some very distinct

advantages for street lighting. One of these is the fact that the

constant-current system permits easy and prompt control of the

lighting circuit from a central location. This combines switch-

ing economy and timely service. Again, there is economy of

copper, for all such systems are designed for low current values,

and the return conductor, following another street, will serve as

many lights as the out-going lead. This system is also capable

of carrying either arcs or incandescents. Inasmuch as the arc is

inherently unstable, the installation of stability devices is re-

quired and these must be applied to the individual lamps upon
the parallel system, while a series system may operate from a

source which gives automatic regulation of current value by
25
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means of its own mechanism. Series incandescent lamps present

the feature of large filaments with added strength.

Potential Gradient, Series Circuit. A study of the potential

gradient of the series circuit shows (Fig. 11) that there are well

defined points where the drop in voltage is marked, and that the

voltage variations over the system are large. The condition

assumed is that of a generator armature supplying a circuit

of arc lamps connected in series along a loop circuit. If no point

of the circuit is grounded, the system as a whole will assume/
due to capacity, a potential relation to earth such that the mid-

point of the circuit is at ground potential. This places the point

P at ground potential, as is also the mid-point of the armature.

FIG. 11. Scries circuit and its potential gradient.

In this case, the gradient is shown by the curve given, supposing
the zero point to be at 0, of the scale, and B is as much above the

ground potential as A is below it. The figure as drawn shows

potential to ground, plotted against distance to generator. On
this account, the curve returns toward zero value of distance

after reaching P. The ordinateAB is the value of the voltage of

the generator. This gradient curve maybe termed a "floating

curve" because its location upon the potential axis is easily

disturbed by any slight change from the assumed condition of

balance or symmetry to ground. For example, suppose a ground
connection to be made to the circuit at any point, as L> and that

point becomes of ground potential. The gradient curve will

retain its original shape, but rise bodily until the point L upon
it lies upon the zero line to be lowered to the position 0''. Maxi-
mum difference of potential between system and ground will

exist if one of the brushes of the generator is grounded. This
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latter situation corresponds to the most dangerous condition for

workmen because it places the line insulation under higher strain.

The steep elements of the gradient correspond to the load

units of the circuit. The more nearly horizontal portions indi-

cate the drop in the conductor between the lamps. It follows

that the flatter the line portion of the curve is, the less line drop
there is and the more efficient will be the transmission. In

general, these parts of the curve are parallel, because current

is constant throughout the circuit and the conductor is kept of

uniform size and resistance. Similarly, the load units are always
alike and the potential drops across them are uniform. The
calculation or design of a series circuit therefore begins in deter-

mining the allowable drop along the line between load units.

Having fixed this permissible loss and knowing the current to be

used, the resistance and the size of the conductor follow directly.

A loss of about 10 per cent, may be allowed.

Potential Gradient, Parallel Circuit. A marked difference is

noted between the foregoing curve and the potential gradient

of the parallel distributing system. In the first place, the curve

discussed is a one-loop curve, the conductor potential varying

widely and more or less uniformly. By reference to Fig. 12,

the contrast is shown. The gradient of the parallel system is a

branching curve having a separate portion for each branch of

the load. Assuming a three-wire system, grounding the neutral

will put at zero potential. Points upon the curve are lettered

the same as the corresponding parts of the circuit. On the main

BCDEF the voltage falls off as shown. At each junction there

is a load taken off and the short curves, CW, JP, FW, IX, MY,
etc. indicate the potential relation of each respective section to

other sections. Inasmuch as there is an unbalanced load, there

is return current in the neutral wire and its potential does not

stand at zero throughout its entire length. Where the load is

balanced, drops on positive and negative mains will be symmet-
rical. This does not necessitate that the potentials across the

two sets of lamps of the balanced group shall be equal to each

other, for the unbalancing of other loads of the system is quite

capable of throwing off from symmetry the supply voltage to

this point of the circuit, and equal drops in the group perpetuate

the dissymmetry. The lines GR, HU, and IX, show the char-

acteristic effects of three different conditions of load balance.

The first group of lamps is unbalanced in such a direction that
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the drop in its neutral is negative. The drop in HU is zero,

while that in IX is positive. It is possible that the elements of

the load may be arranged in such a way that positive, zero or

negative drops occur in different sections of the neutral main.

C D

FIG. 12. Parallel circuit and its potential gradient.

This, of course, depends wholly upon the direction in which the

current is flowing in that conductor.

When the distributing system becomes large, it is usual to

interconnect it by lines which serve to assist in maintaining dif-

ferent parts of the system at the same potential. The gradient

curve then becomes an assemblage of loops, where the former
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depressions due to a local heavy load are partially eliminated by
the sustaining influence of other points of higher potential.
This is another way of saying that the new connections give a

net-work of parallel paths which present a lesser resistance be-

tween the generator and the local load being considered.

Solution of Parallel Circuits. In the calculation of circuits,

complex problems are impregnable unless some methodical proc-
ess is used whereby the separate steps suggest themselves in their

proper sequence and the results are tabulated for use in later

steps. The series circuit presents no such difficulties as does

the parallel circuit and will not be illustrated now. Referring

again to Fig. 12, the process best adapted to the solution of this

case, is to take each group separately, as the WXY load, the

TUV load, etc. Then later deal with the mains by affixing

these loads to them at the points FIM, EHL, respectively. A
tabular form may be used to advantage for any calculation in

which the load cannot be considered as concentrated, the space
between the different load units supplying headings for the col-

umns of the sheet. The complete solution is presented in Table

5. Main headings like WXY, DGK, etc., refer to that part of the

load similarly lettered or to that portion of the line immediately

adjacent to that load, upon the generator side. The minor

headings, a, fc, c, . . . m, n, p, refer to the section of the line so

labeled. The headings for rows use i for the current taken by
the one adjacent element of load. I indicates the summation

of currents from the outer end of the line to the point being

considered. The quantity e is the voltage drop in the one section

of the line. E is the summation of voltage drops from the end

of the line to the point being considered. The first half of the

table gives the data for the elementary parts of the load, of which

it is assumed that each lamp shown is a 5-ampere group, while

the motor takes 100 amperes. These calculations are made,

first for the negative service wire, then for the neutral, and then

for the positive service wire. Each section of these lighting

service wires has a resistance rf
= 0.02 ohm. Each service wire

running to the motor has a resistance of rp
= 0.01 ohm. Each

main has a resistance per section of rm = 0.005 ohm. The

voltage is 220.

The second half of the table brings the calculation down to the

mains, themselves, the first part being for the negative main,

the second part for the neutral, and the third part for the positive
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main. From the data given, the potential of every point upon
the line in reference to ground can be tabulated, and this is done
for the principal points as in Table 6.

TABLE 6. POTENTIALS OF VARIOUS POINTS ON PARALLEL SYSTEM

A -110.0 J -109.225 8. . -107.75
B +110.0 K. . -108.95 T. +107.95
C . +109.275 L. . -108.75 . U - 0.40
D +109.05 M . . -108 65 T' -107.75
E. . +108 95 N. . +108 275 W +108 95

F. . +108.95 0. . 00 X - 1.50
G .

- 0.30 P. -108.225 Y -107.65
H .. - 0.40 Q. . . +107.55
/ - 0.50 ft .... 0.0

With these figures, it is easy to state the difference in potential
between any two points given. This list does not include the

potentials of all lamp terminals, but the original calculation table

does contain all the material necessary for establishing such

figures. The data actually used are marked in Table 5 by the

asterisk. In calculating the potentials of the individual lamps,
the rows of figures headed e in the feeder table would be used.

The gradients DQ, ET, etc., in Fig. 12 are not straight lines, be-

cause the load is distributed. In contrast to this, CN and JP are

straight.

Networks. In general, networks become too complicated to

admit of solution. The final design of such systems must be

based upon many things which probably did not enter into the

problem initially. In other words, systems grow from the com-

paratively simple state, the intermediate steps being results of

rather plainly evidenced demands made upon the service. It

is evident, therefore, that one of the prime factors in the first

plan, as, in fact, in every later addition thereto, is the outlook

or prospect for growth and th taking on of new loads in certain

localities, as well as extensions. Where the running of new feed-

ers implies laying them in underground conduits, forethought

and initial investment very frequently return heavy dividends.

In numerous instances, companies establish a minimum size of

feeder or of main below which they will not go in putting in new

lines, even if the immediate load is much below the capacity of

this cable.
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Constant Potential Systems. Constant potential circuits may
be either d.-c. or a.-c. In either case, the large systems utilize

alternating currents for the first general distribution, in order

to have high enough voltages for economy. These circuits,

running out at from 2300 volts to 30,000 volts are regener-

ated or transformed to 220-volt, three-wire systems, for the

actual lighting circuit. Single or double reorganization may
be required. The initial circuit may have been single-phase, or

three-phase. It is customary to run the a.-c. secondaries as

single-phase unless some three-phase power is to be taken from

them. For lighting only, some companies do not carry the full

220 volts into each house unless the connected load amounts to as

much as thirty or forty lamps. This is an unusually large mini-

mum, however, and it is found preferable by most companies

to use a much smaller figure. Where motor load is to be served,

it is desirable to put it upon the 220-volt lines in order to lessen

as much as possible the unbalancing of the system and to keep

currents as low as can be, especially when starting the machine.

Direct current is especially desirable in dense load districts be-

cause of the flexibility of its service for elevators, etc. The

New York Edison Co. maintains both the d.-c. and the a.-c.

systems, the former having been established at an early date,

the latter having come in with the demand of service over a

much greater territory. The early d.-c. service has per-

petuated itself because of certain advantages and the expense

which would attend the change of a very large amount of motor

equipment.
Power Loads. The harmful effects which power loads have

upon lighting, by reason of their constantly and widely varying

demands, are much more serious upon small systems than upon

large ones. The reason for this is at least three-fold. Upon

any large system, the variations introduced by any one load

unit are small compared to the total supply. With increase

in the number of units, the peaks of some load curves fall in the

valleys of others. Pressure regulating devices are always in-

cluded in large systems, generally installed in medium sized sta-

tions and sometimes in small ones. As an extreme instance of

the abolition of such troubles, we may cite the conditions in

Chicago, where the Commonwealth Edison Co. has combined

lighting and power loads even to the extent of contracting for the
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street railway supply. They are even prepared to furnish at any
time electrical energy to electrify any or all railway terminals in
the city.

Service Wires, Feeders. In the distribution of electrical

power, it is convenient to make certain distinctions between
conductors, depending upon the part they take in the network.

Roughly speaking, a conductor which supplies energy directly
to the load is a service wire. Service wires are lead off from the
mains at any desirable points along the route. The mains are

supplied through feeders which run from the station or substation
and connect to the main at one or more points, depending upon
the nature of the circuit. In lighting, the feeder generally leads
to but one point of the main, while in railways, due to the fact

that the load shifts its location, the feeder is connected to the

trolley wire (the main, in this case) in numerous places. The
calculation of feeders, therefore, becomes a process of computing
the parts of a divided circuit, where conditions are analogous to

the parallel circuit. Very frequently the feeders for distant

points originate at buses which are at a higher potential than the

0.01 Ohms
"]

c C
d__

ID e

0.01 Ohm B I 0.01 Ohmsig I 0.01 Ohms

=* 0.01 Ohms

FIG. 13, Simple parallel circuit without and with feeders.

feeding points near to the power station. This condition is

especially useful in lighting systems, and we shall see by a few

computations how satisfactory the device is in effecting copper

economy.
Calculation of Parallel System Without Feeders. Let us first

calculate the conditions existing in the case of the load shown in

Fig. 13, with no feeders at X and Y. In the symbolism of the

former problems we have the data of Table 7.
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TABLE 7. CALCULATION OP POTENTIALS. PARALLEL SYSTEM WITHOUT
FEEDERS

Section C {or F) D (or <7) E (or H)

Calculation of Parallel System with Feeders. Next, as a

second case, allow feeders to be connected in as shown in the

figure by the dotted lines, letting the resistance of each feeder

equal that of any section of the main, namely, 0.01 ohm. It is

necessary now to estimate by steps the value of the current in

any individual circuit. For example, the current in the section

c is the sum of two-thirds of the current of CF, one-third of

that in DO and one-third of that in EH, that is, 20/3 + 20/3 +
20/3 20 amperes. This is indicated in the following table.

TABLE 8. POTENTIALS IN A PARALLEL SYSTEM WITH FEEDERS TAKEN
FROM MAIN BUSES

Section C (or .F) D (or (?) JS (or H) 5T (or 7)

20.0

20.0 ?+?+
-20.0 =30.0

0,2 0.3

0.5 0.3

= 110 C = 109.8
= 109.5 F = 0.2
= 0.5

Lamp voltages, CF = 109.6 DG 109.4 J^iy = 109.0

The influence of the feeder is at once seen by a comparison
of the lamp voltages of the two tables. These calculations have
assumed that the proper feeding point is at D and G. Ordinarily,
this should not be taken for granted, but similar calculations
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should be made for other points of connection, as at E and H
say, with the same amount of copper. It must not be forgotten

however, that the cost of copper alone does not settle the question,
for the copper must be put into place and the longer the line,

the more expensive this is.

Calculation of Parallel System with Excess-voltage Feeders.

Going now to the third case, where the feeders are present but

originate at buses at a different potential from the main buses, we
will assume that the results to be obtained are the same as those

of the second case, while the feeder voltages differ from their

respective bus-bars by two volts each. X is fed at 112 volts and
Y is fed at 2 volts. The problem now is to determine what
amount of copper in the feeders will be required to give the same

potential drops as the former case. The drop in the feeder is

now to be two volts more than it was before, that is, 2 + 0.3

volts. But the current willremain 30 amperes. Hence the resist-

ance will be 2.3/30 = 0.07^ ohm. The weights of the feeders in

the two cases will be to each other inversely as the resistances, or

as 1 : 0.13. A saving of about 87 per cent, of the feeder copper

will be effected by the increase in feed voltage.

Or, suppose that the feeder resistance is known and we wish

to calculate the current distribution and the consequent volt-

age relations. By the use of Kirchhoff's laws, we may formulate

enough equations to determine the unknowns and find the current

in each branch. The calculation of the voltages then becomes

simple. For example, suppose that in the foregoing circuit we

should use a feeder having a resistance of 0.1 ohm. Let the

currents in the respective sections of the circuit be represented

by the small letters, c, d, e and x. We find that:

(1) O.Olc + O-OltZ = O.la? - 2

(2) c + x =50
(3) d + x =40
Whence, x =

24J- amperes,

c = 25% amperes,
d = 15^ amperes,

Moreover e 20 amperes,

and this gives a complete statement of current conditions in the

circuit, because of the symmetry of the supply, feeders, etc.

With unsymmetrical circuits the problem is attacked by the
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same method and differs from the above solution only in the fact

that there are more unknowns and therefore more equations to

the group.
It is to be remembered in connection with all increased-voltage

feeder switching, that if the load goes off, the feeder must be

disconnected or there will be a current flowing from the feeder to

the main. In the last instance it would have a value of 2 ~ 0.12

= 16% amperes. Or as load decreases from normal values, there

will come a time when the feeder will be supplying all of the cur-

rent. Again, the same undesirable result will occur if the load

remains the same, but the resistance of the feeder is decreased.

This system is, therefore, one in which the load distribution or

variations must be known or indicated, in order that the feeders

may be cut in or cut out as the needs demand.

Multi-wire Systems. Mention has already been made of the

multi-wire systems of parallel distribution. While the possibili-

ties go beyond the use of three wires, common practice is limited

to that maximum, because of the great difficulty of balancing
loads. This arrangement is known as the Edison three-wire

system. For lighting, it is usually restricted (in America) to a

220-volt pressure between outside mains. A third wire, the

neutral, is then run to be maintained at a potential nearlymidway
between that of the two outer mains. The standard practice

is to ground the neutral wire, leaving one main at a positive 110

volts and the other at a negative 110 volts from ground potential.

If the load is exactly balanced by having units upon one side

placed symmetrically with similar units upon the other side,

there will be no current flowing in the neutral and the system

is, to all intents, a 220-volt system, rather than a 110-volt system.

Doubling the voltage and reducing the neutral to zero would
save half of the copper. Depending upon the size of neutral wire

used, therefore, there will be possible a very considerable saving
in copper. Practice as regards the size of the neutral wire varies.

The IsT.E.C. requires that the center wire in interior wiring
shall be of equal cross-section with the other mains. In outside

work, its size is to be determined by the amount of unbalance to

be expected. At least locally, this unbalance will be mbre in the

mains than it will in the feeders. In the latter, it may be neces-

sary to take care of as much as 20 to 30 per cent, of unbalance,

although it is usually possible to limit it to 10 per cent, or

less.
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The practice of the New York Edison Co. as outlined in a

paper by Mr. Torchio,
1

is to lay neutral mains of the same size

as the outer mains but to use feeders averaging only about 16.3

per cent, of the size of one of the outer feeders. This liberality

in the use of copper in the mains is explained upon the grounds
of benefiting the regulation when the load is unbalanced. The
mains are interconnected at each street intersection, giving a

complete network. The neutral main is grounded at frequent

intervals, besides which, neutral feeders are run from substations

to the mains at various points, being themselves grounded

repeatedly.

i Trans. A.I.E.E., February, 1914.



CHAPTER IV

APPARATUS

General. It will not be necessary to discuss in detail the

different kinds of machinery which are needed to complete a

lighting system. Prime movers and their accessories are

standard. The electric generators are also standard, both in

direct-current and in alternating-current machinery. Engines,

generators, transformers, regulators, meters, etc., are also in-

dividually the same apparatus as has been considered in general

work. A few remarks may be made, however, upon the assembly

of these parts and in description of special forms or devices.

The lamps themselves will be taken up at a later point in the

text.

Constant-potential Circuit Relations and Switchboards.

The constant-potential system of distribution is fed most simply,

directly from the terminals of the generator. In the case of a

direct-current supply, the voltage of the generator is the voltage

of the system. This may be true for an alternating-current

system, or there may be in this latter instance the interposition

of transformers to step down the voltage, or a double set to step

up and then step down. With alternating current, the generation

may be either single-phase or polyphase. In point of fact,

systems of any considerable size are always polyphase. Each

phase may then be run out separately or they may be combined

into polyphase circuits. Here, the common practice is to dis-

tribute by polyphase circuits in order to render available all

the advantages of this system, namely, economy of generation

and distribution when a load is fairly balanced, and polyphase

torque characteristics for power utilization. The advantages

of the constant-potential system have already been shown. The

arrangements are given in Fig. 14, where the solid lines of the

wiring diagram indicate the circuits coming from one small,

2300-v., three-phase, a.-c. generator to the switchboard instru-

ments and switches and then passing out to two separate feeder

lines. The exciter is shown with its rheostats. Three ammeters

permit simultaneous readings to be taken upon all phases. The
38
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one voltmeter is shifted from phase to phase by means of the

potential plug. In Fig. 15 is seen the arrangement of these parts
upon the panel itself.

Enlarging upon this system, it becomes necessary to provide
for larger outputs from single

machines and for the paralleling
of two or more machines for

simultaneous operation upon the

same bus-bars. Synchronizing

apparatus appears upon the

FIG. 14. Diagram of circuits for

separately excited, 3-phase arclight

generator, with two sets of feeders at

constant potential and one arc circuit.

FIG. 15. Switchboard panel for

2300-voltt 3-phase generator with two
sets of feeders at constant potential,
and one arc circuit.

switchboard. If not electrically controlled, each generator has

its individual panel, with buses mounted in the rear of the series.

Taking a.-c. switchboards only as an example, there are three

distinct types, namely: (a) the direct control, where the switches,

meters and all apparatus are mounted directly upon the panels;
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(6) the remote mechanical control, where oil switches, instru-

ment transformers, etc., are displaced from the panel by any

distance which may be spanned by mechanical articulation;

and finally, (c) the remote electrical control, where the panol

carries control circuits and indicating devices, instruments, etc.,

but all power-circuit devices are housed in any suitable and con-

venient part of the building, being operated by electrical means

from the minor circuits upon the panels. The factors which have

greatest influence in determining the choice of type to be used

Outgoing Line*

FIG. 16. Operating features of circuits.

are: (a) the amount of power to be handled; (Z>)
the essential

operating features; (c) the space required; and (d) the permis-

sible cost. These features are discussed in detail in the Electric

Journal, vol. 10 (1913), p. 83. Fig. 16 taken from this article,

indicates what is meant by the operating features. In such an

illustration as this, it must beremembered that we are dealingwith

polyphase circuits and each of the lines shown is meant to repre-

sent a polyphase arrangement. The generators, the leads, the

buses, the circuit-breakers, the transformers, etc., all fall into

the same class.
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Loading. In loading polyphase lines, the attempt must be
made to keep as near a balanced load as it is possible to achieve.

The lighting load is most frequently applied by means of a

balanced arrangement of single-phase transformers. These may
be connected wye if a balance is always to be had, but if the

demands of the three legs are allowed to vary independently
of each other, the connection must be delta.

Each leg is loaded as a two-wire or three-

wire system, as it is desired.

Potential Regulators. Potential regula-

tors are used as soon as the size of the

unit and the demands of the line regula-

tion have sufficient influence. They are

of two distinct types, the induction type

and the automatic type. The former con-

sists of a form-wound primary mounted

upon a stationary laminated iron core

resembling an induction motor primary

(see Fig. 17). It may be single phase or

polyphase. Inductively related to this is

a secondary winding, mounted upon a

movable inner member. Each leg of the

secondary winding is connected in series

with the corresponding leg of the primary,

in such a way that the voltage induced

in the secondary is added vectorially to

the primary voltage. Inasmuch as the

magnetic relation of primary to secondary

is changeable, the regulation of the voltage

upon the load side of the regulator is under

control. The actual manipulation may
be made by hand or by a small motor, automatically operated.

These regulators are to be found in feeders, where each one

takes into account the instability of its own load as regards

voltage, one line running to a factory district while another

line serves a residential section.

The automatic potential regulator is of a different character,

in that it operates to control the voltage generated by the dy-

namo, rather than the potential delivered from a feeding point.

With this distinction in mind, it is seen that the Induction type is

especially well adapted for the control of feeders as just indicated,

FIG. 17. Motor-oper-
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while the automatic potential regulator operates to maintain

bus-bar potential at a constant, predetermined value.

The generated potential is maintained constant by an auto-

matic action upon the excitation of the generator. A floating

contact is established across the rheostat in the exciter field

(see Fig. 18) in such a way that too low a bus voltage operates to

short-circuit the resistance and cause the exciter voltage to rise.

This increases the excitation of the generator, which automatic-

ally serves to release the short-circuiting contact with a result-

M<a/r?Contacts

OCContrat

Magnet

C Generator

FIG. 18. Simple diagram of circuits for automatic potential regulator.

ing drop in voltage. The action is so rapid that the average or

effective field excitation of the generator gives the required bus-

bar potential. Heavy loads operate to cause the length of the

short-circuiting period to increase. Light loads cause a length-

ening of the open-circuiting period.

The proper regulation of circuit voltages will give steady illumi-

nation from the lamps, a longer lamp life, better satisfied cus-

tomers, an increase in load, an increase in the load-handling

capacity of the several elements of the circuit and a higher operat-

ing economy in general.

Constant-current CircuitRelations. Constant-current systems
involve both incandescent lamps and arc lamps the same as

the constant-potential systems. There are two fundamental
methods of supplying a varying potential when current is kept
constant. The original method introduced the constant-current

generator which was very highly developed in direct-current

practice. In alternating-current service the regulation for con-
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stant current generally devolved upon the constant-current

transformer. Present practice in nearly all cases makes use

of a constant-potential alternating-current generator supplying

energy to constant-current transformers. This circuit may then

feed directly to the lighting units or the current may be rectified

by a mercury arc set, and then go to the lamps. With incandes-

cent lamps the alternating current is just as satisfactory as the

direct current, provided the frequency is above 25 to 30 cycles

per second. Common practice, therefore, is to install series

incandescent lamps upon a-c. circuits. When arc circuits are

run, it depends upon the type of lamp used as to whether it will

be possible to use the alternating current or not. For example,
the luminous arc requires that its magnetite electrode shall be

negative. It is used on a direct-current system, therefore. As
above indicated, such a demand is met by the use of constant

potential generation, constant-current transformation and

rectification.

Constant-current Transformer. The constant-current trans-

former is seen in Fig. 19. This particular unit is a combination

adapted to the magnetite arc service and consists of the trans-

former and rectifier mounted together. The outer casing of the

transformer is removed showing the core with its fixed coils and

with its movable coil balanced by weights. The rectifier tubes

are enclosed in the oil tank at the right. In this case, there are

two mercury arc tubes. For 100- and 75-light sets and for some

50-light sets, two tubes are put in series. For lesser numbers,

only one tube is used. These transformers are made in sizes

for lights varying in number from six to one hundred. They are

rated at 4 amperes and 6.6 amperes with primary voltages from

220 to 13,200 volts. They operate on either 25 or 60 cycles per

second.

For alternating-current arcs, these transformers are generally

rated in terms of the number of lamps to be carried, as, for ex-

ample, 25, 50, 75 or 100 lamps. They run on 6.6, 7.5 and 10

amperes with primary potentials of 1100 and 2200 volts. In-

candescent lamp loads are supplied from constant-current trans-

formers rated up to 25 kilowatts. Currents are standardized at

4, 5.5, 6 and 7.5 amperes. Primary voltages are generally

1100 or 2200 volts. The power factor of the combination of one

of these transformers and an arc load is as low as 0.60 to 0.70 at

full load. On an underload, this figure is materially depressed.
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A special type of series transformer has come into use recently

to serve the purpose of making a satisfactory connecting link

between the low-current series distribution system and the high-

Fia 19. Constant-current transformer with double-tube mercury-arc rectifier;

General Electric, 6600-6750 volts, 75 lights.

current incandescent lampi The large type C mazda lamps are

inherently heavy-current lamps, taking 15 to 20 amperes. The
series arc-lamp circuits are designed for 4 to 7.5 amperes. It
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may be desirable to put a few niazdas in series with the arcs, in

which case they are attached to the 20-ampere secondaries of

transformers with primaries rated at the current value of the

circuit. Even when series incandescent lamps alone are to be

used, the high current value would make direct distribution

rather inefficient or expensive. The transformers may therefore

be used in this case also. They are built in sizes ranging from

I.

LS,

S. Excfter Secondary
N. Exciter A/eutra/

Sl Stat/'c Oischoreer
ExT xater Transformer

FIG. 20. Diagram of circuits for two-tube mercury-arc rectifier.

the small single lamp capacity of 40 watts to those capable of

carrying many lamps aggregating 10 kw. They are air-cooled

in the smaller sizes, although they are oil-cooled in sizes above 2

kw. The small ones are installed in the housing directly above

the lamp socket and become an integral part of the unit.

It is necessary to put a short-circuiting protective device

across the secondary terminals so that if the circuit opens by
accident the high impedance of the primary will not cause trouble.
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Mercury Arc Rectifier. The mercury arc rectifier is very

widely used today to rectify alternating current for certain pur-

poses. Unique, broadly inclusive, efficient and cheap, it is

practically exclusive in its own field. Among its important

uses is its application to the field of lighting. In company with

the constant-current transformer just described, it has displaced

all d-c., constant-current generators. With this new practice,

there have been established a very large number of installations,

all over the country, of the luminous arc circuits. As we shall

see later, this lamp is especially effective in street lighting. The

importance of the rectifier is therefore great. When two tubes

are connected in series, the circuits are as shown in Fig. 20.

Starting from the positive terminal at the upper right hand

corner of the panel, the circuit may be followed through ammeter,

load, to negative terminal, to the center of the right hand sec-

ondary, through either half of this secondary (say, to the right)

down through the right tube to the center lower arm, to the

center of the left hand secondary (to the right) through half of

this secondary, down through the left tube, and thence to the

starting point.

Requirements in Metering. In no other field of electrical

operation is the matter of metering so important as in the field

of electric lighting. This arises from the fact that the process of

serving the public is a retail process with a large number of cus-

tomers, the average consumption being small. The presence

of an error in the measurement of the service, with a consequent

inaccuracy in the payment therefore, may upset all calculations

as to economies practiced, and the usually narrow margin between

a surplus and a deficit may be wiped out. Even supposing that

the errors are not cumulative but largely cancel each other, in-

accurate metering is unfair to both the customer and the central

station and is unbusinesslike. It is necessary, therefore, to

establish a meter service that is above the suspicion of being

crude in any sense.

The meters 1 should be tested in place and these tests should

occur periodically. The frequency of the tests may vary from

six to twenty-four months, depending upon the type of the

meter and its rating. The standards used for this work should

1 Many states now have definite regulations enacted governing these de-

tails of public utility service. A good compilation of representative laws will

be found in the annual report of the Com. on Meters, N.E.L.A., June, 1914.
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be accurate within one-half of 1 per cent. They should be
checked daily with reference standards. Errors of over 1 per
cent, found in service meters should call for adjustment while
errors exceeding 4 per cent, should necessitate correction and

adjustment of bills.

Demand Indicators. In connection with this matter of ac-

curacy of measurement of energy, it is well to recall that not
all charges are based upon meter readings. There are several

FIG. 21. Type P demand indicator (Printoraeter, Geneial Electric Co.), with
record.

methods of establishing rates. Some of these are simple in

construction while others are more elaborate. Anticipating the

discussion of these processes, we will call attention to the fact

that one of the elements frequently given prominent place is

the maximum demand made by the customer upon the system,

as measured in kilowatts. When a knowledge of this feature

is desired, the service company either guesses at it or measures

it. The guess is made by considering the size of the installation

and the class of service to be rendered -whether it be residence

lighting, shop or sign lighting, etc. To measure the demand,
there have been developed the maximum demand indicators of

several different types. They are constructed: (a) to integrate

and record the demand for certain predetermined intervals;
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or (5) to draw a curve of the demand as it varies. The device

may be "lagged" so as to cause it to refrain from following to

the extremes rapid variation of current. As classified by the

N.E.L.A. Committee on Meters/ we find both independent in-

struments and attachments to watt-hour meters, although some

record in terms of amperes and some in terms of watts. One

type simply indicates the demand being made at any instant but

does not record it. A recording device may be included which

will intermittently print or otherwise register the demand then

made, or will draw a continuous curve of the demand. The inter-

im 22. Becording-demand watthour meter; Westinghouse, type RA, with

record.

mittent records may be made with corresponding time records,

with fixed time intervals, or by noting the length of time it takes

for a predetermined number of kilowatt-hours to be used. Fur-

thermore, there are those instruments which simply leave an

indication of the maximum rate at which energy had been used

during the interval that they have been allowed to operate. If

the excess demand is to be denied the customer, it is necessary

to install a type of device which will either periodically or per-

manently interrupt his circuit when the specified limit is passed.

Upon the other hand, it may be that the increased consumption

is to be allowed but with the penalty of being paid for at a dif-

ferent rate. In this instance, there is installed, besides the

i
Reports, N.E.L.A., June, 1914, Technical Vol., p. 22, and May, 1917,

Technical Vol., p. 228.
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regular meter, an excess demand watt-hour meter which will

operate only when the demand is greater than the specified

amount. When the cost of energy is different at different times

of the day, a two-rate watt-hour meter is used, equipped with two

registers, one to record the consumption of energy during the

"peak" interval, the other to record that during the "valley"
interval.

As one illustration of the above, there maybe seen in Fig. 21,

the instrument known as the printometer with a sample of the

record which it makes upon a strip of paper. This instrument

prints upon a paper strip at regular intervals the integrated
kilowatt-hours and the time of recording. The difference be-

tween any two successive readings gives the integrated demand
for the interval.

Fig. 22 shows a form of demand indicator which is assembled

with the watt-hour meter. Its recording pen is advanced across

the paper strip a distance proportional to the integrated de-

mand for the specified stroke. The record is made upon the

return stroke of the pen when the latter is released at the end

of the period:



CHAPTER V

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

History and Process of Manufacture. The incandescent

electric lamp is about 35 years old, having been a commercial

product since early in the eighties. The original form of the

lamp has been retained to a remarkable degree throughout the

momentous changes which have brought about improvements in

economy, efficiency and uniformity of product.

Early experimenters used for the incandescent member pla-

tinum in air, platinum in vacuum, etc., but the first successful

commercial lamps were constructed with carbon filaments.

Edison instituted the use of carbonized bamboo filaments, while

other materials employed included paper, cardboard, etc. In

practically all cases, cellulose in some form or other was formed

into a thread or filament and then carbonized by heat. Finally,

practice settled down to the use of cotton dissolved in zinc

chlorid which gives a gelatinous mass. This jelly was usually

squirted through a very small opening, the thin string falling

into a vessel containing alcohol which acted as a drying agent,

leaving a long, almost colorless strand which could be handled

and formed into proper shapes at will. The formed filament

was then allowed to harden, after which it was buried in sa'nd

and carbonized by heating.

The filaments produced by this process were not of uniform

section and this presented certain difficulties. The point of

minimum section was weal mechanically. Moreover, it was a

point of high resistance and by taking an undue share of the

voltage drop it absorbed more energy than adjacent sections and

became abnormally hot. This increase in temperature shortened

the life of the filament because it concentrated the volatilization

of carbon at that weak point. However, by a process developed

to eliminate this trouble, the latter fault was made to correct

itself. The filament was mounted in an atmosphere of hydro-

carbon vapor such as gasoline, and brought to incandescence.

At the weak, high-temperature spots the vapor is decomposed

and a deposit of carbon is formed upon the filament. This

50
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strengthens the point and tends to equalize the resistance per
unit length throughout. The treatment is known as flashing
the filament.

The carbon filament has numerous characteristics which make
it very satisfactory, especially, when it has been given a further

treatment by raising it to a very high temperature. The strength
is retained, while there is added thereto a greater stability at

high temperatures. Vaporization and blackening of the bulb

are not as great. The temperature characteristic is changed so

that instead of having a large decrease in the resistance of the

carbon as temperature increases there is a slight increase in the

resistance. This tends toward a better regulation of light. Be-

cause of this positive temperature characteristic, which is similar

to that of a metal, the filament is said to be "metallized."

Metal Filaments. Besides the carbon and the metallized car-

bon filaments, there have lately been used for filaments, tantalum

and tungsten. The former came into use about 1907 and had a

promising but short life in the market, owing to the fact that

tungsten was found to be available and suitable, possessing

better characteristics than tantalum. Today, there are prac-

tically, no plain carbon lamps installed, the metallized carbon

being the only form in which carbon appears. The tantalum

lamp has entirely disappeared, while the tungsten lamp is re-

placing almost everything in the line of incandescent lamps.

Under the trade name of mazda, it has been developed from a

fragile, low-voltage lamp to a sturdy, high-efficiency and even

high-voltage lamp. It is presented in sizes from 15 watts to 1000

watts for installation on constant potential systems of 110 volts

and 220 volts. It is made also for series circuits in sizes from 30

to 500 watts with ratings from 32 to 1000 candle-power. Small

units for signals, headlights, etc. are common.

The most serious difficulty which had to be overcome before

the tungsten lamp became practicable, was the matter of forming

the filament. Tungsten was not workable in drawing as were

other metals and all early filaments made of it were cast, molded

or squirted by using the oxid mixed with various other compounds
which could later be driven off by heat. The oxid itself was re-

duced, leaving a sintered metallic filament. Persistent research,

however, resulted in the discovery of a process whereby tungsten

is made ductile, and can be drawn after swaging to a diameter less

than one mil. Now, all tungsten filaments are made by drawing.
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The product is much superior to the earlier one and will stand

very hard usage and operate in any position* The wire has a high
tensile strength and may be given sharp bends. Even after

being used for a considerable time it is strong and flexible, al-

though with use these characteristics become less satisfactory.

Gas-filled Globes. In a later type of construction, the fila-

ment was curled into a small, close helix and mounted in an

atmosphere of nitrogen. These lamps are known asthe nitrogen-

filled mazdas. Other gases are used similarly, the principal

competitor for nitrogen being argon. In fact, argon (80 to

90 per cent.) has now precedence over nitrogen and replaces it in

common practice. Wonderfully brilliant units are produced and

economy is remarkable, especially in the large sizes.

The use of the close-coiled helix serves to lessen the evaporation
from the filament for there is less exposure. This would lengthen
the life of the lamp if it were run at the same temperature.

Furthermore, it will permit running the filament at a higher

temperature for the same evaporation and life. This latter

practice is current, as it increases the efficiency of the lamp,
Chemical "Getters." Certain chemicals when introduced

into the lamp bulb make operation more efficient and life longer.

These are called
et

getters," They function by making the de-

posits upon the glass walls more transparent or by causing a de-

position of evaporated metal upon the filament itself rather than

upon the bulb.

Lamp Details. The carbon filament lamp consists, essen-

tially, of an evacuated bulb, frequently pear shaped, in which is

mounted a loop of carbon connected to leading-in wires which, in

turn are attached to the outside terminals of the device. The
filament is formed in one, two or three loops, sometimes supported
at intermediate points, and varies in length and diameter accord-

ing to the voltage, candle-power, etc. A 16-c.-p., 110-volt lamp
has a filament about 9 inches long and 5.5 mils in diameter. The
last half mil represents approximately the increase in diameter

due to flashing. The filament has a metallic gray sheen and is

very sturdy. It is fastened to 7-mil platinum leading-in wires,

about 0.25 inch long by a deposit of graphite around the two.

These platinum wires attach to copper leads, the joint and about
half the platinum being imbedded in the glass. The copper wires

then run through the plaster-of-Paris and porcelain used to attach

the globe to its base. The usual form for the latter consists of a
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threaded brass screw sleeve around the stem, as one terminal, with

a brass tip upon the center of the stem as the other terminal.

The bulb is usually exhausted from the other end and the seal-

ing process leaves a tip to the glass.

In the details of base, leading-in wires and bulb, the tungsten

lamp is similar to the carbon lamp. The bulbs are even about

the same sizes for corresponding wattages. The filament mount-

ing and dimensions differ very greatly, however.

A 100-volt, 100-watt, tungsten lamp has a filament about 3 mils

in diameter. A 10-watt lamp uses 0.75 mil-wire. It is remark-

able to note that these are drawn wires. The platinum sealing-in

wires do not connect directly to the filament in this case because

of the type of mounting used. Because of the fact that the

resistance is low, the filament is of small diameter but also of

greater length than the carbon filament. A 110-volt, 40-watt

lamp uses a filament about 22 inches long. Such great length

assembled within a small bulb necessitatesnumerous bends. This

is accomplished by providing a central glass stem having sup-

porting wires arranged like the spokes of a wheel. The tungsten
wire is then lead back and forth from upper to lower supports,

progressing around the stem and completing the circuit. It is

possible thus to mount in a small bulb a filament of three feet or

more in length. For the higher voltages this increased length

is necessary, but in all cases the measurements must be very

accurate.

The attachment of the filament to the leading-in wire is

accomplished by fusing them together or even by inserting the

filament in a hole in the end of the lead and pressing the two

together firmly.

In special cases a double filament is provided, one being

for high candle-power, the other for low candle-power. The

change from one to the other is made by a pull-chain or other

device. One such design puts both filaments in series for low

candle-power operation and cuts out the high resistance, short

filament for full illumination by the regular filament. When the

two are in series, only the low candle-power filament glows.

Flux of Light. Distribution Curves. Light flux from incan-

descent lamps varies in quantity rather widely as the direction

from the bulb is varied. For example, there is one minimum

directly below the tip, another one above the base. A maxi-

mum occurs near the horizontal line if the axis of the bulb is
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vertical. The intensity from one of these positions to the other

varies gradually over some such curve as is shown by Fig. 23.

FIG. 23. Vertical distribution curve of light flux from incandescent larnp.

FIG. 24. Equatorial light flux from 750-watt, 1000-c.-pM nitrogen-filled tung-
sten-filament lamp.

It will be noted, however, that the bare lamp is scarcely ever used

nowadays, some shade or reflector generally being added. By the
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use of such devices the light may be distributed to comply with

any desired plan.

The light flux from the tungsten lamp is practically like that

from the carbon lamp so far as the distribution is concerned. The
maximum occurs on or very near to the horizontal plane. Upon
any parallel of latitude of a surrounding sphere the light flux is

nearly constant for all points. Hence, the curve shown is the

measure for all axial planes.

Minor variations from this occur from several causes and are

noticeable chiefly with single-loop filaments as they are less

symmetrical in all axial planes. Sharp minima exist where

one side of the filament hides the other, or where the supporting
stem casts a shadow. Maxima may be noticed where reflections

from the opposite face of the bulb are concentrated. As before

mentioned, however, these are the individual characteristics of

each lamp and are of such magnitude as to beunimportant except
when they fall directly upon the work and thus produce annoying
contrasts. With a 750-watt, 1000-candle-power, nitrogen-filled

lamp, having six fairly straight sections or parts to its zig-zag

filament, the variation found amounted to 6.8 per cent. (Fig. 24).

The maxima and minima are not sharply defined, because of the

numerous sections.

Rating of Lamps. In the rating of incandescent lamps, it

is necessary to recognize voltage, candle-power, efficiency and life.

These four items need not all be placed upon the label, which in

fact, is fully satisfactory if it shows the proper voltage for the

unit and either the candle-power or the wattage. Formerly,

all lamps were labeled in candle-power. The constant potential

lamps are now most generally rated in watts consumed. The

occasion for this change in practice came about when the metal

filament lamps werereplacing the carbon lamps. Itwasnot found

possible at first to manufacture a metal filament for the low

candle-powers in use with carbon, and give it the required

strength. Hence, the public was expected to replace a 16-

candle-power, 51-watt, carbon lamp by a 32-candle-power, 40-

watt metal lamp. This was in the interest of true economy

inasmuch as a greater amount of light was secured from a lesser

expenditure of energy. But the commercial aspect of urging

the consumer to purchase lamps having twice as high a rating

(in candle-power) would put a damper upon sales and this

necessitated that a special emphasis be placed upon economy in
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order to overcome the psychological first impression. The result

was that everybody interested in service, production and sales

began talking "watts" instead of
"
candle-power" and thus

rated the new lamp.

It should be noted that the old candle-power rating of a lamp

was the mean horizontal candle-power (m.h.c.-p.) and had to be

multiplied by the spherical reduction factor in order to give the

mean spherical candle-power (m.s.c.-p.}. Its definition, therefore,

depended upon the uniformity of this factor. Fortunately,

the arrangement of the filaments did not differ so seriously as to

cause a material variation in the factor for standard lamps. For

the standard carbon filament lamps this multiplier is 0.78. The

110-volt mazdas also require this same value, except for some of

the larger sizes in the round-bulb pattern, where the distribution

is very slightly more uniform. For the 100-watt round-bulb con-

centrated-filament lamp the factor rises to 0.955, showing a

m.h.c.-p. almost identical with the m.s.c.-p.

The change in rating has given something definite and indi-

vidual as a basis, and is preferable in some respects to the old

form. It is probably the case, however, that a gradual intro-

duction of the term "lumen" will result in a farmore satisfactory

and scientific rating. It will present a unit in which the total

output of the lamp can be expressed without a direct reference

to the input. In buying a lamp, this puts the transaction upon

the grounds of a purchase of a service or a product rather than

a purchase of an opportunity to pay for a certain number of

watt-hours used by the lamp.

When candle-power is spoken of it is to be understood as

referring to the m.h.c.-p., unless otherwise specified. By direct

restriction it may refer to the mean spherical, the mean lower (or

upper) hemispherical, or to the light flux inany specified direction.

Voltage Rating. Practice in voltage rating has varied in

recent times. The rating has always referred to the normal or

proper voltage for the unit, but, due to the change in efficiency

of lamp operation with changes in volt'age and an inverse

change in lamp life, the practice came into vogue of establishing

three voltage ratings for a lamp, differing in. steps of two volts,

as 118-120-122. A lamp so rated was intended to be operated

on the 122-volt circuit, unless energy is very cheap, in which

case, the operation on a lower voltage increases the life of the

lamp more than enough to pay for the extra energy required in
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order to secure sufficient light. This is a rather extreme con-

dition and is found to occur so infrequently that the utility of the

whole scheme is questionable. The conditions for carbon lamps
and metal lamps are not identical and the maximum rating only
is now being used.

"
Efficiency.

" The term efficiency as used in connection with

lamp economy, is applied very loosely. Very frequently it is

made to replace the term "specific consumption" and is expressed
in watts per candle-power. The inverse of this would be "spe-
cific output" and would be given in candle-power per watt,

or, better still, lumens per watt. Neither of these is strictly

an expression for efficiency, which is the ratio of output
to input. If it can be established, probably the most

satisfactory usage will be to refer to the specific output
of the lamp and give it in terms of lumens per watt. This will

have the advantage of connoting the quantity of light fluxfrom the

light source, regardless of its distribution. The modification of

the latter can be taken care of by the shades and reflectors.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percent Elfe

FIG. 25. Typical performance curves of mazda type-C lamps.

Life. The life of a lamp is an arbitrary standard, chosen as a

result of experience. It is found that the candle-power of a lamp
falls off due mainly to blackening of the bulb. A little decrease

in output is not serious, but there comes a time when the loss in

output is great enough to warrant renewal of the unit. The

time at which this occurs is affected by the cost of power, the

cost of lamp, etc., but for the old carbon lamp it was in the neigh-

borhood of a 20 per cent, decrease. As a result, the life of a lamp
became known as the figure representing the number of hours

that a lamp could be used before falling to 80 per cent, of its

original and normal output. This figure having been once

established, is used as a reference point for the metal-filament

lamps, also. The value for life of lamps has risen steadily. Not
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long ago it stood at 800 service hours. Now the normal rating

is at least 1000 hours while numerous types are evaluated at 1300

to 1700 hours or more.

While the lamp is being used, its candle-power is decreasing

along some such curve as that shown in Fig. 25, which is the ex-

perimental curve for 25-watt and 40-watt mazdas. The curve

rises at first due probably to a bettering of surface radiating

conditions of the filament during the first few hours of incandes-

cence. The falling off in candle-power follows this rise and is

due to the blackening of the bulb, the wasting of the filament,

etc. At the same time there is a lessening of the current taken

by the lamp, the actual power used thus being diminished. This

decrease, however, is not as rapid as the decrease in candle-

power, hence, the specific consumption increases during the

process from 1.17 watts per candle-power to 1.36 watts per candle-

power. These data are plainly presented by the additional

curves shown in the figure and evidence the fact that sooner or

later the lamp will deteriorate until its inefficiency as compared

with a new lamp will warrant the expense of smashing it and

installing a new one.

Operating Characteristics. Departure from Rated Voltage.

The use of a lamp upon a circuit in which conditions do not

conform to the rating of the lamp, gives rise to certain undesirable

results. When, for instance, a lamp is run at too high a voltage,

the candle-power and light flux are increased, although this is at

the expense of the life. The variations in lumens output for

c'ertain lamps are shown in Fig. 26. Taking as an example the

110-volt mazda lamp, we find that an increase from normal of

one volt (not per cent.) will give an increase in lumens of 3.2

per cent, with an accompanying increase in wattage of only

1.4 per cent. An increase of 2 volts will give a flux greater by

6.5 per cent, with a consumption of 2.9 per cent, more watts.

Decreases of 1 and 2 volts, respectively, give flux decreases of

3.1 per cent, and 6.2 per cent, with consumption decreases of

1.5 per cent, and 2.9 per cent. Not only is this of interest in con-

sidering the economy of the installation but it shows the necessity

of seeing that the voltage is steady enough to give no appreciable

flickering of lights. As will be mentioned again, a variation

of about 1 per cent, in brightness is noticeable to the average

observer and any fluctuations in voltage which effect as great a

change as this are to be avoided.
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It is frequently the case that lighting companies which have
been running for several years without making a voltage survey
of their systems will find upon inspection that an increased load

demand has resulted in line losses which have reduced their

voltages below normal in many unexpected places, thus lowering
the station output and, more seriously, lowering the light pro-
duced at patrons' lamps, giving cause for dissatisfaction and

Oarbo
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FIG. 26. Percentage variations in candle-power, lumens and resistance with
variation in voltage of operation of incandescent lamps.

complaint. While it is manifestly impossible to maintain the

entire system at one voltage, it is usually possible to come near

enough to the one figure so that an average voltage may be

adopted, allowing some localities to run on slightly over-voltage

and another portion of town to operate at under-voltage. If the

extremes cannot be narrowed enough without an excessive out-

lay for copper or for boosters, there remains the possibility of

establishing voltage zones, and supplying to each zone the lamp
which it requires.

Operating Voltages. To manufacture a product which would

conform to all of the requirements of the foregoing standards

and be uniform is a difficult task with carbon filaments. As a

result, especially in early times, it has been necessary to sort all
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lamps into groups having similar ratings and sell from that

group which meets the customer's needs. The great latitude

allowed in central station practice in the so-called 110-volt

range, namely, anything from 100 volts to 132 volts, is a result

of the inaccuracies of earlier manufacture. Rather than scrap

the lamps which give normal life and candle-power at 108 volts,

they were offered at lower prices to companies willing to use them.

In time, this benefited the price of all lamps as it reduced the

first cost.

Although so wide a divergence in product is no longer neces-

sary from the standpoint of the manufacturer, the demand has

been established and lamps now have to be made to conform

thereto. However, there is evidenced, by present lamp sales, a de-

cided tendency to adopt as operating voltages the figures 110, 115

and 120. This would be done by so choosing for all new systems
and by relocating the value for all old systems having odd vol-

tages. A consideration of the voltage-candle-power and voltage-

life curves and the Me of lamps will indicate that the transition

state will easily permit all operating companies to raise their

operating voltages to the next higher standard (say, from 112

volts to 115 volts) without seriously affecting the cost of service

or lamp renewals to customers. New lamps issued should then

conform to the new standard. Ultimately this will cheapen

lamps, because stocks need not be carried in such a large variety
of ratings and range of manufacture can then be restricted. This

is entirely feasible now and should be put into practice.

Gas-filled Lamps. The gas-filled tungsten lamp is unique
in many respects. The filament, a drawn wire, is coiled into a

fine helix and mounted upon glass and wire supports in rather

short spans.

Langmuir states 1 that the blackening of the bulb of a metallic

filament lamp may be due to two causes. If water vapor is pres-

ent in the bulb, it will be decomposed at the filament, attack the

tungsten and form an oxid. This evaporates and is deposited

upon the bulb, where it is in turn decomposed by the free hydro-

gen, forming metallic tungsten to blacken the glass and water

vapor to return to the filament and repeat the cyclic process.
Where water vapor is not present, the blackening still occurs

due to direct evaporation of the metal. The nitrogen intro-

duced into the bulb forms a carrier by convection currents and
1 Trans. AJ.E.E., vol. 32 (1913), Tungsten Lamps.
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will cause the tungsten to be deposited in the upper part of the

chamber, whereas, without the gas, the metal would be deposited
at a point radially outward from the point of emission which is

just where it would do the most damage to the emission of light.

The nitrogen is at a pressure of about one atmosphere and is

found actually to decrease the evaporation of the tungsten.
The observations of Langmuir lead him to conclude that the

ordinary blackening of the bulb is due mainly to filament evapora-
tion. He states that after taking extraordinary precautions to

evacuate bulbs especially of their water content the blackening
occurred as before and to about the same extent as with the best

of commercial samples. It would seem, therefore, that any
sudden blackening may be due to the presence of water vapor in

poorly exhausted bulbs; but the usual decrease in transparency
of the commercial bulb is due to the deposition thereon of

evaporated metal.

Specific Outputs. The efficiency of any of these incandescent

lamps is increased by raising the temperature at which it operates.

That is, the higher the temperature, the higher will be the per-

centage of total energy which is utilized in the visible spectrum.
The vacuum tungsten lamp operates at about 2100C. while the

gas-filled lamp operates at 2400 to 2500C. In all cases, the

question at once arises concerning evaporation. If it could be

entirely overcome the filament would remain strong and the

bulb transparent. But inasmuch as the rise in efficiency is

accomplished by decreased life and decreased strength, there is

an economic upper limit to the efficiency attainable.

With the carbon filament, the standard 50-watt lamp pro-

duces light at the rate of about 3.1 lumens per watt. If we
take the metallized filament, we find a specific consumption of

2.5 watts per mean horizontal candle-power and an output of

4.02 lumens per watt. For the tungsten filament, the 40-watt,

110-volt lamp has a specific consumption of 1.10 watts per candle-

power. This gives an output of 8.94 lumens per watt with an

average life of 1000 hours.

Going to the gas-filled bulb with helical tungsten filament we

find no direct comparison with the above figures because the

units are not of the same size. Constant potential units are

made in sizes from 1000 watts to 75 watts. In the larger sizes

they will give 16.1 lumens per watt. This is the highest value

commercially obtained from incandescent lamps. It is still well
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below the specific outputs of nearly all of the present day arc

lights, as will be seen by referring to the relative efficiencies shown
in Table 9. The highest value shown is that of the titanium

arc, with an output of 65.5 lumens per watt.

TABLE 9. RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF ILLUMINANTS

(Irrespective of Size, in Available Mean Sph. C.-p. per Watt)



CHAPTER VI

THE ARC

General. In the practical production of light by the arc,

solid or cored carbons, impregnated carbons and metals are used

for electrodes.

Carbon electrodes exemplify the earliest usage and continue

to be important today in modified forms although during the last

few years there has been such effective competition by newer
forms of illuminants that the solid carbon arc is not now being
installed at all. Its importance today lies in maintenance of

older systems and its historical value. It also lends itself well

to the study of fundamental notions of theory. In due time, it

will be of value, therefore, to consider the characteristics and

phenomena of the arc between solid carbons.

History of the Arc. Definite history of the arc 1
begins in the

early part of the nineteenth century (1809) when Davy made his

announcements concerning the true arc. Other commentators

for several years before and after this date failed to state clearly

the conditions of their experiments and as a consequence, we do

not know whether they were working with the arc or the spark

discharge. Advance was very slow because of the fact that the

electrical supply was necessarily obtained from expensive sources,

namely, primary batteries. Higher voltages were obtained by
the use of more cells but large values of current were not at-

tempted. With the advent of the dynamo generator practical

application of the beautiful laboratory experiment became pos-

sible and this lent impetus to research while the new energy
source opened a wide field for investigation.

The Arc.2 As a descriptive, though incomplete, definition of

the arc we may say that it consists of a persistent, localized

!A classic upon "The Electric Arc" appeared in 1895-6 in the articles

(later, the book) of Hertha Ayrton who presented at that time an expert

discussion and summary of the subject. The reader is also referred to the

book "Electric Arcs" by Clement D. Child, published in 1913, which is a

notable attempt to bring up to date the statement of our knowledge in this

field.

2 See Trans. Am. El. Chem. Soc., vol. 29 (1916), p. 593, and discussion.

63
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current-stream between two electrodes. Usually at least one of

the electrodes is of a substance which furnishes a vapor affecting

the arc phenomena.
This vapor stream in reality consists of two opposing streams

of ions, the vapor being broken up into positively charged ions

and negatively charged ions. The positive ions rush upon the

cathode and heat it by the energy of their attack. Negative

ions are emitted by the cathode, probably being originated by the

force of impact of the positive volleys, and discharge to the anode.

In air the streams of ions ionize both electrodes and

the intermediate vapors.

While there is more heat produced at the anode

than at the cathode, it is not necessary that the

anode should be allowed to reach high temperatures.

It may be cooled artificially. This is not the case

for the cathode, which

must be allowed to become

hot and to maintain this

condition. Otherwise it

.could not so readily permit
the formation of the

FIG. 27. Potential gradient in carbon arc. Stream of negative ions.

Although either heating

to a high temperature or impact of an ionized vapor stream

will serve to ionize an electrode, it is undoubtedly the case

that either one alone would not be sufficient to maintain the

ordinary arc.

To establish an arc with electrodes at some distance apart,

there must be applied a very high voltage. This brings the

electrodes to a difference of potential sufficient to cause an electric

spark to pass. The passage of the spark may be sufficient

to ionize the intermediate vapors. The free ions are then forced

by the potential strain under which they exist to project them-

selves in their individual directions, falling upon cathode or

anode as the case may be. The action once established will

continue as long as the potential does not drop too low to cause

the ions to acquire a sufficient velocity to ionize by impact.

When the temperature of the cathode rises, the impact energy

need not be so great. Hence, after the arc is once established,

the potential difference needed to maintain it is lowered.

The potential gradient through the space from positive
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electrode to negative electrode as seen in Fig. 27 is not a straight
line. It begins at the normal high value, descends suddenly
in the space adjacent to the anode, falls off very gradually through
the arc itself, and again quickly lowers at the cathode. The
anode drop is greater than the cathode drop. Both of these

electrode drops are lowered by increase of current, while cooling
the electrodes will require higher voltages.

Mrs. Ayrton has shown that the potential for given arc

length and current is not a constant but depends upon the length
of time the arc has run. In some cases the initial voltage was

quite low being 18 to 25 volts depending upon the

types of carbons. The potential required to main-

tain the constant current rose rapidly in all cases

and within the first ten minutes became 45 to

50 volts. A further slow rise occurred for a space
of ten minutes after which the curve lowers some-

what, approaching a constant value of 45 to 48

volts. Again, a sudden change in current value

required a sudden and excessive inverse change
in potential difference, a slower recovery of voltage

occurring later.

The appearance of the arc between carbons is

very striking (see Fig. 28). The end of the anode

(the positive electrode) is occupied by a large,

white-hot crater. The tip of the cathode is like-

wise white-hot but over a lesser area. Through
the space from tip to crater there extends a violet-

"

colored flame or arc-core. Surrounding this is a more or less

distinct non-luminous envelope. Again, surrounding all is a

greenish envelope of considerable body. The violet core gives

little light while the green envelope is quite luminous.

Upon the electrodes, the regions surrounding the white-hot

spots are incandescent yellow, gradually shading away through

red to black. An irregular circlet of bright spots forms a ring

around the cathode near the shoulder of the tip.

By far the greatest part of the light given off comes from the

crater of the anode. This constitutes from 85 to 90 per cent,

of the total light and is affected quantitatively by conditions

of carbon electrodes, length of arc, etc.

The temperature of the arc is so much above that reached in

other phenomena that it is only approximately evaluated. Many

FIG. 28.
Arc between
carboa elec-

tiodes.
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investigators have attacked the problem by different processes

such as pyrometry, radiation, photometry, calorimetry, etc.,

and the best determinations agree that the temperature probably

lies between the limits of 3600 deg. and 3800 deg. absolute.

It is not known whether or not the temperature varies when

current density varies although the light becomes whiter as the

current density is pushed higher in the so-called intensified arcs.

Certain it is that as current varies, the crater changes in area.

Again, for constant current the crater will enlarge as the arc

length is increased.

The characteristics of the arc are changed somewhat if the

arc is enclosed in a loosely fitting globe. This effect is caused

by the restriction of the amount of air allowed to reach the heated

carbons. With the reduction of oxygen supply, there occurs a

marked diminution of electrode consumption. The ends of the

electrodes are flatter than for the open arc and a higher voltage

is required for the same value of current. Open arcs are rated

at about 45 volts while similar enclosed arcs would require 70

to 80 volts. The former run for about 10 hours on one trim

while the latter will last 80 hours to 100 hours.

Arcs are possible between carbon electrodes with either d.-c.

or a.-c. supply. This comes about from the fact that when the

electrodes are once heated, the "spark voltage" is low enough
so that when the voltage is reversed a spark jumps from electrode

to electrode and the reversed current follows.

Open arcs are used yet for high rating or intense projection
work. Search lights, moving picture machinery or large stere-

opticons are about the only applications. Flood lighting, spot

lighting, small stereopticons, etc., are now largely using the gas-

filled incandescent lamps with concentrated filaments.

Flaming Arcs. It has been known for a long while that there

are many substances which evidence their presence in arc-light

carbon electrodes by giving to the arc itself a high luminosity.
In fact, the unsatisfactory accompaniments to this process were

short life, welding together of electrodes, flicker or unsteadiness

of light, poor colors of light and the prevalence of fumes. These

drawbacks have been attacked and more or less successfully

solved or provided for.

Longer life was secured by lengthening the electrodes, provid-

ing a magazinerfeed or by partial exclusion of the air. This gives
electrodes lasting from 70 to 120 hours. Flicker is corrected
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after careful experimenting for proper mixtures of salts, as is

also the case with the sticking together or welding of the

electrodes. The color of the light depends wholly upon the

mixture used and there have been found certain combinations
which give a fairly satisfactory white light. The presence of

cerium salts tends to whiten light. Calcium fluoride and
calcined calcium phosphate give yellow light. Strontium
fluoride will redden the color while barium fluoride will make
it whiter.

The best that can be done in regard to the fumes is to see that

they are properly deposited, allowing them neither to escape into

the open nor to collect upon the enclosing globes. This becomes

very largely a matter of design of the lamp.
The mixtures of which the electrodes are made are poor con-

ductors and when long electrodes are used on constant potential

the arc voltage would vary considerably during the run. It is

found necessary to supply a conductor through the body of the

electrode, therefore, by inserting therein a small wire. This may
be put in the carbon shell, in the mixed core or between the two.

The carbon shell takes different forms but consists essentially of

a form for containing or supporting the mixture of lamp black

(40 per cent.) and metallic salts (60 per cent.).

Flaming arcs, in their turn, promised to sweep the field clear

of competitors because of their high specific outputs.
1 They

have been accepted in their best forms for street lighting with

white light and for industrial lighting with white or yellow light.

Some special applications are also made, such as photography,

photo-engraving, therapeutics and dye testing.

The Luminous Arc is one inwhich the cathode is composed prin-

cipally of magnetite (Fe3 4), powdered and packed into a thin

iron tube % to ^{Q inch in diameter. The anode is a copper
rod sometimes having an iron sheath. Titanium carbide is also

used for cathode.

The light obtained is a very near approach to white and comes

principally from the arc rather than from the anode crater. On
this account, the arc length is increased beyond that for the old

style carbon arcs, being about ^6 inch.

The introduction of this arc into street service a few years ago

gave rise to one of the greatest changes that has occurred in the

practice of arc lighting. Its advantages include high efficiency,

1 Compare Table 9, p. (62).
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good light distribution,
1 good color, low maintenance cost, and

good life. It therefore very quickly proved that the old open
arc was a thing of the past and it limited the use of the enclosed

arc to a narrower field such as indoor installations. Today
as a street illuminant the open carbon arc is obsolete and the

enclosed carbon arc is similarly giving away to the luminous arc

and the later gas-filled incandescent lamps. There were in 1914

about 200,000 magnetite lamps in service.

Magnetite arc lamps are built in two forms. One takes 310

watts at 4 amperes, 75 to 80 volts, with an electrode life of 165-200

hours and a specific consumption of 0.59 watt per mean lower

hemispherical candle-power (m.l.h.c.-p.). The other form takes

510 watts at 6.6 amperes, 75 to 80 volts with an electrode life of

120-150 hours and a specific consumption of 0.38 watts per

m.Lh.c.-p. In the later form, the electrode for the 6.6 amp. lamp
is usable in a frame for 4 amp. rate of consumption. This gives
a life of about 350 hours.

Attempts are being made constantly to improve upon the

efficiencies of these lamps and experimental results have been
obtained with the 310 watt size of 0.42 to 0.30 watt per m.l.h.c.-p.

while laboratory experiments have reached 0.21 watt per m.l.-

h.c.-p. The General Electric Company's practice is to put the

magnetite electrode below. The Westinghouse Company puts
it above. In each case, however, it is the cathode (negative).

1 See Kg, 87, p. 214.
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GAS TUBE LAMPS

General. The electric lamps described heretofore are the types
universally known and utilized. A further possibility and even

practicability is the use of tubes containing gases which act as the

conductors. It is asserted that this action is largely one of chemi-

luminescence1 and is a type of light production without heat. The
efficiency of light-production may thus be raised although the over-

all efficiency of the device may not be high. For example, Angst-
rom calculated that he secured 95 per cent, light efficiency with a

nitrogen tube at 0.1 mm. pressure, without electrode losses accounted

for. But these losses brought the efficiency down to 8 per cent.

Moore Tube. 'The gases used are numerous, but in all cases

the pressure is much below one atmosphere. One commercial

development in this line is the Moore tube which consists essen-

tially of a gas-filled tube of any length up to hundreds of feet, built

with sealed-in electric terminals between which is supplied the

e.m.f . required to force a current through the rarefied gas.

The voltage across the gas column is supplied from the second-

ary circuit of a transformer which has a ratio of transformation

such that it may have its primary connected to the regular dis-

tributing circuit, as 110 volts.

The most important point in connection with the operation of

the tube is the maintenance of the reduced gas pressure at its

proper figure. This is evidenced from the fact that the break-

down or glow characteristics of rarefied gases change very greatly

as the degree of rarefaction changes. An enormous potential is

required in order to send a spark through three feet of a gas at

atmospheric pressure. If, however, the pressure is lowered by

partial evacuation, the potential needed is found to decrease with

the pressure until a minimum point is reached. Any further

progress will demand greater voltages, and the e.m.f. again

rises to prohibitive values. The point at which the Moore tube

operates best is in the neighborhood of a pressure of 0.1 milli-

,
Trans. I.E.S., vol. 10 (1915), p. 289,
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meter of mercury, or just beforemaximum conductivity is reached.

As the older form operated there was a gradual decrease in gas

pressure and, at first, an increase in current for constant voltage.

Later the vacuum became still better, and the current fell off due

to increased resistance to breakdown. Evidently, the thing to

do was to cause the first increase of current to admit a slight

quantity of gas into the tube and thus maintain the stable action

of the system. This is what was done, but probably one of the

greatest hindrances to successful operation was to be overcome

in doing this seemingly simple thing.

It must be remembered that the pressure within the tube is

so low that the gas therein occupies about 7600 times the space it

would at atmospheric pressure. To admit any appreciable

FIG. 29. Diagram of circuits of Moore tube.

amount of gas would, therefore, spoil the vacuum and cause

the tube to cease to operate. The valve evolved for this

service consists of a mercury-sealed porous carbon point.

One end of the carbon is presented to the gas chamber

while the sealed end communicates with the vacuum tube.

When the point is exposed to the low pressure inside of

the tube, the gas pressure from the other end of the carbon

stick causes a very small amount of gas to filter through

the pores of the earbon and enter the tube. This quantity is

very small, but it is of the magnitude needed. The current

diminishes, the valve seals again and the lamp continues to glow.

A later design
1 does away with this valve by inserting a so-

iSee "Gaseous Conductor Lamps for Color Matching," by D. McF.

MOORE, I.E.S., vol. 11 (1916), p. 192.
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called "gas generator" in the tube behind the aluminium elec-

trodes (see Fig. 29). Here, a bulb containing a chemical is placed
in series with a resistor and both are connected in parallel with

the lamp circuit. When the gas-column is C02,
the generator

contains calcium carbonate The passage of current through
this shunt path evolves CO 2 ,

and replenishes the gas supply.
This type of control operates upon the other side of the crest

of the current-gas pressure curve from that of the valve control.

The former is shunt operated while the valve is series operated.

o i 4 5 6 78 9 10 11 12 13 H Id 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 -

Pressure in Hnudxedths of Millimeters of Mercury

PIG. 30. Characteristics of Moore tube.

The gas employed determines the color of the light, each gas

having its own characteristic tint. Rarefied air gives a pink

glow. Carbon dioxid gives nearly white light and is, in fact,

used in the set of tubes especially prepared for color matching,

as it is so near to daylight in color. Nitrogen gives a yellow

color. Neon glows golden orange and is much more economical

than the other gases mentioned.

It is readily seen that the length of the tube affects the effi-

ciency of a unit for there are both terminal losses and tube losses

to be supplied. The former are alike present in all lengths of

tubes and unduly depress the efficiency of the short tubes.

The economy of the tube is not very well evaluated. Figures

given for any one gas vary rather widely although agreement is
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reached in that the white light is less efficiently secured than are

the others. On small units for this purpose the consumption is

found to be about 3 watts per lumen. For the other colors,

values may be obtained somewhat better than those for carbon

lamps, neon being especially good. But here we have the same

difficulty as with other types of illuminants, namely, that the

undesirable colors are the ones most efficiently obtained.

It is not as easy to measure the light from a tubular source as

it is to meter approximate point sources and this may bo one

reason why figures given by different investigators are so scatter-

ing. It is clear, however, that the tube light is not in a position

to compete in the general field with the other illuminants, even

in large units and, although the field is inviting and promising,

much remains to be done before they will be upon a common

plane.

Shifter

Starting Besifltance
~ "

Starting Band

FIG. 31. Diagram of circuits of mercury-vapor lamp.

Mercury Vapor Lamp. Upon the other hand, mercury vapor

in a tube when used as a conductor gives a very satisfactory effi-

ciency as a light producer. The principal obj ection to the lamp is

the color of the light, which is so predominantly green and violet

that its application is limited.

The lamp is made in self-starting forms both for direct currents

and for alternating currents. The tubes are of various lengths

up to about seven feet. The long tubes are U-shaped, while

the shorter ones are straight. This makes the lamp unit rather

bulky but this is not a serious matter for high mounting in

foundries, dock yards, drafting rooms and printing houses.

The circuits are simple as will be seen by Fig. 31, which gives

an elementary diagram for a Cooper-Hewitt automatic lamp.



CHAPTER VIII

ILLUMINATION

Classification of Systems of Illumination. The Research

Committee of the Illuminating Engineering Society has given
considerable study to the matter of a proper classification of

systems of illumination. In their report of 1914,
1
they present

certain fundamental discussions and reach conclusions which we

may best quote directly.

"The scientific analysis of a lighting system is completely given by a

record of the intrinsic brilliancies of all objects visible from the position

chosen for test, and by the components of illumination at all points.

For an absolutely complete description of the lighting conditions the

number of measurements would be very large. In any given case

by attention to the more significant points and the exercise of judgment
the number may be greatly reduced. Also, while every factor is actually

given by these data, a more concrete idea may often be obtained from

more obvious characteristics, such as the general direction of the light,

the area of the principal light source, whether it is visible or invisible

to the observer, and in other cases by the commercial specifications.

"Treating these factors in greater detail:

"Intrinsic brilliancy ,
or candle-power per unit of area. A complete

plot of the intrinsic brilliancies of all visible areas constitutes a picture

of the image thrown upon the retina. In many cases this gives all the

necessary information. These measurements should be plotted upon a

dimensioned drawing or, even better, upon a photographic print. All

points cannot, of course, be so given, but special attention should be

paid to the extremes; to the bright light sources and to their back-

grounds; to the adjacent spaces of greatly different brightness. The

method of making contour maps by the surveyor might be taken as a

guide to what is called for here.

"Components of Illumination. The number of components of illu-

mination at a point is infinite, and the number of points and planes

upon which measurements can be made is infinite. In any given case

the points or planes of chief interest must be selected and the illumina-

tion components determined in the smallest number of directions which

will give an adequate idea of conditions. Thus in much illuminating

engineering work the horizontal plane 30 inches (0.76 m.) above the

1 Trans. I.E.S., vol. 9 (1914), p. 333.
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floor is chosen for measurement as being desk and table height; but other

planes often figure, as in library lighting, where the plane of the bookcase

is of chief interest. The number of components to be measured is

determined by the kind of test or work. If the test involves only flat

surfaces, such as print, the measurement of intrinsic brilliancy or of

normal illumination is sufficient. If relief surfaces, such as type, then

the direction of light becomes significant. In any case the greatest

number of components likely to be of interest at the point of work is

nine (9), namely vertical, four at 45 deg., four horizontal.

"As to the other factors actually covered by these measurements,

but capable of supplying significant information immediately some are

in greater detail as follows:

"Visibility of Light Sources. The illumination of the floor and lower

part of the room by daylight is frequently from a part of the skynot visi-

ble to the occupants of the room. The illumination of a working plane

may be entirely unaffected by the interposition of a shade between the

light source and the observer, but the visibility or invisibility of the

illumiaant is of interest to the worker. Consequently the concealment

or visibility ofthe light source is a significant factor and is easily recorded.

By 'light source
7 must be understood, in illumination science, not alone

the original illuminant, such as the flame or filament, but the surface

from which the light comes, either by emission, diffuse reflection or

difuse transmission, which illuminates the point of study. Thus the

bright ceiling used with an 'indirect' unit is the light source to be con-

sidered in discussing visibility or concealment, not the lamp in the

fixture.

"The terms 'primary light source* and 'secondary light source' may
be used if desired to distinguish between the original illuminant, and

the reflecting and transmitting accessories which as well illuminate the

point of study.

"Area of Light Source. The character of the shadows and the

relative value of different components of iUurnination is conditioned

largely by the angle subtended by the principal light source. The mere

statement that the light sources are practically points (as in the case of

bare incandescent lamps) or areas of several square meters (when a

bright ceiling is used) is of value.

"Direction of Light. Usually the light falling on the working plane

comes largely from a definite direction from above or from one side.

Since certain kinds of detail are revealed by one direction of light over

another, this is a factor of importance. Esthetic values are affected to

a marked degree by the direction of shadows, and as a consequence the

general impression produced on an observer is dependent on the direc-

tion of light.

"Dimensions and Commercial Specifications. No details of dimen-

sions or position which are necessary for the complete picturing of con-
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ditions should be omitted. The use of commercial specifications of

illuminants, auxiliary apparatus and illuminated surfaces frequently
saves much time, but it must not be forgotten that such specifications
are apt to be of significance only locally and for a limited time. The

legitimate use of photographs with dimensions to show details of shape
and position, and of photographs on which measurements of sur-

face brightness are marked to show brightness distribution is to be

encouraged."

Direct Units vs. Indirect Units. Following this presentation
of the essentials of any system, the conclusion is announced that

the use of the terms "direct" and "indirect" preferably should be
in description of lighting fixtures, rather than in connection with

systems of illumination. The point is made that these terms are

not significant in respect to the factors ofthe above analysis, while

two different lighting installations exactly alike in the details

of directional values, intensity, etc., may be, the one direct

illumination, and the other, indirect illumination. 1
Finally, de-

scriptive definitions were offered loosely covering these types of

units as they are in place for use.

"Direct Unit. A lighting device from which over half the emitted

light flux is directed downward, or to the side, reaching the surface to be

illuminated without being reflected by the walls or ceiling.

"Semi-indirect. A lighting device employing a diffusing or trans-

lucent medium to direct most of the light to the walls or ceiling to be

redirected for use, a part of the light being diffused through this medium.

"Indirect Unit A lighting device from which all the light emitted is

projected to the ceilings or walls and then reflected to the object to be

lighted."

The direct unit utilizes lamps with reflectors, shades, globes,

etc., operating to throw the light directly upon the walls and

objects of the room, where, by immediate reflection as well as

diffused light and secondary reflection, all objects become visible.

The indirect unit throws the light, by means of reflectors, upon
the ceiling, from which it is scattered to the walls, floor, furnish-

ings, etc. The practical difference lies, of course, in the diffusion

1 The objection of the committee to the use of the terms "direct" and

"indirect" as applied to the lighting system is well taken. The terms in

no wise characterize the system or the effect produced. It is doubtful,

however, if it has been wholly happy in its suggestion that the fixture should

be saddled with the descriptive term. True, the
"
system

"
is not

"
indirect/'

but neither is the "fixture." The indirection lies with the transmission of

light flux from the lamp to the working plane.
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attained, although it has been shown above that this is not a

fundamental difference.

In contrasting the two schemes, each has advantages. The
indirect apparatus cannot be effective in rooms with dark walls

and ceiling. The intensive spot lighting required for some classes

of work must have the direct light which can be obtained more

economically thus than by other means. In fact, it is clear that

any degree of illumination can be secured most economically by
directed flux. Upon the other hand, a fair amount of diffusion

of light is absolutely necessary to visual comfort. Any degree
of diffusion can be secured by the indirect methods, even to the

elimination of all shadows. Visual comfort and acuity in ordi-

nary situations are both served by a good general illumination

with its accompanying diffusion and by the presence of some
contrast and the presence of medium shadows.

The things most to be avoided in illumination are :

(a) The presence of highly brilliant sources in the field of vision.

(V) Improper direction for flux, causing shadows, glares, etc.

(c) Improper proportioning of the components of general and
of concentrated light.

(d) Improper proportioning of direct and of diffused light.

(e) Faulty color content.

Of these troubles, the greater number may be overcome by
the use of the indirect units.



CHAPTER IX

THE EYE

General. Without an appreciation of the physiological nature

of the eye, its functions and its processes in performing these

functions, any study of lighting is incomplete and lacks much in

effectiveness. All artificial illumination is produced for the

purpose of its ultimate effect upon the eye, provided we neglect

the applications such as in connection with photography, thera-

peutics, etc. Important as these latter are, they sink into insig-

nificance, in comparison with vision, the province of the eye.

It is necessary, therefore, that the eye must be considered both

censor and monitor over all illumination, and that full weight be

given to its limitations, its distinctive qualifications and even to

its whims and foibles.

Conjunctiva- _"'~ ~~"
Optic STerve

FIG. 32. The human eye.

The Physiology of the Eye. Formed like a camera obseura,

Fig. 32, it admits light to its active member, the retina, whose

office is to receive this radiation and cpnvert it into a form of

energy such that it may excite the nerve centers. The retina,

thus, forms the inner of three shells being next to the nutritive

choroid, which is surrounded by the protective sclerotic coating.

The retina contains, in turn, three zones The inner layer

consists of the rods and cones which receive the stimuli ;

the second layer is of cells which conduct these stimuli to the

77
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large ganglia forming the third layer. From here, the nerve

fibers lead to the optic nerve.

Of the ten structural layers of the retina, the inner ones carry

the rods and coaes. The rods, however, approach the inner sur-

face more closely than do the cones.

The rod is a minute cylinder connected to an oval body. The

cylinder points directly toward the inner surface of the retina.

The oval member is connected to the cells of the second nerve zone.

The cylindrical part of the rod carries a pigment known as
*

'visual purple/' The cone similarly consists of two parts, the

first being conical in form, while the next is oval as in the other

case. This also communicates with the next zone of cellsby direct

connection. There are many more rods than cones throughout

the whole of the retina except at the very center of the
"
yellow

spot." At this point, the fovea centralis, cones alone are present.

The yellow spot shows a thinning of all layers except the rods

and cones, leaving these in a more active condition.

Functioning of the Rods and Cones. It is supposed that the

rods function by recognizing brightness but not color. This, of

course, includes form which is perceived only by relative bright-

ness of the different portions of the object viewed. The rods are,

therefore, the active members when we have the sensation of

looking at an object although we are really seeing a flat black and

white picture of the object. The active principle is the visual

purple, which bleaches when light falls upon it. This chemical

change is supposed to generate impulses which are transmitted

to the cells.

The cones probably contain a fluid or fluids which will act

in color recognition somewhat similarly to the visual purple in the

case of brightness. It has been suggested that there are three of

these fluids corresponding, respectively, to the red, green and

blue sensations. They may occupy different cones or they may
be mingled in the same cones. Each liquid experiences a change

when it is the recipient of its particular color of light and the

degree of the light. These stimuli are then transmitted to the

nerve centers where they are combined into a composite

sensation.

Both rods and cones have other activities than these but

the ones outlined seem to be fundamental in the phenomenon of

vision. With the exclusion of light from the eye, the parts again

assume full normal condition, having been reduced to a subnormal
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state by their inability to recuperate as rapidly as their continuous

use would demand. A sudden brilliant flash will leave the eye
blinded for a time because of the complete inability of the proper

parts to furnish at once the suddenly depleted supply of fluids.

Continued exposure of the eye to an over-brilliant illumination

will have the same effect. In case of a very severe flash, as for

example a nearby electric flash, the blindness may persist for

several days.

From the fact that the rods approach the inner surface of the

retina more closely than do the cones, it may be inferred that

"form vision
77

begins with lower intensities of illumination than

does "color vision." This is an experimentally proven fact.

\

Jbi
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Wave Lengths

FIG. 33. Spectral luminosity curve for the average eye, for a source of uniform

energy-intensity.

In the early morning or late in the evening color is indistinguish-

able even while form is still fairly distinct. Nor do the different

colors disappear together as the light fails. Inasmuch, how-

ever, as the "yellow spot" seems to be weak in the perception of

violet, a light of this color receding from the observer will dis-

appear much more quickly if the eyes are focused upon it than if

they are directed toward an object a few degrees away from the

light. When so displaced, the light falls upon a portion of the

retina more sensitive to it than the region immediately surround-

ing the fovea. This gives the peculiar experience of not being

able to see a light when one tries to do so although it is easily dis-

tinguishable if one looks away from it. The writer has several

times made this observation in watching violet colored signal

lights as observed from the rear of a train. This phenomenon is
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also noticeable in looking for the faint stars in a black sky. It

may mean that the fovea, with its lack of rods, distinguishes only

color.

Sensitivity of the Eye. When a uniform amount of energy

falls upon the eye, the color changing over the whole spectrum,

the brightness of the light changes. That is, the eye is not equally

sensitive to different colors of light. Ives has given a spectral

luminosity-curve for the average eye (Fig. 33) showing the rela-

tive brightness of the light thus varied.

As for the least illumination which is discernible or its "thresh-

old
"
value, Konig has given the following values:

TABLE 10. THRESHOLD ILLUMINATION

The crystalline lens which focuses the light upon the retina is

not achromatic and, therefore, monochromatic vision is clearer

than mixed-color vision. This is also easily-proven experimentally.

Natural Protection of the Eye. The iris serves the purpose of

determining the amount of light which may enter the eye. It

accomplishes this end by advancing toward or receding from the

center of the pupillary opening. Its limitations are fairly defi-

nite, however, and it is not capable of protectingthe eyefrom over

exposure in all cases. Its action is involuntary, but when the

field of vision is made up of contrasting elements it may try to

regulate for the lesser illumination, to the injury of the eye by
the stronger light.

Ultra-violet light and infra-red light are both injurious to the

eye because they have no effect upon the iris and it fails to shut

out the high energy content of these rays. The ultra-violet

light is the more injurious and many sources of artificial light are

quite capable of doing much injury because of the presence in

their flux of a considerable amount of these rays. The eye is

incapable of recognizing them and it must be protected by ex-

ternal means.

The properties of the eye as a physical instrument are sum-

marized by Nutting
1 as follows :

"a. Sensibility to Radiation of Various Wave Lengths.

(1) The eye responds to radiation between ill-defined limits at

1
Bulletin, Bureau of Standards, vol. 5 (1908), p. 265.
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about SOOjUM and lOOOjuju. Its sensibility is highest between 500juju and

GOOjup. Good vision requires radiation between 410/A/x and 760ju/z.

Radiation is easily visible to most eyes out as far as 330/i/i in the violet

and 770MM in the red.

(2) The spectral sensibility curve has a single maximum in the

green, slopes off very steeply at first and then very gradually toward

the extreme wave lengths.

(3) At low intensities the maximum of the curve lies between 500/*/*

and 520/jju for perhaps 90 per cent, of all persons. It is approximately

symmetrical and nearly or quite independent of color blindness, partial

or complete. It is coincident with the reciprocal of the threshold value

of the radiation if reduced to the same maximum ordinate.

(4) At moderate and high intensities the maximum of the visibility

curve broadens and shifts slightly toward the yellow, varying con-

siderably with color blindness in the subject.

"&. Sensibility to Radiation of Varying Intensity.

Sensibility falls off steadily with increasing intensity. It is approxi-

mately inversely proportional to the intensity over a wide range. The

ratio of optical intensity to intensity of radiation increases more rapidly

for red than for blue and green. (Purkinje phenomenon.)
"c. Sensibility to Small Differences in Intensity. The least percep-

tible increment, measured as a fraction of the whole, is approximately:

(1) Independent of intensity (Fechner's Law). It is about 0.016

for moderate and high intensities and greater for very low and extremely

high intensities.

(2) Independent of wave length (Konig's Law), at a constant lumi-

nosity extremes again excepted.

(3) Independent of the individual.

"d. Sensibility to Slight Differences in Wave Length has two pro-

nounced maxima, one in the yellow and one in the green, and two slight

maxima in the extreme blue and red. These maxima vary considerably

with the individual and probably also with the intensity of the radiation

used.

"e. Visual acuity or resolving power, so far as studied, appears to

follow the same laws as does sensibility to small intensity differences,

(c) namely, it is approximately proportional to the luminosity and

independent of color and of the individual.

"/. The Growth and Decay of the visual responses with time, so far as

studied, appear to follow the ordinary exponential law. The parameters

of the time functions vary with wave length and intensity. A steady

impression is the resultant of a pure reception and a fatigue."
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LIGHT

Definition. Webster's dictionary says that light is "the essen-

tial condition of vision; the opposite of darkness . . . That

form of energy which by its action upon the organs of vision,

enables them to perform their function of sight. By extension,

radiation or radiant energy incapable of affecting the retina, but

resembling true light in other respects . . . According to the

undulatory or wave theory at present accepted, light is trans-

mitted from luminous bodies to the eye and other objects by the

undulatory or vibrational movement of the ether. The velocity

of this transmission is about 186,300 miles (3 X 1010 cm.) a second,

and the vibrations of the ether are transverse to the direction of

propagation of the wave motion. The waves vary in length from

3.9 to 7.6 ten-thousandths of a millimeter, approximately. The

color impression produced varies with the wave length, and the

brightness is proportional to the square of the amplitude of vi-

bration. Waves of a similar character whose lengths fall above

or below the limits mentioned are not perceptible to the eye.

Those between 3.9 and about 1.0 ten-thousandths of a millimeter

constitute ultra-violet light and are manifested by their photo-

graphic or other chemical action. Those exceeding 7.6 ten-thous-

andths in length are the infra-red waves and are detected by their

thermal effects. The electromagnetic theory of light, originat-

ing with Maxwell, holds that these waves, including those of light

proper, are the same in kind as those by which electromagnetic

oscillations are propagated through the ether, and that light is an

electromagnetic phenomenon. The most important phenomena
of light are: reflection, refraction, dispersion, interference and

polarization,"
It is not necessary for our present purpose that we should go

beyond this statement. In point of fact, the last few years have

brought about dissatisfaction with this theory which, in all

probability, will affect its ultimate statement rather than its

entity. This comes as a quantum theory of electrical energy
and a great variety of phenomena experimentally studied which

82
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have failed to correlate with the earlier notions have fitted well

into the new ensemble.

Law of Inverse Squares. If light is emitted radially from a

point source, the intensity of light varies as the square of the

distance from the source. This follows from the fact that the

amount of surface to be illuminated, as upon the inner side of a

hollow sphere, varies as the spherical surface, which varies as

the square of the radius. While no commercial light producer is

a point source and some types vary therefrom quite widely, this

fundamental law is of very material assistance to us in under-

standing the phenomena of direct radiation, if we are considering

a place sufficiently distant from the light source so that the latter

may be considered as a point. It is seen at once that no account

is here taken of the reflection of light by walls, or objects in a

room.

Radiation. Solar radiation is characterized by the range of

wave lengths from ^1.0 X 1Q~2 cm. down to 1.0 X 10~5
cm.,

which correspond to frequencies of 3 X 1012
cycles per second and

to 3 X 1015
cycles per second, respectively. Upon an " octave"

scale using 128 cycles per sec. as the zero point, this constitutes

about ten octaves, of which less than one octave is actually visible.

Below these frequencies there is a range of about six octaves which

has not been explored. Above the higher limit set for these fre-

quencies, there is another more or less undetermined range occu-

pied in part by re-rays and reflected z-rays, and extending up to

about 1.5 X 1020
cycles per sec. or wave lengths of 2 X 10~10 cm.

For the sake of comparison it might be pointed out that the waves

of the region below 5 X 1010
cycles per sec. are distinctly recogniz-

able, descending from the upper Hertzian waves down through

lightning, radio-telegraphy, oscillations, "static," to commercial

frequencies. The blank regions indicate lack of proper detectors

rather than absence of those frequencies.

Of the whole sixty octaves of frequencies, as before stated,

we are specifically interested at this time in the forty-second

octave, approximately, which narrow range is accountable for

vision. Incidentally, to a limited extent, the adjacent regions

are important to us in that they affect the operation and effi-

ciencies of the light producers and have physiological effects upon

the organs of sight. These waves travel in straight lines, may
be reflected, refracted, or dispersed absorbed or transmitted.

We will consider a few of their laws and phenomena.
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Temperature Radiation. When energy is supplied to a body

by a continuous application of heat, electric current supply,

friction, or otherwise that energy is partially absorbed by the

body and may be stored chemically, or as heat, etc. If the

storage occurs thermally, the temperature of the body is raised.

But with a rise in temperature, the body will give off by conduc-

tion, convection and radiation, a portion of its heat energy

to increase the temperature of the surrounding air. Suppose the

energy to be supplied at a constant rate, then as temperature

increases there will come a time when this energy is just sufficient

to maintain a constant temperature of the body. This indicates

that as the temperature rises, the ratio of energy given off, or

radiated to the amount received increases.

The law of temperature radiation from bodies is not at all

well understood, but there are certain very patent conditions

existing. For instance, radiation is a surface phenomenon, i.e.,

it occurs at the surfaces bounding or separating two bodies and

is conditioned by the natures of those surfaces.

According to the Stephan-Boltzman law:

Wr
= Ke (ZV - TV),

where Wr
= the amount of energy radiated,

K = a reduction constant,

e = the emissivity constant,

To the temperature of the hot body,

Ti = the temperature of the cool body.

This formula states that radiation depends upon (1) an emis-

sivity constant determined by the materials and the surface

conditions; (2) the difference between the fourth powers of the

temperatures of the respective bodies. The emissivity constant

varies within a relative range of 50 to 1.

The fact that the exponents of the temperatures are so large

indicates that the temperature-radiation curve becomes quite

steep and very considerable increases in power supply are required

to increase the temperature very greatly.

Radiation from a hot body occurs over a very considerable

range in frequencies, a "white hot" body giving much the same

range as sun radiation although the corresponding parts differ

in intensity* At low temperatures, the radiation is wholly non-

luminous. As temperature increases, a faint red light appears,

growing stronger and partaking more and more of the orange
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and yellow. Eventually, the color becomes white, indicating

a mixture of the whole spectrum. With still greater rise, the

light evidences a bluish or violet cast. All this shows that with

a rise in temperature, the radiating body continues to give 6ff

energy over a long range of frequencies but with the frequencies

increasing, and with the maximum point shifting toward higher

frequencies (see Fig. 34).
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FIG. 34. Radiation from carbon filament at different temperatures, showing
shift of maximum point.

Black, White and Colored Bodies. When a body absorbs

all energy impinging upon it, reflecting none, its temperature will

be increased until the stable point is reached. Then, the energy

radiated will balance the energy absorbed. It is evident that

the radiation from the black body exceeds that of any other body,

because it absorbs more. Hence, if we limit ourselves to a con-

sideration of radiation due to temperature only, a black body
will radiate more energy at any given point of the spectrum than

any other kind of body will.

For a given temperature, the energy radiated plotted against

wave length may be given for a black body as curve 1 in Fig. 35.

A body which at the same temperature radiates a fixed percent-

age of this is called a gray body. A white body radiates zero

energy at any temperature, a statement which proves from,

its nature that we are considering the unattainable
"
perfectly

white body." Nearly all bodies, however, are more or less

strongly "colored" or "selective" in their radiation. It will

be seen that if a body varies from the black body in its radia-

tion characteristic, it may be possible for it to differ in such
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a way that the visible range of the spectrum suffers less decrease

than does the invisible part. In this case, the efficiency of the

body as a luminant is greater than that of the black body. Or,

the variation may be such that its efficiency is lower than that

of the black body, if the visible range decreases more than does

the infra-red.

Examples of various radiation characteristics are shown in

Fig. 35, where curve No. 1 is for the theoretical black body;

curve No. 2 is for a gray body; curve No. 3 is for a selective

radiant with increased luminous efficiency; curve No. 4 is for

a selective radiant with decreased efficiency.

400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000
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FIG. 35. Types of energy radiation.

As examples of radiators showing these particular kinds of

characteristics we might refer to numerous members of some of

the groups but very few in others. The black body is theoretical

but it may be approximated by the inner surface of a hollow

sphere with a small opening left through which observations

may be made. Platinum, tungsten, etc., give gray body radia-

tion; ceria, thoria, etc., give selective radiation with higher

efficiency than the black body; transparent substances as glass

and quartz radiate selectively with very low luminous efficiency.

It should be noted that nearly all reflection is more or less

selective. By this, ,it is meant that white light falling upon
and reflected by a colored object will show in the reflected beam
a preponderance of the color of the reflector. This is, of course,

why colored objects appear colored under white light. However,
some objects reflect all colors diffusely and give the color sensa-

tion we recognize as "white" while others reflect very little of
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any color and we call them "
black." In all practical installations

for illuminating purposes the reflection is mixed, partaking of

both regular and irregular reflection characteristics. The select-

ive nature of radiation, therefore, becomes important. Ideal

regular reflection would give no change in color, but the light

returned would be of exactly the same color as that received.

Ordinary irregular reflection from the walls of a room will give

to the light a considerable tint of the wall paper. Multiple re-

flection gives a very much increased effect because of the rapid
reduction of the returned energy in color ranges other than that

of the paper.

Table II 1 indicates a difference in coefficient of reflection for

the same paper but with a changed source of light. This is

because of the color relations of the light received and the re-

flector. It will be noticed, for instance, that the green and the

blue wall-papers reflect considerably more of the skylight than

they do of the incandescent lamp light; while the cream colors

reflect much more of the artificial light than of the sunlight.

Incident Hays x , v xx \ \ \
Reflected

FIG. 3G. Diffusion of light by reflection.

Specular or Diffuse Reflection. Reflection may be either

specular or diffuse.
2 In the former, the ray of light is reflected

and continues to advance in the new direction without being

broken up. The chief characteristic of this type of reflection is

that the reflecting surface "mirrors" the object from which the

light has been received. The angle of incidence equals the angle

of reflection. Diffuse reflection, upon the other hand, is irregular

or broken reflection, characterized by an advance of the reflected

rays in promiscuous directions after reflection. The law of in-

cidence and reflection still holds but the plane of reflection is not

the gross plane of the body but is the plane tangent to the minute

surface at the point of incidence of the beam (see Fig. 36).

1 Trans. I.E.S., vol. 2 (1907), p. 653, BELL.
2 See Fig. 60, Types of Reflection.
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TABLE 11. COEFFICIENTS OF DIFFUSE BEFLECTION
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TABLE 11. COEFFICIENTS OF DIFFUSE REFLECTION (Continued)

A regular polished surface is required for specular reflection

while an irregular surface diffuses the light.

Coefficients of Reflection. In all reflections, the total amount
of light received is not returned but a certain portion is ab-

sorbed by the surface and transmitted by it. The percentage of

the light received which is reflected is called the coefficient of

reflection of the surface. Specular reflection need not be higher

than the diffuse maximum. Dr. Bell 1
gives very elaborate lists

of coefficients of reflection. Table 12 gives data for specular

reflection while Table 11 gives data upon walls of rooms variously

prepared, illuminated by daylight through a skylight or by in-

candescent lamps.

TABLE 12. COEFFICIENTS OF SPECULAR REFLECTION

Material
Coefficient
of reflection

Highly polished silver

Mirrors silvered on back . .

Polished gold

Highly polished brass

Highly polished copper. .

Polished platinum

Speculum metal

Polished steel

Burnished copper. . ,

0.93

0.85

0.80

0.75

0.75

0.63

0.65

0.60

0.50

Mixed Reflection. As the angle of incidence increases from

zero, as measured from the perpendicular, the percentage of

reflection increases for a time, reaching a maximum value in the

region depending upon the material, its surface condition, etc.

1 "The Art of Illumination," 1912, and Trans. I.E.S., 1907.
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This maximum occurs early with diffusing reflectors and lato

with specular reflectors.

The reason for the presence of an early maximum, when one

might naturally expect it to be much later, is that as the angle of

incidence increases, multiple reflection rapidly takes the place of

single reflection, especially with diffusing reflectors. A beam of

light striking a prominent place upon the surface is reflected,

meets another projection and even a third before it clears itself

of the surface. This greatly reduces the brilliancy of the de-

flected ray.

Even with diffusing reflectors, maximum brilliancy will occur

at an angle of incidence somewhat different from zero because

upon a perfectly plane surface, reflection increases as the beam

shifts farther and farther away from the perpendicular, as it can

be deflected with less loss of energy. This effect is the opposite

to that of multiple reflection and as the latter is not serious at

first, the increase in brilliancy due to change of angle predomi-

nates for a time over the decrease in brilliancy due to greater

multiplicity of reflection.

As the incident angle increases and multiplex reflection occurs,

there will be a greater departure from a full reflection of the

color of the incident ray, leaving the light more and more affected

by the color of the reflector.

Absorption, Transmission. That part of the radiation which

is not reflected is either absorbed or transmitted. Absorption

consists in a using up of the energy of the wave by the me-

dium. A beam of light passing through air, glass, etc., is par-

tially absorbed. That portion of the energy which continues

to move forward or progress in its original form is said to be

transmitted. In general, different portions of the spectrum

are differently affected by the medium, which may absorb much

of the red or much of some other color, leaving the ray of an

altered color. For example, when common glass is of sufficient

thickness, it is noticed that it absorbs part of the red and leaves

the light of a greenish tint. When used for heavy mirrors this

effect is very marked and a tinting process has been invented

to give glass for this purpose a slight pink tinge. This leaves

the reflected ray with normal coloring and the face and clothing

show their true tints. A portion of the change in color due to

mirrors is, of course, the result of selective reflection from the

silver backing, and this is also corrected for in the now glass.
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Perception of Color. In the perception of color, the eye is

not analytical as is the ear in the case of sound. The difference

is physiological, in that different sounds reaching the ear at the

same time affect different fibers of the auditory nerve. In the

eye, however, light of a complex color falling upon a certain

point of the retina affects only the nerve center connected to that

spot. The resulting sensation is synthetic rather than analytic.

Color perception by the eye implies the presence of a ray of

light
"
containing" the color involved. The eye may be de-

ceived, however, in this sense a mixture of two simple colors

may give the impression of a third color. The simplest illustra-

tion of this is mixing yellow and blue to produce green. However,
unless the elementary green light is present in theillumination, the

spectroscope will show no green. White light, as is well known,
is a combination of violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, and
red in rather poorly defined proportions. There is no established

standard for it, "sunlight" being the most commonly used

synonym. But here again we have a widely variant standard,
affected by atmospheric absorption, sky reflection, clouds, etc.

The morning sunlight is much redder and less
"
actinic" than is

noonlight. Light from the open sky alters the mixture variously

as the nature of the clouds changes.
A green object viewed under a good green light will appear

vividly illuminated. A red object viewed under the same light

will appear to be black. A white object will take the color of

the light. This makes the matter of color of light a very im-

portant matter in any place where colors of objects are to be

effectively distinguished. Dr. Bell gives the data of Table

13 showing how different colors appear under a variety of

illuminations.

Colors of Light Sources. Gleaned from various sources,

Table 14 gives a fairly accurate idea of the colors represented by
different sources of light. This list is descriptive rather than the

result of measurements, in the different parts of the spectra.

It is rather difficult to be explicit in such comparisons for the

reason that two lights, each called blue-white may differ widely

in their blue contents. It is very instructive to make a study
of the spectra of different illuminants and if facilities are present,

the student should examine several, such as the carbon arc,

flaming arc, magnetite arc, mercury arc, carbon incandescent

and tungsten incandescent, comparing them with each other
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TABLE 13. COLOE APPEARANCE UNDEK VARIOUS ILLUMINATIONS

TABLE 14. COLORS OF ILLUMIKAJSTTS

Illuminant Color of light

Sun, at zenith White

Sun, near horizon. . Orange-white

Sky, clear Blue-white

Arc, open carbon Blue-white

Arc, enclosed carbon Violet-white

Arc, magnetite White

I

Golden yellow

Orange-red

Orange-white

Arc, mercury Blue-green

Arc, mercury-quartz? tube Green-white

Moore tube (C0a) White
Nernst glower Yellow-white

Incandescents Carbon . . Orange-white

Tungsten-vacuum Pale orange-white

gas-filled Pale orange-white
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and with daylight. For this purpose a small double prism hand

type of spectroscope is very convenient, showing two spectra at

the same time, side by side. It will then be noted that there are

very marked differences in the distribution of light throughout
even the continuous bands, while the variations of intensity and

the dark lines in others are remarkable.

Luminescence. Light falling upon an object may give rise

to color changes due to a phenomenon quite distinct from that

of selective reflection. This other phenomenon is that type of

luminescence known as fluorescence. Luminescence is an emis-

sion of light not ascribable to incandescence, and, therefore, oc-

curring at low temperatures. When this occurrence is a result

of an exposure to light, it is known as photoluminescence and

may be fluorescence or phosphorescence, depending upon whether

the effect occurs during excitation or after excitation. Some

substances fluoresce with a color different from that of the inci-

dent light. The explanation seems to be that there is some par-

ticular region of frequency at which the substance will give off

light. The energy of the light wave received is actually absorbed

by the body, and evidences itself by setting the molecules into

motion such that light is given off at the characteristic frequency

and color.

This can be illustrated by taking monochromatic light and

illuminating an object made of a material which has this property

of changing the frequency of the energy vibration. Although

not monochromatic, the mercury arc is a good illustration. There

is no red in the spectrum of the low temperature mercury arc.

The spectrum consists of seven prominent bright lines, two lying

very close together in the yellow, one in the greenish yellow, one

green, one indigo and two violet. However, when a solution

of rhodamin is illuminated by the mercury vapor lamp, a cherry

red colored light is given off by the liquid which itself becomes a

luminous body. It looks, in fact, much like a transparent red

hot iron. Similarly, the ultra-violet rays of a spectrum may be

made to play upon a screen which, under its excitation, fluoresces

within the visible range.

So far as has been recorded, all of these "frequency changers"

step down the rate of oscillation, and none is known which will

reverse the step, although these experimental data may be only

a result observation with comparatively feeble excitation.
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Refraction. Refraction of light is effected whenever the ray
leaves a body of one density and enters that of another density

at an angle other than 90 deg. From the standpoint of our

present subject, this is of value to us principally because of color

analysis and of design of shades and reflectors. The former case

has already been considered and will reappear in the discussion

of photometry. The latter case will be taken up under the head

of shades.

Light and Vision. Vision results when a ray of light coining

from an object enters the normal eye, is focused upon the retina

and excites the optic nerve. This, of course, is the primary

object of all illumination. The effect is not, however, propor-

tional to the excitation, Fechner's law, which obtains over wide

limits, although variously stated, asserts in brief, that the effect

produced is proportional to the logarithm of the intensity of the

light. No matter what the initial brilliancy is (except for the

extreme values), an increase of 100 per cent, in the light strength

will increase the sensation by log 2 log 1, or 0.301, or 30.1 per
cent. Inasmuch as the eye is subjected to very large changes in

intensities of light, Fechner's law helps to explain why it is not

entirely blinded but discerns objects with accuracy within the

daily range from artificial light to sunlight, differing by a factor

of 100,000, or thereabouts. Even poor lighting or part moon-

light will give one a sensation of fairly clear outline vision, and

here the illumination is much less than with ordinary conditions.

Pupillary contraction will cover a range of diameter-ratio of

about one to ten. Upon the other hand, it is found that the eye
is sensitive enough to recognize a change of about 1 per cent, of

illumination intensity.

Fatigue. The eye cannot long sustain itself in normal con-

dition when it is exposed to the more trying demands. It is said

to become "fatigued." This occurrence takes place even with

continued use of the eyes in a less trying situation. In any case,

it leaves the familiar after-image which gradually disappears when
the eye is relieved from the strain. The after-image is usually of

reverse or complementary color, evidencing the fact that there is

color fatigue.

Purkinje Effect. It has been found that the eye does not

receive constant relative stimuli from lights of different colors

if the intensities are varied. According to the Purkinje effect,

the eye observing two objects equally illuminated, respectively,
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by the longer and the shorter wave lengths, will, for low illumi-

nations, distinguish detail better by the shorter waves but, as the

intensity of the illumination increases, the longer waves become
more effective. A simple illustration of this is to place side by
side two cards, one red and one blue. Gradually reduce their

illumination and the red card will disappear before the blue one

will. Raise the value of the illumination and the red will appear
to be the brighter.

Monochromatic Vision. It has been shown by several in-

vestigators that visual acuity is promoted by the use of mono-
chromatic light. The explanation for this seems to lie in the fact

that the eye is not achromatic and the red content of white light

FIG. 37. Relative visual acuity for different wave lengths.

is focused just behind the retina, and the blue is focused just in

front of the retina when the yellow falls upon it. When mono-

chromatic light is used the eye will focus for it, but when white

light is used, the eye chooses the yellow-green range for acuity.

This is an efficient selection, for with equal energy content,

the middle range of the visible spectrum produces much better

visibility than does either extreme. The curve given in Fig. 37 is

plotted from data by Luckiesh and shows clearly that the most

effective color is yellow.
1 This central region is most suitable,

therefore, for use in monochromatic Illumination and its content

in general illumination should be high.

Taking the wave lengths 430, 470, 505, 535, 590, 605 and 670

and plotting for each of these colors a curve showing visibility

against intensity of illumination, we get the family of curves in

1 Compare with Fig 33 showing the spectral luminosity curve of the

average eye.
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Fig. 38. 1 It will be seen here that the relative visibility of dif-

ferent colors changes very rapidly in certain regions, as illumi-

nation intensity changes.
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FIG. 38. Relative visibility curves of various colors of light, as a function of in-

tensity of illumination.
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WAVE LENGTH
Fid-. 39. Relative visibility curves for various intensities of light, as a function'of

wave lengths.

Again, plotting visibility against wave length we obtain the

curves of Fig. 39,
l each being for a different intensity of illumi-

nation. Here, it will be noted how marked is the shift of the

maximum point toward the lower wave lengths with decreased

1 Bulletin ofthe Bureau of Standards, vol. 5 (1908-09), pp. 280-1, NUTTING.
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intensity. The scales have been adjusted so as to have equal
maximum points.

A further consideration which must be taken into account is

the fact that for the end ranges of the spectrum, the amount of

energy received by the eye when good illumination is demanded
with monochromatic light becomes excessive. For example, if

one is to see well by red light, a large amount of light will be

required to enter the eye. The non-effective energy-content of

the light is high and an excess of low frequency energy is expended

upon the retina. The dissipation of this energy must be as heat,

by chemical means or otherwise. But this injures the eye. The
same comments would apply in the case of the higher frequencies

of blue to ultra-violet range, the wave perhaps being even more

destructive because of its more rapid vibration.

Glare. Whenever there lie in the direct field of vision, objects

illuminated so differently that the eye cannot adjust itself so as

to admit sufficient light for visibility of the dark portions of the

field without admitting too much for comfort from the light parts,

there arises a double possibility. On the one hand, the pupil

may contract so far that it permits visibility of the bright spot

and shrouds the darker portions in obscurity. Again the pupil

may adapt itself more or less successfully to the dark parts and

admit too much light from the light part. Just what the eye

will do depends upon conditions.

If the bright spot is a large part of the field, it will be the con-

trolling feature and the darker features cannot be seen. When,

however, the bright spot is small and not too intense, the eye will

tend to regulate itself to secure recognition of details of the dark

spots and leave a single point upon the retina flooded with light.

The farther the high light is from the center of the field of vision,

the brighter it must be to produce the same degree of discomfort.

When this combination of the bright spot in a field is sufficiently

striking to produce discomfort there is said to be a "glare." It

may result from the presence of a lamp installed too low, bringing

it into one's field of vision and leaving it unshaded. It may be

effected by specular reflection of light directly into the eyes of

the observer. Glossy paper is very faulty in this respect, while

misplaced lighting fixtures or fixtures unscientifically served by

shades or reflectors are too common to excite notice. They are,

however, one of the most prevalent crimes against the eye and

will be discussed at a later time.

7



CHAPTER XI

PHOTOMETRY

Photometry. Aims and Definition. In much of what has

gone before, there has been evident the necessity of a process

by which illuminants may be fully evaluated. They must be

studied both individually and comparatively. Each one must

be known by its characteristics in order that it may be put to the

uses for which it is best fitted. These points will be emphasized

even more in the discussions which follow. The problem there-

fore presents itself of devising apparatus and methods of pro-

cedure whereby, while the lighting unit is held at its normal

condition of operation, there may be determined all necessary

data for its complete recognition and understanding. These

data include all such statistics as total output of light flux, the

intensity of this light in each direction, the permanency of the

unit as an efficient source of light, the suitability of the light for

color vision, etc.
c

Photometry is the process of measuring the intensity of the

light flux in any given direction or directions. Hence, it is

fundamental to all of the steps by means of which the lamp is

appraised. Its practice and the expression of its results require a

set of terms, or a nomenclature especially adopted, in order that

the presentation of facts may be scientifically correct and ac-

curate as well as apprehensible to the reader. There are pre-

sented in the next few paragraphs the fundamentals of this

nomenclature. They are reproduced from the reports of the

Committee on Nomenclature and Standards of the Illuminating

Engineering Society (1916) and have been established in con-

ference with other societies.

NOMENCLATURE

Luminous flux is radiant power evaluated according to its visibility;

its capacity to produce -the sensation of light.

2. The visibility, Kx, of radiation of a particular wave length, is the

ratio of the luminous flux to the radiant power producing it.

3. The mean value of the visibility, Km,
over any range of wave lengths,

or for the whole visible spectrum of any source, is the ratio of the total

98
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luminous flux (in lumens) to the total radiant power (in ergs per second-,
bu jnore commonly in watts).

<T4./The luminous intensity, I, of a point source of light is the solid angular
ctensity of the luminous flux emitted by the source (of light) in the direction

considered; or it is the flux per unit solid angle from that source.

JDefining equation:

or, if the intensityjs uniform,

where w is the solid angle.

5. Strictly speaking no point source exists, but any source of dimensions
which are negligibly small by comparison with the distance at which it is

observed may be treated as a point source.

J Illumination, on a surface, is the luminous flux-density on that surface,
he flux per unit of intercepting area.

Defining equation : *T - * *&'-

or, when uniform,

* -
sr

where S is the area of the intercepting surface.

/7. Candle the unit of luminous intensity maintained by the national

laboratories of France, Great Britain, and the United States. 1

^S^ Candle-power luminous intensity expressed in candles.

^%T Lumen the unit of luminous flux, equal to the flux emitted in a unit

solid angle (steradian) by a point source of one candle-power.
2

10. Lux a unit of illumination equal to one lumen per square meter.

The c.g.s. unit of illumination is one lumen per square centimeter. For this

unit Blondel has proposed the name "Phot." One millilumen per square

centimeter (milliphot) is a practical derivative of the c.g.s. system. One

foot-candle is one lumen per square foot and is equal to 1.0764 milliphots.

The milliphot is recommended for scientific records.

11. Exposure the product of an illumination by the time. Blondel

has proposed the name "phot-second" for the unit of exposure in the

c.g.s. system. The microphot-second (0.000001 phot-second) is a con-

venient unit for photographic plate exposure.

12. Specific luminous radiation,
' the luminous flux-density emitted

by a surface, or the flux emitted per unit of emissive area. It is expressed

in lumens per square centimeter.

Defining equation:
For surfaces obeying Lambert's cosine law of emission,

W = irb*.

1 This unit, which is used also by many other countries, id frequently

referred to as the international candle.

2 A uniform source of one candle emits 4rr lumens.
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. 13. Brightness, b, of an element of a. luminous surface from a given

position, may be expressed in terms of the luminous intensity per unit area

of the surface projected on a plane perpendicular to the line of sight, and

including only a surface of dimensions negligibly small in comparison with

the distance at which it is observed. It is measured in candles per square

centimeter of the projected area.

Defining equation:

=
STcosY

(where 6 is the angle between the normal to the surface and the line of sight).

14. Normal brightness, bo, of an element of a surface (sometimes called

specific luminous intensity) is the brightness taken in a direction normal

to the surface. 1

15. Brightness may also be expressed in terms of the specific luminous

radiation of an ideal surface of perfect diffusing qualities, i.e., one obeying

Lambert's cosine law. /v^ tu*L:i .* ?> <v ^ * xw < '

.V1

-*.
'' '

16. Lambert the cffTs. unit of brightness, the brightness of a 'perfectly

diffusing surface radiating or reflecting one lumen per square centimeter.

This is equivalent to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing surface having a

coefficient of reflection equal to unity and an illumination of one phot.

For most purposes, the millilambert (0.001 lambert) is the preferable

practical unit.

A perfectly diffusing surface emitting one lumen per square foot will

have a brightness of 1.076 millilamberts.

Brightness expressed in candles per square centimeter may be reduced

to lamberts by multiplying by v - 3.14.

Brightness expressed in candles per square inch may be reduced to foot

candle brightness by multiplying by the factor 144r ~ 452.

Brightness expressed in candles per square inch may be reduced to

lamberts by multiplying by Tr/6.45 = 0.4868.

In practice, no surface obeys exactly Lambert's cosine law of emission;

hence the brightness of a surface in lamberts is, in general, not numerically

equal to its specific luminous radiation in lumens per square centimeter.

Defining equations:

or, when uniform,

/
17. Coefficient of reflection the ratio of the total luminous flux re-

flected by a surface to the total luminous flux incident upon it. It is a

simple numeric. The reflection from a surface may be regular, diffuse or

mixed. In perfect regular reflection, all of the flux is reflected from the

surface at an angle of reflection equal to the angle of incidence. In perfect

1 In practice, the brightness 6 of a luminous surface or element thereof

is observed and not the normal brightness b . For surfaces for which the

cosine law of emission holds, the quantities b and & are equal.
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diffuse reflection the flux is reflected from the surface in all directions in

accordance with Lambert's cosine law.
'

In most practical cases there is a

superposition of regular and diffuse reflection.

18. Coefficient of regular reflection is the ratio of the luminous flux

reflected regularly to the total incident flux.

19. Coefficient of diffuse reflection is the ratio of the luminous flux re-

flected diffusely to the total incident flux.

Defining equation:
Let m be the coefficient of reflection (regular or diffuse).

Then, for any given portion of the surface,

E'

20. Lamp a generic term for an artificial source of light.

[^21. Piimary luminous standard a recognized standard luminous source

reproducible from specifications.

22. Representative luminous standard a standard of luminous inten-

sity adopted as the authoritative custodian of the accepted value of the
unit.

23. Reference standard a standard calibrated in terms of the unit

from either a primary or representative standard and used for the calibration

of working standards.

24. "Working standard any standardized luminous source for daily use

in photometry.
25. Comparison lamp a lamp of constant but not necessarily known

candle-power against which a working standard and test lamp are successively

compared in a photometer.
26 Test lamp, in a photometer a lamp to be tested.

27. Performance curve a curve representing the behavior of a lamp
in any particular (candle-power, consumption, etc.) at different periods

during its life.

28. Characteristic curve a curve expressing a relation between two
variable properties of a luminous source, as candle-power and volts, candle-

power and rate of fuel consumption.

^-39. Horizontal distribution curve a polar curve representing the lumi-

nous intensity of a lamp, or lighting unit, in a plane perpendicular to the

axis of the unit, and with the unit at the origin.

30. Vertical distribution curve a polar curve representing the luminous

intensity of a lamp, or lighting unit, in a plane passing through the axis

of the unit and with the unit at the origin. Unless otherwise specified, a

vertical distribution curve is assumed to be an average vertical distribution

curve, such as may in many cases be obtained by rotating the unit about

its axis, and measuring the average intensities at the different elevations.

It is recommended that in vertical distribution curves, angles of elevation

shall be counted positively from the nadir as zero, to the zenith as 180 deg.

In the case of incandescent lamps, it is assumed that the vertical distribution

curve is taken with the tip downward.

-""Si? Mean horizontal candle-power of a lamp the average candle-power
in the horizontal plane passing through the luminous center of the lamp.
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It is here assumed that -the lamp (or other light source) is mounted in

the usual manner, or, as in the case of an incandescent lamp, with its axis

of symmetry vertical.

^ 32. Mean spherical candle-power of a lamp the average candle-power

of a lamp in all directions in space. It is equal to the total luminous flux

of the lamp in lumens divided by 4r.

- 33. Mean hemispherical candle-power of a lamp (upper or lower)-

the average candle-power of a lamp in the hemisphere considered. It is

equal to the total luminous flux emitted by the lamp in that hemisphere

divided by 2r.

^"34. Mean zonal candle-power of a lamp the average candle-power of a

lamp over the given zone. It is equal to the total luminous flux emitted

by the lamp in that zone divided by the solid angle of the zone.

, 35. Spherical reduction factor of a lamp the ratio of the mean spherical

to the mean horizontal candle-power of the lamp.
1 ~* - ' "' '

36. Photometric tests in which the results are stated in candle-power

should be made at such a distance from the source of light that the latter

may be regarded as practically a point. Where tests are made in the

measurement of lamps with reflectors or other accessories at distances

such that the inverse-square law does not apply, the results should always

be given as "apparent candle-power
7 '

at the distance employed, which dis-

tance should always be specifically stated.

The output of all illuminants should be expressed in lumens.

37. Illuminants should "be rated upon a lumen basis instead of a candle-

power basis.

38. The specific output of electric lamps should be stated in terms of

lumens per watt and the specific output of illuminants depending upon

combustion should be stated in lumens per British thermal unit per hour.

The use of the term "efficiency" in this connection should be discouraged.

When auxiliary devices are necessarily employed in circuit with a lamp,

the input should be taken to include both that in the lamp and that in the

auxiliary devices. For example, the watts lost in the ballast resistance of

an arc lamp are properly chargeable to the lamp.

39. The specific consumption of an electric lamp is its watt consumption

per lumen. "Watts per candle" is a term used commercially in con-

nection with electric incandescent lamps, and denotes watts per mean

horizontal candle.

40. Life Tests. Electric incandescent lamps of a given type may be

assumed to operate under comparable conditions only when their lumens

per watt consumed are the same. Life test results, in order to be com-

pared must be either conducted under, or reduced to, comparable conditions

of operation.

41. In comparing different luminous sources, not only should their

candle-power be compared, but also their relative form, brightness, dis-

tribution of illumination and character of light.

1 In the case of a uniform point-source, this factor would be unity, and

for a straight cylindrical filament obeying the cosine law it would be
j-
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42. Lamp Accessories. A reflector is an appliance the chief use of which
is to redirect the luminous flux of a lamp in a desired direction or directions.

43. A shade is an appliance the chief use of which is to diminish or to

interrupt the flux of a lamp in certain directions where such flux is not
desirable. The function of a shade is commonly combined with that of a
reflector.

44. A globe is an enclosing appliance of clear or diffusing material the

chief use of which is either to protect the lamp or to diffuse its light.

45. Photometric Units and Abbreviations.

9. Mean spherical candle-power s c -p.

10. Mean lower hemispherical candle-power I.e.-p.

11. Mean upper hemispherical candle-power u.c.-p.

12. Mean zonal candle-power z.c.-p.

13. Mean horizontal candle-power m.h.c.-p.

14. 1 lumen is emitted by 0.07958 spherical candle-power.

15. 1 spherical candle-power emits 12.57 lumens.

16. 1 lux 1 lumen incident per sq. meter = 0.0001 phot = 0.1 milliphot.

17. 1 phot 1 lumen incident per sq cm. = 10,000 lux = 1000 milli-

phots = 1,000,000 microphots.

18. 1 milliphot = 0.001 phot 0.929.

19. 1 foot-candle - 1 lumen incident per sq. ft. = 1.076 milliphots

10.76 lux.
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20. 1 lambert = 1 lumen emitted per sq. cm. of a perfectly diffusing surface.

21. 1 millilambert = 0.001 lambert.

22. 1 lumen, emitted, per sq. ft. 1 = 1.076 millilamberts.

23. 1 millilambert = 0.929 lumen, emitted, per sq. ft.
1

24. 1 lambert 0.3183 candle per sq. cm. = 2.054 candles per sq. in.

25. 1 candle per sq. cm. = 3.1416 lamberts.

26. 1 candle per sq. in. = 0.4868 lambert = 486.8 millilamberts.

46. Symbols. In view of the fact that the symbols heretofore pro-

posed by this committee conflict in some cases with symbols adopted for

electric units by the International Electrotechnical Commission, it is pro-

posed that where the possibility of any confusion exists in the use of electrical

and photometrical symbols, an alternative system of symbols for pho-
tometrical quantities should be employed. These should be derived ex-

clusively from the Greek alphabet, for instance :

Luminous intensity . . . . T
Luminous flux . . .^

Illumination. .

The Standard Candle. The standard candle referred to in

the preceding paragraphs is called the International Candle and is

accepted in France, Great Britain and the United States. The

development of this standard has been slow, however, and even

now its basis is not wholly acceptable to engineers. The estab-

lishing of a fundamental standard is not a simple matter and is

being given a large amount of study. For such a reference

unit there must exist extremely high precision of rating, uni-

formity of operation, permanency, and accurate reproducibility.

No device yet produced is satisfactory in any of these details.

Simplicity and low cost are of secondary importance for primary

standards, but are to be given their due weight. They become
much more influential in affecting the design of secondary
standards.

The history of the development of the standard by which a

light source is to be rated leads us back to the old type of il-

luminant, namely the candle. Early measurements were made
of light in terms of the regular candle, although the latter was not

specifically described. It is evident at once that candles varied

and the kind of candle used was then stated with gradually in-

creasing fullness. To do this it was necessary to give materials,

dimensions and rates of consumption. A spermaceti candle

of specified size and rate of consumption became the working
standard in England while paraffin was used in Germany. As

1 Perfect diffusion assumed.
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soon, however, as these units were compared with other pro-

posed standards, it was quickly recognized that they were far

from constant. A glance at the curves shown in Fig. 40 will

indicate how rapidly and how widely they may vary in intensity
of light flux. It is universally recognized today that the so-

called "standard candle" is a thing of the past, not even the

manufacturers undertaking the responsibility of vouching for

them.

5 10

Time in Minutes
15

FIG. 40. Flame-intensity variations for standard candles and pentane iamp-

The Pentane Lamp. The pentane lamp is one of the units

which easily showed up the deficiencies of the candles. It has

been in use for a number of years as a regular authorizedstandard

in England. Improvements upon it a few years ago make it per-

haps the best primary standard of today. The curve shown in

Fig. 40, for the pentane lamp, is said to represent the errors of

observation rather than variations in candle-power of the light,

this degree of inaccuracy arising from the rapidity with which it

was necessary to take the readings. The same allowance should

be made in connection with the curves for candles as shown upon

the same sheet.

The pentane lamp, as modified for better work, is known

as the Harcourb model, being made in the ten-candle-power size

(see Fig. 41). Air is carbureted by passing over pentane (CgH^)

and then delivered through an annular opening of the argand-

burner type. Air is supplied through the center opening after
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being heated by the hot flue gases. A chimney is placed 47 mm.
above the burner, serving to carry off the gases, heat the incoming
air and determine the height of the visible flame.

Outlet cock

lultit cock

Connect -with outlet

on aaturator boz"A'

SECTIONAL PLAN

SATURATOR BOX

\ 3 Centering
Alp screws spaced*

evenly

Coupling
Connect with

ei
vapor Inlet -'B

Regulating cock

Clamp collar for adjusting^
height of lamp

"Woyden gauge block

I Tin cap to protect
**

I burner from dust

Heated air supply for inner flame

KEY TO HATCHING

PFNTANE 10 C.P. LAMP

HARCOURT TYPE

FIG. 41. Harcourt pentane lamp.

In order to indicate how delicate are the sensibilities of the

flame standards, it will be interesting to specify some of themost

noticeable causes of variation in the light of the pentane lamp.
Similar or identical agencies exist in connection with any of the

others.
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The fuel used is pentane, having a chemical composition of

C 5Hi2 ,
in spite of which it varies. There are three different

molecular constructions for the same formula, giving rise to

slightly different characteristics. Fortunately, these pertain
more to the distillation temperature than to the luminosity of

the flame produced. Furthermore, as pentane is a petroleum

distillate, it is defined by its distillation range and includessome
of the impurities which overstep these boundaries.

Moisture content of the air as well as barometric pressure will

affect the luminosity, by changing the amount of oxygen sup-

plied to the flame. Correction curves must be used for these

variations. Similarly, the temperature at which the carbureter

is worked will determine the amount of fuel being vaporized,
and for high temperature evaporation may be rapid enough to

exclude any flow through the carbureter itself, vaporized pentane

being furnished to the burner.

Drafts cause serious variations in the light as will also the

composition of the air supply. Any lack of adjustment is also

a direct cause of error. This is more liable to occur in connection

with the spacing of the chimney above the burner than in any
other particular. The lamp must be operated for at least half

an hour before becoming stable.

While all of the above errors may creep into the operation of a

given lamp, still other troubles are present when we are com-

paring two different lamps. From the standpoint of reproduci-

bility of the lamp we find it impossible to make two lamps exactly

alike. The air passages of one will have more friction than those

of the other. Radiation losses are different. Chimneys are not

identical in shape or length. Burners vary in shape and in the

number of holes in the annular ring. Heat conduction away
from the active zone depends upon the construction of all acces-

sory parts. The active height of the chimney is lessened by its

downward expansion from its point of support, which is sometimes

at the bottom and sometimes at the top.

Individually, some of these errors may be of the magnitude of

2 per cent, or 3 per cent., although the greater number of them

are of lesser value. Nevertheless, it is easily seen that much

attention must be paid to details of both construction and

operation.

The Hefner Lamp. The Hefner lamp (see Fig. 42) has been

accepted as the standard in Germany for many years. It has a
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wick fed by pure amyl acetate. The height of the flame is

gaged by a sight provided, and is maintained at 40 mm. It is a

simple device to construct and to operate although it does require

the same careful attention as any other lamp. It is rugged and

easily duplicated. In practice, it is found to give very consistent

results and it is being used in this country though less than the

pentane lamp. One of the

principal objections that is

raised to it is its low candle-

power. As it is standardized,

it has a value of 0.9 international

candle-power. Not having any
chimney, it is a little unsteady
and very sensitive to drafts.

Again, the color is rather redder

Ithan
the common illuminants,

3
giving rise to some of the diffi-

culties mentioned later in this

chapter.

Upon the whole, however,
both of these primary standards

are practicable and neither one

has a predominant place over

the other.

Color Content* The question
r

will soon be taken up of color

content of the different sources

of light. At once we are com-

pelled to admit that there is

no standard in this particular.

We speak of "white light" as

if it means something definite,

but it does not. It is variously taken as direct sunlight at noon,
indirect sunlight at noon, light of the clear sky and an "average"

daylight. It is not, therefore a scientific term and cannot be-

come one until there is adopted some definite color mixture

giving the impression of whiteness and, at the same time

being made up of component parts which, taken in varying

proportions, will also give the complete color scale. A few

such combinations have been suggested but no action has

been taken serving to establish any one of these as a recognized

FIG. 42. Hefner lamp.
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standard. 1 Even then, we shall still be at a loss to pronounce

upon the equivalency of a certain amount of "red" light and
another amount of "green" light which would have to be adopted
before we could establish a scalar relation for the expression of

results over the complete range.

Secondary Standards. The average photometric laboratory
does not go back to the primary standard in its everyday work,

but utilizes secondary standards especially adapted to its particular

problem. These secondary units are generally tested by some
one of the regular standardizing bureaus, where the necessary

comparison is made between them and the primary standards.

The requirements for a good secondary standard are much like

those of the primary, with the emphasis shifted to different items.

It must be constant in output for a reasonable length of time,

subject to accurate rating, cheap, steady, simple in manipulation,
of convenient size and suitable colors. In this field there is no

serious competitor to the incandescent lamp. To a satisfactory

extent, all the above requirements are met. It will be noted that

reproducibility is not a necessity in this case. It does not matter

if the secondary standards used successively in a laboratory

differ somewhat from each other in rating, provided only, that

each is carefully evaluated.

Both carbon filaments and tungsten.filaments are used. Their

principal differences are in color and in regulation. Both are

run at voltages slightly below those at which they would be

rated for regular service and each runs a little more red than it

otherwise would. Nevertheless, the carbon lamp is considerably

more red than the tungsten lamp. It is best, therefore, to use

for a standard the same kind of lamp as is being tested.

With these lamps it is possible to regulate for constant current,

constant voltage or constant wattage. Probably the most

accurate setting for light flux would be obtained with a constant

power. Constant voltage, however, is the criterion nearly

always used, being better adapted to general practice and more

accurate than constant current. It is especially good with

tungsten lamps, owing to their positive temperature coefficient.

Carbon and tungsten lamps are used with about the same

restrictions and precautions and in the following there are made

no distinctions between them.

1 Upon this subject, see STEINMETZ, Trans. A.I.E.E., vol. 27, 1908, p.

1319, and IVBS, Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc., vol. 6, 1911, p. 258.
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Establishing Secondary Standards. Lamps to be standardized

are first given a very rigid inspection to make sure that they are

mechanically perfect, symmetrical and of strictly accurate

standard dimensions. The vacuum must be good in order to

promise a good life. After these points are determined to be

satisfactory, the lamp is seasoned.

Seasoning a lamp consists in running it upon its rated voltage

until it has reached the initial point of its constant candte.power

range. By an examination of the life curve of a lamp (Fig. 25)

it will be seen that during the first fifty hours or so the candle-

power of the lamp rises. It gradually reaches a maximum and

then slowly falls off along a line practically straight over the

range beyond two hundred hours. The crest of the curve is

maintained at a fairly uniform value for a considerable period.

The constant candle-power range alluded to above is this region

of approximate constancy and it represents the working life of

the unit as a standard. This part of the curve is successfully

extended somewhat by rating the lamp at a voltage appreciably

below that at which it would be rated for other purposes. This

practice affects the color of the standard, of course, rendering it

a little redder than it would be on the higher voltage.

The Photometer. The photometer consists essentially of a

screen to be illuminated, an optical system for observing the

effect upon the screen and a bench or scale for measuring the

distances between lamps and screen. It is operated by allowing

the test lamp and the standard lamp to illuminate the screen

simultaneously, while the distances are adjusted until equality

of illumination is secured. The relative measurements upon the

distance scale then give us a means of calculating the intensity

of the test lamp in terms of the working standard, for, according

to the law of inverse squares, the illumination will vary inversely

as the square of the distance between the light and the screen.

This law of inverse squares may be used provided the light

sources are small as compared to their distances from the screen.

The screen functions by reflection or by transmission of the

light. Under both conditions, however, the action must be

highly diffusing or the lamps themselves will be seen and the

illumination cannot be judged. Again, no selective absorption

is permissible or the color effects are not properly obtained. The

reflecting surface should be uniformly white and very finely

irregular. Such materials as plaster-of-Paris or paper are widely
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used. A satisfactory material for transmission screen is a uni-

form tissue paper.

The sensitivity of the screen is increased by utilizing a material

which is as highly reflecting or transmitting as possible. The
screen must also be arranged so as to establish a clear-cut bound-

ary between the two fields to be compared. The accuracy is

greatly enhanced by bringing these two regions into direct and

intimate contact. As elsewhere indicated, the eye is competent
to recognize a change of about 1 per cent, in the illumination

of a body. It follows that the screen should be sufficiently

sensitive so that the eye may utilize its own full sensitivity.

Methods of Comparing Light Intensity. There are three

distinct methods by which the intensity of light is measured.

The foremost of these may be known as the method of direct

comparison by equality of brightness. The second is the flicker

method. The third establishes a reading by finding at what

distance the light is effective in illuminating a printed page for

reading. It will be noted that the light flux is considered here

without regard to color. Where this latter is necessary, there

are other methods of approaching the problem more scientifically

although the flicker photometer was developed especially to take

care of just such difficulties, and the use of a printed page for

reading establishes a good comparison on the basis of visibility.

The more elaborate processes are also more analytical. The first

one makes use of the spectrophotometer, while the second method

uses absorbing color screens.

For simplicity and general utility and satisfaction, the direct

comparison of the test lamp with a standard by equality of

brightness is commendable. In some cases there may be pro-

vided, two different intensities of illumination by each of the two

lamps being compared, a balance being more easily established.

The weakness of this method develops when it is called upon to

measure a light differing somewhat in color from that of the

standard. Heterochromatic photometry is not its sphere, for

the division line between the two fields cannot be made to

disappear.

Upon the other hand, it has been found that with the flicker

type of instrument, the difference in color becomes indistinguish-

able by a merging of the colors while a lack of balance in illumina-

tion is still distinguishable because the flicker still persists. It

is a question, yet, as to what part is played in this by lag in per-
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ception and persistence of vision. Certain it is that the speed of

the flicker device must be easily and widely changeable, and it

must be regulated to its lowest possible value for any setting in

order to make sure that the flicker has not disappeared merely

from too high a speed.

Cheapness, portability and a fair degree of accuracy are com-

bined in the third type mentioned which depends upon the visi-

bility of a printed page. It is not the only portable photometer,

however. Fairly accurate instruments are obtainable, operating

on each of the other principles.

It is easily seen, however, that the only full comparison of

lamps, or the evaluation of any one lamp, must come from an

analytical process. Mere brightness of the illuminated screen,

while a criterion of the effectiveness with which the lamp may

be used for its specific application, that for which it was made, is

not the scientific declaration. Of course, it cannot be disputed

that illumination for visibility is the main thing to be considered

but even here color comes forward and plays a very important

part in the matter. Form, or shape, the presence or the absence

of an object, the likelihood of danger, etc., generally though not

always, may be discerned without a recognition of colors. But

so much depends upon color and its accurate perception that

our light sources must be studied from this standpoint. And

this leads to spectrophotometric measurements, where the light

is dispersed by prisms and measured in its different components,

separately. Or, again, absorption screens may be interposed,

cutting off certain components, while others are being measured.

With this latter scheme, either stationary screens or flicker

screens may be used, but Ives has concluded 1 that it is best to

use the flicker instrument. His instrument is described in these

pages, as are several of the other general types. These descrip-

tions will serve to present a few of the most common and

most important of the devices found in practice. Many elabora-

tions upon these methods will be found and many excellent photo-

meters are available,
2
designed both for general use and for

attacking special problems.
1 "Studies in the Photometry of Lights of Different Colors." Philosophical

Magazine, July, September, November, December, 1912.

2 For description of other photometers see Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc.,

various volumes; Ilium. Eng. Prac., (I.E.S. Lectures, 1916); "Light Pho-

tometry & Ulumination," BARROWS; "Illumination and Photometry,"

WlCKENDEN.
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The Bunsen Photometer. The Bunsen photometer, though
not the earliest instrument, is one of the simplest and most
effective. The screen consists of a white paper or parchment
with a paraffined spot in the center. It is mounted upon a

carriage which rides upon a track along a bench. This bench is

the framework of the whole device and carries the scale upon
which the distance readings are made. The standard lamp is

mounted at one end of the scale, the test lamp at the other end,

As the screen is moved back and forth between the two lamps, a

position is found where the illumination on one side is equalled

Standard

Lamp

Observer

FIG. 43. Bunsen photometer.

by that on the other side. At this setting, as much light is

transmitted through the 'translucent spot from left to right as

from right to left. In other words, as much light comes off

from the greased spot, in either direction, as there would be

given off by a plain reflecting screen, permitting no transmission

of light through it. Hence, the screen appears equally bright

upon its whole surface. When the carriage is moved from this

position, say, toward the right, if the screen is viewed from the

right, the spot appears darker than the surrounding portion of

its surface. This is because there is more light sent through the

spot from right to left than there is from left to right. If viewed

from the left side, the spot shows brighter than the remainder

of the screen. From either side, then, the lack of balance is

recognized. In fact, there are generally mirrors provided so
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that both sides of the screen may be seen at the same time and

as close together as possible. Fig. 43 gives an idea of the

arrangement.
If s and t are the distances, respectively, to the standard lamp

and the test lamp, and if S and T are their respective candle-

powers, we have for this reading

T : S = /
2

: s
2

It is necessary to have the illuminated screen hooded by dead

black sheaths and it is best to have some similarly painted

annular cutouts mounted along the bench between the lamps

and the carriage. This will serve to help eliminate all reflected

rays, or light coming from anywhere except directly from the

lamps themselves. Such barriers are absolutely necessary if

the walls of the room are not completely absorbent to light.

Generally the walls are painted a dull black throughout the room

and barriers are added as a precaution.

The bench should be at least three meters long for the ordinary

work such as the comparison of the common sizes of incandescent

lamps where the standard has about the same rating as the test

lamp* The distance from the light to the illuminated screen

must be greater for sources having a large area than when they

are approximate point sources. This comes about from the

fact that the law of inverse squares is applicable only to point

sources. It has been found,
1
however, that no very material

error is introduced into the calculation if the distance between

lamp and screen is about ten times the greatest dimension of the

projected incandescent member.

The Lummer-Brodtwn Photometer. The Lummer-Brodhun

photometer differs from the Bunsen mainly in the optical devices

by which the screen is viewed. In Fig. 44 the lamps are located

at Li and i s,
their light being represented by the respective

groups of lines, abed and vwxy. Where these rays strike the

screen S
9
diffuse reflection takes place as represented by the

bufts proceeding from its surface. Mirrors placed at MI and

M2 receive a portion of this light, as a'Vc'd' and v'w'x'y* and

direct it upon the prisms Pi and P2 . These two prisms are in

1 "Geometrical Theory of Radiating Surfaces." HYDE, Bull Bur. Stds.,

irol. 3 (1907), p. 81.
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contact with each other over a circular area, T in their centers,

wfiile the annular spaces, RR, surrounding these contacts are

separated by slight distances. The results are easily understood

from a study of the figure. Of the sheaf a'Vc'd' the center

O

FIG. 44. Lummer-Brodhun sight box.

rays, c'd', will pass through prism PI into P2 through the contact

area T as appears at the lower right hand part of the illustration.

The outer part of this beam, however, will be reflected by the

surfaces RR, and will be thrown to the left as at a'd'. Similarly,
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the light coming from Lz, mirrored at M2 ,
is separated at the

double prism, and the center, w'x', is transmitted through them

while the annular sheaf, v'w
f

,
is reflected and appears at the

right. An observer located at will see, therefore, a center

illumination from Li and an outer illumination from L%. A
balance established between these two elements indicates an

equality of brightness of the two surfaces of the screen. If the

two surfaces are equally white, an equality of illumination also

exists. The apparatus is arranged so that the whole train of

devices consisting of screen mirrors, prisms and eyepiece can

be reversed and a second series of readings taken in order to

FIGS. 45 and 46. Annular areas and contrast areas of Lummer-Brodhun

sight box.

eliminate any error due to the possibility of unlike surfaces of

the screen. During unbalanced conditions the areas appear as

in Fig. 45.

In some instruments the contacts of the two prisms are ar-

ranged so that an unbalance gives the effect shown in Fig. 46.

The greater intimacy of the arrangement of the areas gives a

possibility of a greater accuracy of setting.

Integrating Photometers. -In order to sum the light flux from

a lamp a single revolving mirror might be used, with speed of

rotation high enough to average the flux received in the zone

occupied. A stationary mirror and a rotating lamp will give the

same result.

Extending the single-mirror idea to the use of multiple mirrors

it is readily seen that it will be possible to receive simultaneously

at the eyepiece, reflected light from all directions in any one

meridian. By one reading, therefore, it is possible to determine

a known percentage of the total light flux from the lamp. There-

from, may be obtained the mean spherical candle-power. The
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Matthews integrating photometer
1

accomplishes its results by
this device.

Going still farther, and surrounding the light by a globe with a

diffusing inner surface2
(Pig. 47), the illumination upon any

point therein, such as a small window at one side but protected

FIGL 47. Globe photometer and accessories.

from direct rays, will represent a summation of diffused light from

all directions from the lamp. Comparing this effect with that of

a standard lamp gives the factor by which the flux from the stand-

ard must be multiplied to give the total flux from the test lamp.

1 Trans. A.I.E.E., vol. 18 (1901), p. 677, DR. O. P. MATTHEWS.
2 Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc., vol. 3 (1908), p. 508, SHAKP & MILLAH; Ilium

Eng. Pract. (I.E.S. Lectures, 1916), p. 111-116, SHARP.
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The FEcker Photometer. The flicker photometer in its

simplest form consists of a disc illuminated by one light, in front

of which rotates a sectored disc illuminated by the other light.

A later and more elaborate scheme is described by Ives and Brady
in the Physical Review of Sept., 1914, as illustrated in Fig. 48.

This particular instrument also shows the use of the neutral

absorbing screens and will therefore serve as a double illustration.

FIG. 48. Flicker photometer.

The photometer is meant to be used as a means of comparison

by substitution. Hence, the standard and the test lamp succes-

sively occupy positions upon the photometer bar as at 1/2. The

comparison lamp is fixed at LI The standard lamp is placed as

indicated, and its light strikes the white diffusing screen (M)
a portion of it then entering the optical train, consisting of the

Lummer-Brodhun prisms (P), the flicker device (Pi), the cut-out

(F) and the eyepiece (2J). Light from the comparison lamp (Li)

passes through the lens (C) thence through the variable neutral-

tint screen (V) to the opal glass (0) being partly transmitted

to the Lummer-Brodhun cube (P) where it is reflected to the

flicker device and eyepiece. The 10 prism, PI, is caused to

rotate by means of the wheel (PF), thus sending through the

small hole in the barrier (F) first the light from one source, then

the light from the other source. These entering the eye at E,
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give the flicker attendant upon the lack of balance. After

adjustment for the standard, the test lamp is substituted and
balanced with the comparison lamp.
The Lummer-Brodhun cube has one prism with a partially

silvered surface, for reflecting the light from the comparison
lamp. In this particular, it differs from the usual arrangement.
The auxiliary lamp (I/3) is provided for the low illumination of the
chamber about the eyepiece. This expedient is said to contrib-
ute to the comfort of reading,
The Sharp-Millar Photometer. The Universal photometer

described by Sharp & Millar 1
is a well-known and much-used

FIG. 49. Sharp-Millar universal photometer, Model F2410, standard size.

instrument. Its development was a result of the study by these

men of the problems presented by demands for accuracy with

varying conditions of installations. It thus becomes a portable
instrument as will be seen by referring to Fig. 49.

There is adopted a modified form of the Lummer-Brodhun
arrangement or optical train. A well-seasoned incandescent

lamp is the comparison lamp. The comparison lamp is arranged
to approach or recede from the illuminated plate. Special glass
is used for the screen. The whole device weighs about 8 pounds.

In Fig. 50 there are shown the main details of this instru-

ment. The housing is a wooden box, the cover of which (C)

opens so as to give easy access to all parts. The comparison

lamp (L) is enclosed in a metal container and is mounted upon
a small carriage which can be drawn back and forth in the body
of the instrument, by means of a cord. The cord passes over

pulleys and around a drum, the whole system being moved by
1 Electrical World, vol. 51 (1908), p. 181; Illmn. Eng. Prac. (I.E.S.

Lectures, 1916), p. 117.
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turning a knob (K) which turns the drum. Light from the com-

parison lamp passes through openings in the barrier screens (B)

and illuminates the small ground-glass screen ((?). The Lummer-

Brodhun cube (P) receives diffused light from this source and,

in turn, transmits it to the eyepiece (J5). The intensity of this

illumination can be varied by shifting the latap along the track, as

described. In order to secure a greater range of illumination,

absorbing screens (A) are provided which may be moved into

position between the ground-glass and the cube. These transmit

respectively 10 per cent, and 1 per cent, of the incident light.

A rheostat is also provided to permit the adjustment of the lamp

R

FIG. 50. Plan and elevation of Sharp-Millar photometer.

circuit as desired. This is controlled by an external handle (K).

The position of the lamp is read from a scale () along the side

of the box.

The test light (T) is placed in front of the elbow extending from

the other end of the box, the distance being known as measured

from test lamp to the diffusing screen (Z>). The opening of the

elbow (0) is not closed when the instrument is being thus used.

This diffused beam now passes in part to the optical devices

(P, JE?) as is easily seen, and a comparison is established with the

comparison lamp. The working standard is then substituted

for the test lamp, and a direct relationship is established between

test lamp and standard.
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When it is desired to measure the illumination at a given point,

the diffusing screen in the elbow is reversed, bringing a mirror

CM*) into position. The opening in the elbow is then pointed
at the object whose illumination is to be determined. The
instrument can be calibrated for this service by taking a reading

upon a screen having a predetermined illumination.

Again, if it is desired to determine the general illumination

at a point, there is placed over the opening of the elbow a translu-

cent illumination test plate, the mirror remaining in service at the

bend of the elbow.

This elbow tube is attached to the box over a slip-on collar

and is held in place by friction. The opening, therefore, can

be pointed in any direction with ease. Standard dimensions of

the box are 29 in. by 5 in. by 5 in., this being the intermediate

size.

Measurement of Coefficient of Reflection. When it is re-

quired to measure the coefficient of reflection of a plate or

mirror, the bar photometer is convenient. The direct beam is

scattered and it becomes necessary to collect all reflected light.

This can be done only by an integrating photometer, the globe

type being best. In this measurement, the reflector is placed

within the globe, a measured light flux is thrown upon it, and

the photometer reading gives the total of the reflected light.

The telescope or reading device should not receive light directly

from the reflecting surface.

Transmission of light through semi-transparent bodies may
be measured by an adaptation of the same type of photometer.

This is true whether the transmission is regular or diffusing.

The Ives Colorimeter. The Ives colorimeter is an instrument

designed for the evaluation of any color in terms of three given

primary colors. Spectral red, green and blue lights may be

mixed in proportions which will match any color. In construc-

tion, the instrument consists of an oblong box, at one end of

which are four slits. One of these slits remains clear while the

other three are covered with red, green and blue transmission

screens. The slits are of adjustable widths with scale readings

from zero to one hundred. Within the case is a set of lenses, so

arranged that they may be rotated rapidly. This motion causes

the varicolored lights to be thrown in rapid succession upon the

field of vision, where, due to the persistence of vision, they are

combined into one color effect. This mixed color is then com-
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pared with the test color and the three slits are adjusted until a

match is effected.

In practice^ something is assumed to be the reference standard,

such as an average of numerous daylight readings, the instrument

is arranged to give this color and the scales are all set upon 100.

Subsequent color matches are then expressed in terms of this

daylight. Some of the readings given
1 in connection with the

use of this instrument follow and are indicative of its synthesis.

It will be seen that it does not give the same kind of results that

a spectro-photometer would give. The latter indicates relative

values at all points of the spectrum. The colorimeter will give

identical readings for any two color combinations which appear

alike to the eje.

TABLE 15. COLORIMETER READINGS OP VARIOUS SOURCES

As a further item of interest, there is given a list of flame

standards, evaluated by this method, in terms of a carbon fila-

ment lamp "with a consumption of 4 watts per candle-power.
2

TABLE 16. COLORIMETER READINGS OF FLAME STANDARDS

i Trans. Blum. Eng. Soc., vol. 3 (1908), p. 627.

Trans.' Blum. Eng. Soc., vol. 6 (1911), p, 422.
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The Spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer mentioned
above may include the usual Lummer-Brodhun cube and all other

parts of the photometer up to that point. Interposed between
the cube and the observer's eye is placed a prism which disperses

the beams. Any one position in the spectrum may then be taken

and the two lights compared for that color. Fig. 51 will give an

idea of the results obtained with this instrument. It is taken

from data given by Ives (Trans. I.E.S., vol. 5 (1910) p. 189).

A. Hefner E IXC. arc

B 3.1 w. p. c.carbon F
Or Black body at 5,000 abs.

Blue sky

0.40/4 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75

Wave-Lengths

FIG. 51. Speotrophotometric curves for different light-sources.

Arc Lamp Photometry. The photometry of arc lamps presents

difficulties not heretofore discussed. For example, it is impos-
sible to tip the lamp so non-equatorial readings may be taken.

The candle-power is high and the standard is so much smaller

that distances have to be large between the test lamp and the

illumination screen. Thelightis generallyunsteady anda balance

is hard to achieve. Such complications are overcome by various

expedients.

Not being able to tilt the lamp, a mirror is used to direct

toward the photometrical device the light from any definite
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portion of the space surrounding the lamp. Either the lamp or

the mirror is fixed in position, while the other one revolves about

it. Mg. 52 1 shows a stationary lamp with revolving mirrors.

Fig. 53 1 shows the other arrangement.

While increased distances are always used in connection with

arc lamp photometry, it is not always a possibility to carry the

scheme far enough. Another plan is to place between the large

lamp and the screen a revolving disc of metal having sectors cut

out of it in width proportional to the amount of light which it is

desired to permit to fall upon the screen. For example, if one-

eighth of the disc is removed, the candle-power reading must be

multiplied by eight. The disc must be run at such a speed that

all flickering effect is overcome.

The unsteadiness of the arc light is largely a result of the tend-

ency of the arc itself to wander over the areas of the ends of the

electrodes. To a certain degree, therefore, what light is lost

on one side of the lamp is, at the same instant, likely to appear

in the flux from the opposite side. If, then, two mirrors are

used simultaneously, being placed upon opposite sides of the arc,

there will be probability of greater accuracy in the final result

of total lumens output of the lamp. Moreover, the apparent

steadiness of the light flux is increased and the individual readings

are more easily taken.

Total Flux of Light from a Source. 2 In order to find the total

amount of light flux emanating from a lamp, it is necessary to

do one of two things. Either the whole light flux in all directions

must be combined in the one reading, or the individual reading

in the different directions- must be properly aggregated. The

former scheme is used in spherical photometers, and in the types

having multiple mirrors or rapidly revolving mirrors. When
the separate readings are taken and a distribution curve is

established for a vertical plane, we find that the readings are

not to be summed directly, because those in the equatorial

region apply for more space than do those readings in the polar

regions. The total flux, of course, is a summation of the prod-

ucts of the intensity of illumination into the areas illuminated.

It is permissible to assume that the distribution curve for one

vertical plane which passes through the axis of the lamp is the

same as for all others. If, now, we consider that the lamp is

1 Trans. I.E.S., vol. 6 (1911), p. 641, et seq. t
STICKNEY and HOSE.

2 See 111. Eng. Pract. (1916), p. 4, et seq., MCALLISTER.
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placed at the center of a hollow unit sphere, as at 0, Fig. 54,
flux passing out horizontally from it must illuminate the com-
plete equatorial zone while flux passing out at some other eleva-

tion will illuminate a smaller zone, that is, one having a lesser

circumferential length. But each very narrow zone is uniformly
lighted, hence the total flux received by a zone is the product of

the intensity of light in that direction into the area of the zone.

The areas of the zones are proportional to their heights (measured
vertically along the axis of the lamp). But if the surface widths
remain equal, subtending equal angles at the center, the heights

vary, becoming less in the polar regions. We have

. 54. Spherical calculations.

Area (ax) : area (by)
= height (xa) : height (by)

If the zones are narrow, the relation holds fairly well that,

Area (ax) : area (by)
= sin POa : sin POb
= Oa : cb.

These relations may be used in several different ways to complete
the calculations.

For example, suppose the distribution curve of Fig. 55 to apply

to the situation here presented. It represents the light flux from

a 60-watt mazda lamp, fitted with an -3T-ray reflector, No. 555.

We will divide each quadrant into nine equal angles of ten degrees

each and read the candle-power supplied to the center of each

section, viz., at 5, 15, . . . 85, . . . 185. The flux received
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by any one of these zones is proportional to the reading just

taken and to the sine of the angle of departure from the down-

ward vertical.

Therefore,

I = K (J6 sin 5 + Ii 5 sin 15 + . . . + 7i85 sin 185).

It will be noted that we still have to Determine the value of

the proportionality factor, K. Wohlauer 3 has presented this

method of calculation and has shown that the factor K depends
in value upon the width of the zones into which the arc covered

is divided.

FIG. 55. Vertical distribution curve, X-ray reflector No. 555.

The values are as follows:

Width of zones 5

Value of K 0.548

10 15 20 30

1.098 1.64 2.18 3.25

Tabulating our calculations according to this outline we obtain

the successive columns of Table 17. Wohlauer has called his

specially prepared paper "Fluxolite" paper. It is ruled for polar

coordinates and for rectangular coordinates. By means of this

arrangement, the polar curve is plotted on the sheet and read-

ings of successive Ix sin x products can be taken directly there-

from. It is illustrated in Pig. 56, using 15-deg. zones and a

different flux curve.

iJUum. Eng., vol. 3 (1909), p. 655; voL 4 (1910), pp. 148, 491.
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165 150 135 120

129

105

-
675

525

45

7.5 15 22.5 30 37.5

FIG. 56. Hux-oMite paper.

TABLE 17. FLTJXOLITE CAXCTTLATIONS

1.098 (377.7) = 414, Total lumens from lamp and reflector.
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The Rousseau Diagram. The Rousseau Diagram is developed
from the polar curve in such a way as to give an area proportional

to the total flux emitted by the lamp. The semicircle is divided

into equal parts of ten, fifteen, ... or thirty degrees each,

A, B
} C, . . . Fig. 57. A series of lines are then drawn, AP,

BQ, CR, . . . NX, from the ends of these radii of the reference

circle, extending in a horizontal direction to a new vertical axis

(PX). Measured upon these horizontal lines from the new axis

there are laid off lengths equal to the candle-power vector con-

nected with each, as Pp equals Oa, Qq equals 06, etc. The com-

plete curve is then drawn, pqr . . . vwx. The area enclosed

between this curve and the axis PX is proportional to the total

FIG. 57. Elementary Rousseau diagram.

flux from the lamp, because each horizontal element of this area

is the product between the candle-power emitted toward a certain

zone and the difference between the cosines of the final and initial

angles of the same zone (which limits appear if we integrate over

the range of the zone). This product appears in the form,

k(cos px cos cO,
where we are referring to the zone, x, with boundaries, ax and fix *

The area UuxX divided by the length UX, to whatever scale

was used therefore, will give the mean lower hemispherical

candle-power. Area PpxX divided by PX will give the mean

spherical candle-power. Should the distribution curve differ

for different meridians, it would be necessary to use some sort

of a point-by-point method of summation over the whole

sphere, because there is a varying illumination along any zone
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and our outlined methods presuppose a symmetry in this respect.
The "poke bonnet " reflectors must be studied in this latter way.

Fig. 58 shows a double Rousseau diagram, one curve being
for the bare lamp, the other for the lamp fitted with a reflector.

The lamp is a 500-watt mazda, with a clear globe, running at 1.00

watt per candle-power. The reflector is a Holophane D'Olier,
No. ED-500, distributing type of steel reflector with porcelain
enamel. It is to be noted that if the efficiency of the reflector

is the information sought, the desired result may be obtained

directly from the Rousseau areas, without proceeding to the

mean spherical candle-power or the total flux of light. The
results are tabulated.

2.0000

1000 1000 800 600 40Q 200

FIG. 58. Double Rousseau diagram.

TABIJJ 18. ROUSSEAU DIAGRAM

Efficiency of D'Olier Reflector, No. ED-500
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"A Set of Constants." "A Set of Constants" has been pre-

sented by Barrows 3 for the direct calculation of mean spherical

candle-power readings as usually tabulated. Applying the factor

47T, also, will carry the calculation to flux in lumens. The flux

may thus be calculated for each zone or finally, for the sphere.

There is no necessity for plotting any of the curves in order to

carry out this process. Table 19 gives the multipliers to be used

for either ten-degree spacing or fifteen-degree spacing. The

initial and final factors in both columns have been halved so as to

allow for only one-half of the zones centering at deg. and at 180

deg., thus covering only a full semicircle and not extending

beyond these limits. If it is desired to perform the calculation

for a quadrant only, the constant for the angle 90 deg. must like-

wise be halved.

TABLE 19. CONSTANTS FOR CALCULATING M.S.C.-p.

The process of calculation by this method is easily understood

by an examination of Table 20, which shows data for a magnetite

arc lamp rated at 300 watts.
Eer<^again,

two curves are used,

one for the bare arc and one for the %bap with reflector.

Absorption-of-light Method. McAllister has proposed a very

reasonable process of calculation of light flux under the above

title. It is based upon the fact that all light emitted is eventually

absorbed. Some of this absorption occurs when the direct flux

first falls upon the wall or other object. Other parts occur only

after one or more reflections. If, therefore, the absorption

* Trans. I.E.S., vol. 4 (1909), p. 438.
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TABLE 20. CALCULATION OF M.S.C.-p. AND TOTAL FLTOC

Using "Set of Constants." Magnetite Arc. With and Without Reflector

characteristics of each illuminated object are known and the

light flux falling upon each also is known, we can calculate the

total flux emanating from the light source. Of course, a sum-
mation of all incident flux would give a figure greater than the

flux emitted, by the amount representing the summation of the

reflected light (single and multiple).

The coefficients of reflection may be obtained by measurement
and the establishment of Reference tables. The incident flux

may be estimated from the measured or the required illumination.

As an example, take a room 20 ft. X 35 ft. with a ceiling 12 ft.

high. Suppose the ceiling is matte white with a coefficient of

reflection of 0.80 (see White Cartridge Paper, Table 11). The

walls are covered with medium light buff cartridge paper with

coefficient of reflection 0.44. The floor and furniture being

rather dark may have a coefficient of reflection as low as 0.07.
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The required illumination will be secured if the light flux falling

upon ceiling, walls and working plane is in each case respectively

one foot-candle, three foot-candles and five foot-candles. These

conditions establish results as follows :

TABLE 21. CALCULATION BY ABSOEPTION

Table 21 shows a total absorption of 5613 lumens, which figure

therefore, represents the necessary output of the lamps to be

installed.

It will be observed, however, that the actual illumination is

not limited to this "direct flux" of the lamp but is increased by

the reflection of light to the extent of 2547 lumens. This gives a

total of 8160 lumens incident upon the parts of the room, which

flux affords the required illumination.

The truth of McAllister's suggestion will at once be appre-

ciated, viz., that the above calculation does not imply that any

set of lamps giving 5613 lumens would provide the illumination

desired. This result must be secured by a certain definite dis-

tribution of that light flux in the room, the reflection must

amount to that total indicated, etc.

Equilux Spheres. In daylight illumination the skylight is often

used. The same condition is frequently approximated in arti-

ficial illumination by the use of lamps above a diffusing transmit-

ting screen, which screen is, in effect, the source of light flux.

The solution of the problem
1 now is most simply attacked by

recognition of the fact that the illumination at any given point

of a plane is fully defined by means of (a) the emitting density

of the source, (&) the solid angle subtended at the statiQn by the

1 McAujsTBB, Ilium. Eng. Prac. (1916 Lectures), p. 21, et seq. Also,

Electrical World, vol. 56 (1908), p. 1356.
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surface source, and (c) the angle between the normal to the

plane and the average direction of light flux received at the

point. This permits one to use for the actual or artificial window
an equal circular area with the same flux emission. This case

lends itself well to calculation by what McAllister has called

"Equilux Spheres."
In Fig. 59 taken from McAllister's discussion, the line ACB is

the edge of the circular source of light having a uniform emission

density. We may state, then, that any sphere of which this

plane circle is a section will have upon its interior uniform illumi-

18

10 11 12 13 14 16

FIG. 59. Equilux spheres.

nation; the density of the direct illumination will be the emission

density multiplied by the square of the radius of the source circle

and divided by the square of the distance from the edge of the

circle to the opposite pole of the sphere. In the figure shown,
the direct illumination on the interior of the circle ADB equals

the emission density from the circle ACB multiplied by the

,. AC*
ratio

This ratio develops from the geometry of the figure when we
utilize the absorption-of-light method of calculation. The illumi-

nation is to the flux emission density as the area of the source is

to the area illuminated.
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The figure shows parts of a number of spheres constructed -with

zonal heights 1, 2, 3, ... times the radius of the circle source.

The figures upon the spheres give in percentages the ratio of

AC2
/AD 2 and thus are the figures by which the emission density

will be multiplied to give the illumination. Any plane section of

the set of spheres will give section circles. Only on the condition

of constant angle of incidence will a section circle be a contour

line of constant illumination. Hence, the section circles on the

floor or the working plane, being parallel to the source circle,

will be illumination contours. The section circles on walls do

not represent illumination contours.

The convenient relations of this method are not yet fully

listed. For example, a study of the angles involved will show
that the floor contour lines are illuminated to an intensity

the same as that of the equilux sphere giving this circle upon the

floor. In Fig. 59 at the point upon the floor numbered 16,

the illumination will be 0.309 per cent, of the emission density.

As for the wall illumination, choose any point upon the wall

and pass through it a plane parallel to the floor. Measure the

perpendicular distances (a) from center of light source to wall

plane, and (&) from source plane to auxiliary parallel plane above

indicated. Take the ratio of these distances (a) to (6). The
illumination normal to the wall is the equilux sphere illumination

at that point multiplied by this ratio.



CHAPTER XII

SHADES AND REFLECTORS

(Light-flux Modifiers)

Control of Flux of Light. The light sources of today, used un-

modified by shades, globes or reflectors, would constitute as great
a crime against the eye as can easily be thought of. To be sure,

the same indictment might have been made at any time within

recent years, but it is a more severe and far-reaching charge today
than ever before. The fundamental rule may be stated that no
modern iliuminant shallbe installed without some auxiliary device

to modify its natural light flux in distribution, diffusion, intensity

or color one or more. Not alone does the eye require this con-

cession to its comfortable performance of its duties, but so also

is the demand made for the sake of efficiency, good taste, etc.

The fact further develops that some of the commercial products
offered for this estimable service are wholly unfit for use and a

little serious consideration given to them quickly relegates them
also to the criminal class.

It is, therefore, a matter of prime importance to know what a

shade or reflector should do and what it will do in the particular

case being considered; what type of service it is designed to

give (if designed at all) ;
how it should be installed; with what size

or type of lamp' it should be used; its deterioration, maintenance,

etc.

Shades, Globes, Reflectors. Speaking specifically, a shade is

intended to cut off all or a part of the light flux leaving the source

in a certain direction. Similarly, a reflector is installed to change

the distribution of the flux by redirecting it to a more needy
zone. A globe is used to change the diffusion of the light, its

intensity or color. Practically, however, these several functions

are so intermingled, all of them being considered in connection

with any case, that there is no distinct line drawn between any
two of them. For example, an amber bowl may be used to reflect

much of the light toward the ceiling, while it is designed to trans-

137
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mit and diffuse a minor portion of it with a warm, pleasing

tone.

Materials used include metals, glassware, porcelain, and even

paper and cloth.

Metals used in this way give durability and rigidity although

the surfaces may deteriorate so that efficiency suffers. As a con-

sequence, reflecting metal surfaces are generally protected by

transparent coatings of varnish, lacquer or enamel. These

coverings must be lasting and must not crack or soil easily.

Nontransparent coatings of enamel or paint are also used in

establishing permanent effective surfaces.

The metal reflector with aluminium finish is made in a wide

range of design. It is not well adapted to outdoor work in which

place the enameled steel reflector may better be used. Control

of light may be fairly accurate with the former, unless the surface

is especially designed for diffusing.

Glass is a very adaptable and satisfactory material for the

purposes being considered. To rigidity and durability, it adds

permanency of surface polish, of transmission or of diffusion. It

may be worked or formed with ease. Color, degree of transpar-

ency, etc., are under control. Even its inherent brittleness can

be overcome to a surprising extent. The glass used in the front

of a flood-light unit will not break in a rain or sleet storm, although

it has a very high temperature.

It is of interest to note that
"
glass" is manufactured in several

different forms. 1 The glass used for prismatic effects is a clear,

crystal flint glass (much less brilliant than that used for "cut

glass")- When the glass carries a homogenous coloring or non-

transmitting material, it is called opal glass. It is sometimes

used in a uniform homogenous body and sometimes covered on

one or both sides by a layer of somewhat different characteristics.

It is then said to be "cased" glass. Again, when there are sus-

pended in the body of the glass, particles which affect the light

transmission, wehavethe
"
alabaster

' '

glass. This isan extremely

satisfactory material to the designer, because of the wide control

permitted in diffusion, transmission, etc.

Porcelain may be classified with glass in many respects. It

has not the transparency of the glass, however. It is much used

l IUum. Eng. Prac. (1916 Lectures). "Modern Lighting Accessories,"

LITTLE, p. 186, Manufacturing processes as well as optical properties are

here also described.
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as are also some lower forms of pottery. Bowls are very fre-

quently made of these materials. In general, however, the re-

flecting surface is prepared by use of other materials.

Paper and cloth are of more importance as shades than in any
of the other capacities mentioned. They are used where color,

decorative unity, etc. are of major import.

Absorption and Reflection of Light It is said that the ordi-

nary clear glass will absorb about 3 per cent, of the light per inch

of penetration. A minimum of 4 per cent, of the incident flux

is reflected upon entering ordinary plane glass at right angles and
the same percentage reflection occurs upon leaving it. This reflec-

tion changes with the angle of incidence. Little (ref . cited) gives
tables comparing reflection, transmission and absorption for

numerous materials, with variously prepared surfaces. The data

for glassware are interesting, covering a large number of com-

Specular Diffuse Spread

FIG. 60. Types of reflection.

mercial samples of varying densities. As may be expected, the

results cover a very wide range in transmission as well as in

reflection.

Reflectors. The simplest case to be considered is that of the

plain reflector. This constitutes an opaque reflecting body

placed in the field of light in such a position that the light is

thrown to an active region, becoming thereby, more useful.

The reflection may be specular, spread or diffuse. Each of these

types of action is illustrated in Fig. 60. The result attained de-

pends upon the reflecting surface. Applying some of the facts

stated in the discussion of light, specular reflection occurs when

light falls upon a highly polished surface such as a smooth glazed

reflector. An image of the source is produced and the efficiency

of the reflection may be high. Diffuse reflection occurs when the

surface is not polished but is formed of a multitude of finely ir-

regular particles such as a matte-surfaced reflector. Spread
reflection lies between these two extremes and is found with
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glass having a sand-blast surface, etc. Intermediate condi-

tions and combination effects are usual, giving, sometimes, a

diffuse reflection curve with a specular maximum of several times

the average intensity. As also already pointed out in our dis-

cussion of light, the amount of light reflected varies widely with

the different surfaces and is frequently much affected by this

surface in respect to color. This is true even for specular re-

flection as can be seen by looking into the acute angle formed

between two bright sheets of copper, where the cumulative effect

of multiple reflection is quite pronounced.

Good efficiency in a reflector requires a high coefficient of

reflection. This reflection must not be much affected by color

selection. Unless the reflecting surface is hidden from the eye

or displaced from the field of vision, it should be diffusing, rather

than specular. The distribution curve of flux must be so altered

as to satisfy the requirements. Any highly polished white sur-

face, such as glass or silver, will give a high reflection constant.

Aluminium will also give good results, as will enamelled and clear

white surfaces in general.

Specular reflectors are generally mirrors, polished metals or

prismatic glassware. Their chief characteristic is that they lend

themselves well to an accurate control of the light. The action

being regular, the result is well under control, and pronounced

results are effected in concentration, symmetrical, or asymmet-

rical. With small light-giving elements, this control becomes

accurate. Distribution is disturbed considerably by a change

in position of the lamp within the reflector.

Diffuse reflection is obtained in general by opaque glass, white

or tinted, and painted or enamelled surfaces. Owing to their

irregularities these materials disperse the light widely and may
not be used for accurately predetermined flux curves, or any

kind of concentration. Slight changes in shape do not alter

the distribution greatly, nor does a small change in the position

of the lamp.

Spread reflection, lying between these other two, is secured

from the satin finished surfaces of glassware or metal, the for-

mer material being prepared by sand-blast, the latter by a coat-

ing of aluminium. Change in shape and relative lamp position

are effective intermediately between the other types.

The Design of Reflectors. The design of reflectors is more

simple and direct for use with the concentrated filament lamp
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of the Type C mazdas than for application to the extended fila-

ment type of earlier date.

In general, in passing upon the efficiency of the design, aside

from the materials used, we should remember that the reflector

Is expected to modify the flux distribution so that it may conform

to a desired condition; multiple reflections increase losses; mis-

directed light may be trapped and not find egress at all; diffuse

reflection does not permit exact control; the greater the modifi-

cation produced, the greater the losses.

O
c 30

FIG. 61, X-ray reflector, No. 555 and its distribution curve with 40-watt lamp.

Typical of what effects may be secured and the forms of the

reflectors giving these results, several figures are shown. Many
other enlightening and suggestive illustrations can be found in

trade catalogs as well as in current literature and proceedings

of various societies.
1

Distributing or Extensive Types. Fig. 61 shows what use

may be made of a small distributing type of mirrored reflector.

It consists of an undulating glass body, coated upon the outside

with pure silver, backed by a green paint for protection. This

1 Trans. I.E.S., as follows: "Prismatic Globes and Reflectors'
1

(LANSINGH),

vol. 2 (1907), p. 371; "Scientific Principles of Globes and Reflectors"

(LANSINGH), vol. 5 (1910), p. 49; "Symposium on Electric Lighting,"

vol. 6 (1911), p. 854;
" Metal Reflectors for Industrial Purposes" (ROLPH),

vol. 8 (1913), p. 268; "Reflection Efficiencies" (CRAVATS), vol. 9 (1914),

p. 42.
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reflector is No. 555 made by the National X-ray Reflector Co.

and has the general dimensions diameter, 6.375 in.; height,

5.125 in. It is designated as being adapted to the lighting of

work tables, benches, counters and for general illumination of

rooms or corridors having low ceilings. Being translucent, all

light is confined to the lower hemisphere, very little of it reach-

ing the 60-deg. line. The maximum for a 40-watt lamp is at the

30-deg. line and amounts to over 94 candle-power. This reflec-

tion is specular and hence, as already pointed out, a slight

change in shape or of the lamp position inside it will alter the

FIG. 62.-

30

-Distribution curve for Holophane reflector XE-40, with 40-watt lamp.

distribution rather widely. For concentrated filaments as in

mazdas of Type C, the undulations of the reflector must be
more finely designed.

A very similar light flux is secured by a prismatic Holophane
reflector, XE-40, with a clear, 40-watt mazda lamp as shown in

Fig. 62. The principle upon which this and like reflectors work
is very interesting. It is simply an application of the total re-

flection of a beam of light by a prismatic surface when the angle
of incidence is in excess of a certain value. The light coming to

the surface of the reflector (AB, Fig. 63) will enter the body of

the glass, as at C, D and E, Any of these rays which strike the
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prismatic faces will suffer reflection as at H. A second reflection

occurs at J and the ray returns as at K. The redirected light
is thus added to the light emitted in the useful directions. A
minor portion of the light passes through the reflector by meeting
it at angles which do not cause reflection. Thus, the back of the

reflector does not appear dark. Holding such a reflector toward
the observer, having a lamp in place therein but capped so as to

cut off direct rays to the eyes, one can appreciate the results

of these prismatic effects by observing the silvery appearance of

the back surface of the glass as seen from the inside. The in-

tensity of this light and the distribution of it may both be studied

in a casual way by moving from side to side and watching the

resulting changes.

FIG. 03. Principle of prismatic reflector.

Intensive Type. By properly designing the shape of reflector

body and the prisms, the distribution of light may be fully con-

trolled. For example, returning to Fig. 62, we see a rather wide

distribution of light. Quite an appreciable amount passes

through the reflector to the ceiling. The intensity in a horizontal

direction is 20 c.-p. The maximum occurs at about 40 deg.

amounting to over 70 c.-p. The value diminishes toward the

vertical, becoming about 29 c.-p. directly under the lamp. Of

the total 356 lumens emitted by the lamp, there remains some

316 lumens in the modified flux. This gives an efficiency of

shaded lamp of 88.4 per cent.

Now, redesigning the reflector we may find the result of Fig.

64, in which we are using the same 40-watt lamp, but the reflector

is a Holophane XI-40. The upper hemisphere still receives a
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small amount of light while the position of the maximum has

been depressed to the 25-deg. line. Its value has increased to

75 c.-p. The most noticeable change is in the region directly

under the lamp. Here, the intensity has increased to 65 c.-p.

Throughout the nadir zone extending 35 deg. from the pole, the

intensit}' is in the vicinity of 70 c.-p. The efficiency of this dis-

tribution is 87.5 per cent., with a sustained flux of 313 lumens.

30

FIG. 64. Distribution curve for Holophane reflector XI-40, with 40-watt lamp.

Focusing Type. Again, choosing a reflector known as the

Holophane XF-40, the light flux follows the curve of Fig. 65.

The changes of the preceding type are carried further and the

maximum intensity of 182 c.-p. is secured at the nadir pole. The

value decreases rapidly as the angle increases from zero, only

about 45 c.-p. being found at the point of the first maximum,

namely, 40 deg. The efficiency is well-maintained, still standing

at 87.5 per cent.

A study of these figures reveals that high efficiency may be

retained with the use of reflectors proper for the situation; the

control of the light flux is excellent. The three reflectors used

In the tests are shown in Fig. 66, where it will be seen that the

changes resulted from seemingly small variations in the form of

the glassware. The conclusions are obvious. The use of a bare
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lamp is a crudity. A reflector, when used, should not be chosen
till its distribution curve for the case in question is known to

accord with the desired results, when applied to the lamp in

question. This is more important than ever, now that incandes-

cent lamp filaments differ so widely in form and concentration.

120

SO

FIG. 65. Distribution curve for Holophane reflector XF-40, with 40-watt lamp.

The projecting reflector1 is carried to its extreme in the demand
for such special service as search lights, headlights, etc. Flood-

lights also exhibit the same features. In these types the beam

FIG. 66. Holophane reflectors (left to right) XE-40, XF-40 and XI-40.

is made to approach the parallel-ray efflux, by use of an unaided

parabolic reflector or a combination of reflectors and Fresnel

lenses. This has become a very important phase of illumination

3 "Light Projection," by EDWABDS & MAGDSICK, Ilium. Eng* Prac, (1916

Lect.), p. 216,

10
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and the accessories developed for it cover a wide range of

application.

Varieties Available. As indicated above a great variety of re-

flectors is available, types being designed for all kinds of service.

A study of trade catalogs is recommended to the student as this

is the only way of finding the latest literature upon the subject.

This material must be read with discrimination, however, bearing

in mind the fundamentals of design, construction, etc. The

particular application of each unit is to be considered, for a

reflector misplaced is often worse than none at all. Asymmetrical

distribution is adapted to the lighting of show windows, show

cases, etc. Intensive or focusing types are required for local

lighting. Extensive types are to be used for general illumination

with fairly high ceilings. Metal construction is to be preferred

if there is danger of frequent breakage, as in shops, etc. It is

cheaper both in first cost and maintenance. Metal reflectors do

not require so much attention in keeping them clean nor is col-

lected dust as destructive to their efficiency. This does not imply

that they may be left heedlessly to accumulate dirt, for only a

clean reflector will do what is desired of it.

Shades. It isnot difficult to see that muchwhich has been said

in reference to reflectorsmaybe applied inwhole or in part to shades

and enclosing glassware. A shade, in fact, should always be a

reflector rather than an absorbent or efficiency suffers. Con-

sidered alone from the standpoint of a barrier to light, the illumi-

nating engineer has practically no use for the shade. It may,

therefore, be thought of as being between the reflector and the

globe in its characteristics.

Globes. Enclosing glassware modifies the flux of light which

passes through it by refraction and diffusion. Prismatic globes

and shades are constructed with clear glass, the surfaces being

so designed that the light is redirected into the desired regions.

Figs. 67 and 68 show the principle of this action, which is effected

by both internal and external prisms In Fig. 67 there is shown

the form of the inner surface of some of the types. These ribs,

when used, run longitudinally upon the surface and a ray of light

striking upon any part is broken up by partial reflection and

transmission. Light striking the point B will be partially re-

flected to E, with transmission to F, G. The refracted component,

however, is bent to the opposite side, C, D, as it proceeds through

the material and enters space. Other rays impinging upon the
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surface at different points (asK) will be similarlyaffected although
the directions will not coincide. Another beam falling upon the

same point, B, but coming from a different direction will be

scattered in still different directions. This accounts for a very
wide diffusion of the light longitudinally.

FIG. 67. Principle of prismatic globes and shades inner surface.

Upon the outer surface of the globe, the prisms are more

angular in shape and run latitudinally around the unit. In Fig.

68 a sheaf of rays (AX) enters the body of the globe and each

element is refracted. A portion of this light reaches the outer

surface at E and is bent downward as it leaves the glass. Other

PIG. 68. Principle of prismatic globes and shades outer surface.

parts of the light experience single or double reflection and final

refraction, but all surfaces are so disposed as to give a very

decided downward tendency to the flux. It appears at once

that the successive prisms of this seriesmustbe differently shaped,

each one being at a different elevation from the light. In fact,
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near the top of the globe; the net downward bend must be large,

while near the bottom, a general diffusion is to be accomplished.

Glassware. This prismatic glassware is very carefully de-

signed in every detail and must be used understandingly. If

the lamp is put in a wrong fixture, leaving it at the wrong eleva-

tion in the globe, the beautiful control of flux is deranged.

Cleanliness is necessary. The design is used also to establish

FIG. 69. Twelve-inch prismatic reflection-bowl and distribution curve.

asymmetrical distribution of light from a wall fixture. By
means of it the greater portion of the light is thrown out into

the room, rather than casting equal parts upon wall and objects,

giving a glare from the wall.

Translucent glass
1 is also used in the construction of shades

and globes. Opal glass, ground glass, and white and tinted

glasses are very common. They alike act to diffuse the light

and they vary in transparency quite widely. Some are so thin

FIG. 70. Opal bowl and distribution curve.

that it is easy to see the incandescent lamp inside them. This,

of course, is a failure to shade, and such devices should be

avoided. Practically no control is had over the light distribution

by these units and where this is necessary or desirable the pris-

matic units or reflectors must be employed. The absorption
for both types of globes runs about alike, lying between 15

per cent, and 30 per cent.

1 Trans. I.E.S., vol. 6 (1911), pp. 838, 854; vol. 8 (1913), p. 447; vol. 9

(1914), p. 220.
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Typical of what may be done with such glassware, there are

shown three curves taken from one of the references cited. Fig.

69 gives the distribution curve for the prismatic reflector-bowl

combination shown at the left. The solid line refers to the modi-

fied flux, while the dotted line indicates the flux from the bare

lamp. The efficiency is 72.3 per cent.

FIG. 71. Distribution curve for ground-glass ball.

In Fig. 70, is seen the curve for a one-piece, blown, opal ball.

The distribution of light is altered somewhat from that for a bare

lamp, but there is a very appreciable difference between this and

the earlier illustration. The efficiency is 86.4 per cent.

Finally, Fig. 71 gives the results for a 12-inch, ground glass

ball. It will be seen that the change in distribution is quite

small. The efficiency in this case is 90.3 per cent.



CHAPTER XIII

ILLUMINATION CALCULATIONS

When one is called upon to design an installation for the satis-

factory mimn.infl.tion of a given room or plat, there are certain

steps which he must take in developing his calculations logically.

The questions which he must answer may be presented in the

following order.

1. How much illumination is required?
2. How much effective light flux is required in order to give

this illumination?

3. What is the total number of lumens output of the lamps?
4. What total power rating will be needed?

5. In what manner shall this total power supply be divided

up among numerous units and how shall these units be

distributed?

Before discussing these points singly, it will be well to point

out that ordinarily they may be attacked in the order presented,

as shown below.

(a) The amount of illumination required is determined from

tables classifying the needs for different purposes.

(b) The average illumination, in foot-candles, and the area

to be lighted give data for calculating the effective number of

lumens required.

(c) With the effective number of lumens given, the number of

lumens output of the light source will depend upon the kind of

lighting system used (direct or indirect, etc.) and the kind of fix-

tures used. The ratio of effective lumens to total output may
be called the efficiency of utilization.

(d) The power requirements for a predetermined lumen out-

put depends upon the efficiency of the lamps.

(0) Choice of size and number of lamps will be fixed by the

distribution desired and the physical features of the area to be

lighted. This determination is a matter of trial and experience.

Illumination Requirements. As a result of a large number of

tests which have been made in all kinds of rooms and for all kinds

of outdoor service, we are well provided with tables giving the

amount of illumination needed for every different kind of service.

150
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Table1 22 summarizes these statistics and represents the foot-

candle illumination (lumens per square foot) required for good
lighting. The figures are only average values and must be ad-

justed to fit individual cases. Excess light may be needed at

various points in any particular instance, as for reading lamps in

a library. The demands of various persons are not all alike,

either, and one must consider the personal equation in solving
this problem. It may be noted that standard tables of this sort

are showing gradually increasing values.

Among the indoor installations requiring the least illumina-

tion, we find halls, corridors, moving picture theaters, store rooms,

nightlights, etc. In these places, from 0.25 to 1.00 lumens per

square foot will give good results. In fact, in rooms where local

lighting is provided, the general illumination may be somewhere
near this same figure. As one would expect, outdoor lighting

does not ordinarily reach so high a value. The lighting for streets

varies from 0.1 to 0.6 lumens per square foot, depending upon
the importance of the location. It is hardly necessary that

parks should be equally well-lighted, except in the more fre-

quented portions. From these conditions the demands rise very

materially when we consider such places as tennis courts or shoot-

ing traps. In these latter cases we have lighting which compares

very favorably with that for the more exacting interiors. Higher
values are reached, however, in connection with such occupations
as demand both speed and precision in delicate and particular

work. This is seen in type-setting and surgical operations.

Display windows are still more brilliantly illuminated, depending

upon the color of the goods to be shown. Here the darker and

more absorbent wares demand as high values -as from 30 to 50

lumens per square foot. This is necessitated by the fact that a

show window must attract attention. It is not enough that it is

well enough lighted to permit an easy examination of the goods

displayed. The brilliancy of the window must draw one toward

it from a distance and command response. Competition makes

this need an increasing oixe. In only one other situation is the

phase of compelling attractiveness so fundamental, and that is

the case of the electric sign. There, brilliancy alone is not de-

pended upon for the result, but it plays a large part in connection

with the other elements, such as color, flashing, etc.

1 With numerous variations, taken from "Light, Photometry and Illumina-

tion," BARROWS. Compare Ohio Industrial Lighting Code.
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TABLE 22. INTENSITIES OF ILLUMINATION RECOMMENDED FOB VARIOUS

CLASSES OF WORK
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TABLE 22. Continued

Store:

Cigar

Clothing
Cloak and suit . . .

Confectionery.

Decorator . .

Drug
Dry goods.

Florist

Furniture

Furrier

Grocery
Haberdasher

Hardware
Hat
Jewelry
Lace

Leather

Meat
Men's furnishings . . .

Millinery

Music

Notions

Piano

Post cards

Shoe

Stationery

20-40
40-80
40-80
20-40
2 - 4.0

30-50
40-00
30-50
40-60
40-60
20-40
30-50
40-50
40-50
40-50
30-40
40-50
20-40
30-50
40-80
30-40
30-40
4.0 - 5

3.0 - 4

30-40
30-40

Store:

Tailor 4.0- 8

Tobacco 20-30
Street:

Business 04-06
Residence 01-02
Prominent residence 02-04

Studio 40-60
Telephone exchange 30-40
Theater:

Auditorium 20-30
Lobby 2.0 - 3

Moving picture 25- 5

Warehouse 10-15
Weaving:

Light colors 20-30
Dark colors 40 -10

Wharf 30-5.0
Wire drawing:

Coarse 2.0-40
Fence machines 20 5.0

Fine 4.0-8.0
Woolen mill:

Picking table 2 .0 - 4

Twisting 20-30
Warping 30-50
Weaving 40 -10

Effective Flux. When we have determined the average value

of the illumination required by our working plane, a very simple

calculation will give the total number of lumens which must

be effective to produce this result. Inasmuch as the required

illumination is expressed in foot-candles which means lumens

per square foot, the total area of the working plane multiplied

by the constant taken from Table 22 will give the total number
of lumens which must reach the working plane. As is at once

seen, this may be considered in the light of an absolute require-

ment, wholly independent of the kind of lamps used, their fix-

tures, the walls, or any other influencing agency.
Lumens Output of Lamps. When, however, we come to tJie

step of determining the total flux output of the lamps, considera-

tion must be given to all of the intermediate influences between

the point where light flux is emitted, and the place where this

flux is to be used. The question is, "How much of the total

output of the lamp is to be counted as effective?"

Consider, first, the case of a bare lamp of any type desired,

placed above an open-air platform, where roof and walls are

absent. It is evident that only that part of the light flux which
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is naturally directed downward will reach the working plane.
All other light is lost in space. Even that flux which is emitted

at an angle near the horizontal will be valueless, for it reaches the

plane at such a great distance from the source of light as to be
of negligible effect. The specific angle at which the effect be-

comes too small to be taken into account depends upon the

amount of light which is needed and the amount of flux which is

actually sent out in the direction being considered. With all

bare illuminants, the loss is excessive and it is largely avoidable

by the use of reflectors. Hence we are enabled to increase the

efficiency of our installation with small cost. It is proper, there-

fore, for us to make our calculation for outdoor work (i.e. no

walls, etc.) upon the basis of a lamp with all of its required ac-

cessories. In fact, flux distribution curves are plotted, not for

the bare lamp, but for the lamp with its globe, reflector, etc.

The problem now becomes simple and capable of a straight for-

ward solution. Although the redistribution of light has been

accompanied by a loss in total lumens, the operating or utilization

efficiency has been increased.

Ceilings. A ceiling is an effective reflector if it has a light

tint. When it is white, according to the table of reflection coeffi-

cients, it may be expected to return as much as 70 per cent, to

80 per cent, of the incident light. With tinted papers the per-

centage reflected is much less, lying in the range from 25 per cent,

to 50 per cent. The direction in which this reflected light is

given off may not result in having it all reach the working plane.

If there are no walls to be considered, or if they are present but

dark colored, it is not proper to count upon a very high percent-

age return from ceiling alone, unless it is practically white and

presents diffuse reflection.

It is perfectly feasible to make use of the ceiling in connection

with the indirect methods of distribution. Still considering no

walls, the composite efficiency of utilization of reflector and the

ceiling for widely extended working planes is probably in the

neighborhood of 0.35-0.40. This implies the use of the best

silvered reflectors in directing the light to a white ceiling.

Walls. Another agency capable of being utilized to aid in

directing light toward the working plane is the walls of the room.

If they are light colored, their effect is beneficial. It will amount

to from 8 per cent, to 15 per cent, of the incident light, depending
somewhat upon the angle of incidence. If they are dark, they
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will still send a small amount of light to the floor, but their in-

fluence may be so small as to be negligible.

The combined effect of ceiling and walls is shown in the Table

23, given by Cravath. 1 The figures listed under the indirect

method show that from 14 per cent, to 40 per cent, of the light

emitted by a lamp may finally fall upon the working plane, the

rest being absorbed by reflector, ceiling, or walls. These values

TABLE 23. EFFICIENCY OF UTILIZATION

The values in this table have reference to square rooms equipped with a

sufficient number of lighting units and so placed as to produce reasonably

good uniform illumination. In each case the upper figure applies to an ex-

tended area, namely, one in which the horizontal dimension is at least five

times the distance from floor to ceiling. The lower figure applies to a con-

fined area, one in which the floor dimension is but five-fourths of the ceil-

ing height. The utilization factor for a rectangular room is approximately
the average of the factors for two square rooms of the large and small floor

dimension respectively.

1 Ilium. Eng. Pract. (1916), p. 52.

in tabular and hi graphic form.

Considerable data are presented here
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represent, therefore, the efficiencies of utilization for the condi-

tions listed. The same table gives also the utilization efficien-

cies for various semi-indirect and direct systems. Table 24 is

taken from the literature of the National X-ray Reflector Com-
pany and presents their figures for the efficiency of utilization

of flux from lamps in indirect systems with central fixtures.

They are said to be 20 per cent, low in order to take care of depre-
ciation due to dust and aging of the lamps.

TABLE 24. EFFICIENCY OF UTILIZATION

When a silvered mirror is used with the direct system, the

efficiency of utilization is higher. In this case, the color of the

ceiling is immaterial except for aesthetic reasons and the color of

the walls has no serious effect for rooms having 3.5 as the ratio

of minimum dimensions to ceiling height, and the larger values

given below will apply. For lesser dimension factors, we have

Table 25.

TABLE 25. EFFICIENCY OF UTILIZATION

Color of walls Efficiency of
utilization

It is to be seen in connection with these tables, that the efficien-

cies depend upon the relative dimensions of the room. The

minimum dimension of the room divided by the height of the

ceiling gives a quotient which is used as the argument of the

tables. In interpreting the data, it is well to note that the pres-

ence of a wall, as represented by a lesser minimum dimension of
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the room, cuts off from the working plane a certain amount of

light and thus lowers the efficiency. It is equivalent to a narrow-

ing of the solid angle by which flux reaches the table. If, with

increased ceiling extent, there is also installed an increased

number of lighting units, as is always done, the effective illumi-

nation for any given spot is increased. 1 Hence, with increasing

dimensions of the room, we see a rising efficiency of utilization.

Moreover, the effect of the color of the walls becomes less and

less, the two columns of efficiencies approaching the same

limiting value.

Power Rating of Installation. When once we have determined

the number of lumens output of the lighting equipment required

for the room, we are enabled to assume various kinds of lamps

and thus find the power consumption for any of them.

Subdivision into Units and Number of Stations. It has been

stated that the division of the total light flux up into units to

be furnished by individual lamps or groups of lamps is accom-

plished by trial calculations based upon experience. Even a

limited amount of the latter will very considerably lessen the time

spent in the former. Moreover,
the reliability of the result will

depend to a large degree upon
the judgment of the designer in

recognizing the weight of all of the

influencing elements, control, height

of suspension, spacing, lamp size

clustering, glassware, etc. It will

be well to present a few calcula-

tions showing how these elements

must be woven together. In doing

this, we will begin with the simplest case and progress to some

of the more complicated ones.

Point Source with No Wall or Ceiling Reflection. In Fig. 72,
-

there is shown a working plane (AC) at a distance above the

floor equal to the height of desks, or 30 inches. A point source

of light is placed at P, which is h feet above the working plane.

At a distance of d feet from the foot of the perpendicular through
1 The limiting condition is that of an infinite plane ceiling over a floor of

similar extent. A theoretical consideration of this problem indicates that

the illumination would be uniform. The flux falling upon any unit area

will be equal to the flux emitted by the same area upon the ceiling The

illumination will be TT&, where b is the brightness of the ceiling.

Floor

FIG. 72. Point-by-point calcula-

tions of illumination.
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the lamp, there is taken a station C, at which point it is desired

to know the illumination. This station is only one of many taken
in a systematic way about the plane, solving for all of which will

give data from which the illumination contours may be plotted.
The intensity of the light in this direction from the lamp is found

by reference to the polar curve for the lamp. It is assumed to
have a value 7. Either the distance d or the angle a may be
chosen independently. It is generally more convenient to take
the angles when one is making calculations from the lamp data.

If I is the distance from the light to the point C, then

COS a

Upon a normal plane N through the point C, the intensity of

the illumination will be

__ 7 _ I COS 2 a*n -
z
2
--h~ *

The illumination upon planes placed at any other angles than
normal to the beam of light will be calculated by use of the cosine

law. Introducing two planes, V and ff, vertical and horizontal,

respectively, we have

Eh En cos a =
T, cos3 a
h*

Ev
= En sin a =

p sin a cos2 a -
-p

sin3
a.

It is generally assumed that the object to be observed is placed

horizontally upon the working plane, in which case it will receive

the illumination Eh. If the object is vertical, as in the case of a

picture hung upon the wall or that of a book shelf, the lighting is

indicated by the value of E*.

Example of Point-by-point Calculation. To find the direct

illumination upon a working plane, by means of the point-by-

point method and to plot illumination contours presents a labo-

rious process. Having done this, the results are in error by
whatever amount of light is received from the ceiling or walls.

On this account, the point-by-point method is not a satisfactory

means of estimating results except in particular instances or for

particular reasons. In certain large workshops, however, it is

found practicable to use simple reflectors to throw all light down-
ward into the lower hemisphere. The rooms may be so large
that the walls axe of minor effect. We then have a case which

falls within the range of this method of calculation.
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To simplify the process and reduce the labor as much as pos-

sible, we can. reduce to a minimum the number of stations to be

considered by studying the symmetry of the case. For example,

in Fig. 73 there is shown a room 57 ft. by 72 ft. in which it has

been decided to place twentylamps at the pointsA, B,C, . . . S, T.

It will be observed that these points do not give a space from wall

to lamp equal to one-half the distance from lamp to lamp. This

latter is customary, at least, with light colored walls. We may

Distance in Feet

3 12 15 18 21 24 27

FIG. 73. ^Large room, showing location of lamps and stations for calculation

of illumination data.

assume in this instance that it is not found practicable to light

the spaces near the walls unless the lamp is brought a little closer

than is usual The lamp chosen has the distribution curve shown

in Fig. 74.

Examining Fig. 73, it is evident that derivation of illumination

data for a small part of the working plane will give information

for the whole room. Choosing stations having three-foot spac-
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ings, we will number them from 1 to 10 as shown, beginning in

one corner of the room and running about halfway across the

end. The stations of the next row are numbered from 11 to 20;
for the third row we use 21 to 30; etc. 1 Now, without following
the analysis through in detail, we can assert that all that is

required is to secure data for that part of the working plane in-

cluded in the triangle whose vertices lie at stations number 1,

10 and 100, with, perhaps, a few special points like X and 7.

This involves a list of fifty-seven stations. The calculation for

any one of these necessitates an estimate of the illumination at

15 30 45

FIG. 74. Distribution curve for 75-watt mazda lamp with reflector.

that point by each of several lamps, numbering from four to

nine, in this particular instance. It is very probable, however,

that we shall find a few duplicate values in this list, as, for ex-

ample, the two series 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, compared with 56, 57,

58, 59 and 60. Certain other identities might be prophesied,

after a little investigation.

Stating the complete problem, we have a room 57 feet by 72

feet with ceiling 13.5 ft. high, a working plane which is 30 in.

above the floor, and a suspension of lamps of some undetermined

distance from the ceiling. The lamps used are 75-watt mazdas

1 This arrangement of stations does not lend itself to best advantage to

the calculation of the total flux falling upon the plane. If it is intended

to derive such data, it will be more convenient if the stations are taken at

the centers of small elementary square^ into which the plane is divided,

ll
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with a reflector having a velvet finish. Light flux amounting

to about 1.5 to 2.0 lumens per square foot is desired. We
will try out three different heights of suspension, namely, at

distances above the working plane of 10 ft., 8 ft, and 7 ft.

By means of the process of calculation outlined above for

that purpose, the first steps are taken by preparing a table of

values of the illumination by one lamp for a series of points

along a straight line on the working plane beginning directly

U
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415 20 25

Distance from Perpendicular, In Feet

PIG. 75. Intensity of illumination of working plane by one 75-watt lamp

fitted with a reflector having a velvet finish, for different elevations.

underneath the lamp, and extending to a distance such that the

vertical component becomes of negligible value. Such curves

as Fig. 75 show the results of this investigation as arranged in

Table 26, and constitute one component of the total illumination.

At any distance, in any direction from any lamp, the effect of

that one lamp is exhibited by the corresponding ordinate of one

of these curves. By trial, we find that we shall need to use the

suspension giving a clearance of 7 ft.

It now remains to compound these individual effects for suc-

cessive stations. It is convenient to do this by means of tabu-

lated distances and their corresponding values of illumination.
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The horizontal distance from a given lamp to any particular

station is measured along the hypothenuse of a right triangle in

the working plane whose sides are measured in multiples of three

feet. Let us tabulate all such sets of legs which we are likely

to use, with the lengths of the hypothenuse and (taken from the

illuminating curve) the corresponding value of Eh for this distance,

This is done in Table 27. Next, taking, for example, station

No. 47, we find that it will receive light from lamps A } B, E, F,

and perhaps C and (?. The amount received from A will be

found in our table by taking the reading opposite the leg-pair

12-6, viz., 0.14 foot-candles. For the lamp B there will be re-

ceived the reading opposite 6-3, viz., 0.90 foot-candles. Lamp
C distant 18-6 feet, gives 0.03 foot-candles. Similarly, the effects

of 13
, F, and are 0.10, 0.48 and 0.02 foot-candles, respectively.

TABLE 26. ILLUMINATION CURVE DATA FOR 75-WATT MAZDA LAMP
WITH REFLECTOR
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TABLE 27. SETS or DISTANCES FROM LAMPS TO STATIONS
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This gives a total of 1.67 foot-candles. We can neglect in the

present case those lamps distant more than 22 feet.

Continuing this process for other stations, we arrive at the
results listed in Table 28, Prom these values we plot the contour
curves of Fig. 76, in which the matter of symmetry is very easily

apprehended. Even at the edge of the room the direct illumina-

tion is in the neighborhood of 1 foot-candle. If there is any
reflection from the walls, this value will be increased accordingly.

0.03

Fid. 76. Illumination contours.

Effects of Walls and Ceiling. If it is of any moment, the

lighting of the walls may be calculated by a similar piocess. If

the walls are of light color they will affect the lighting of the work-

ing plane, especially in the zones at the edges of the room where

we now see the least values for E\. A certain amount of light

also reaches the ceiling through the velvet finish reflector.

Depending upon the color of the ceiling, this may be sufficient

only to relieve the eye of too much of a contrast between lamp
and ceiling or it may give an appreciable light source by reflec-

tion toward the working plane. Quantitative values of these
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effects have been published by Lansingh and Rolph 1 and by

Sharp and Millar,
2 who have made direct measurements in rooms

supplied with walls, ceilings and rugs of different colors.

In the latter investigation, the room was 12 ft. 7 in. by 12 ft.

2 in. with a ceiling 9 ft. 10 in. high. The walls were grayish

white. The ceiling was covered with white cloth. Black cloth

was also used to cover the walls and ceiling during certain stages

of the work. The light source was a 250-watt, frosted-bowl

metallized-filament lamp equipped with a satin-finished prismatic

bowl reflector. It was suspended centrally by a drop cord, being

clear of the floor by 9 ft. 4 in. The working plane was assumed

to be 36 in. above the floor. Table 29 gives a summary of the

findings, with partial analysis.

Discussion. There are several points in this summary which

warrant discussion. With a total light flux of 380 lumens, the

interreflection of light is great enough to provide that the effective

flux amounts to 1332 lumens over walls, ceiling and working

plane, combined. This is an increase of about 250 per cent.,

giving 3.5 times the average illumination which would be had

with black surfaces. Approximately 50 per cent, of this flux is

upon the walls, rather than the working plane, which receives

TABLE 29 EFFECTS OF WALLS AND CEILING IN INFLTJENCING ILLUMINA
TION INTENSITIES

Lumens

Analysis of ceiling illumination:

Direct from light source 183

Light from ceiling, reflected back by walls 20

Wall light reflected to ceiling 77

Total flux on ceiling 280

Analysis of wall illumination (all four walls) :

Direct from light source 382
First reflection from ceiling to walls 116

First reflection from wall to wall 104

Multiple reflections, ceiling and walls 70

Total flux on walls 672

1 Trans. HI. Eng. Soc., vol. 3 (1908), p. 584.
4 Trans. 111. Eng. Soc., vol. 5 (1910), p. 391.
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Analysis of working plane illumination:

Direct from light source 191
From ceiling alone 42
From ceiling via walls 35
From walls alone 86
From walls via ceiling 26

Total flux on working plane 380

Total direct flux - 183 + 382 + 191 756
Check computation from distribution curve 779

Analysis of effective flux:

Total effective flux on ceiling 280

Total effective flux on walls 672

Total effective flux on working plane 380

Total effective flux 1332

Analysis of reflection effects upon working plane illumination:
Per cent.

Increase in illumination due to ceiling only 22 .

Increase in illumination due to walls only 45.

Increase in illumination due to multiple reflection between
walls and ceiling 32.

Total increase in illumination due to all reflections 99 .

Efficiency:

Efficiency of utilization, 380/756 50.2

Ratio of effective flux to total effective flux 380/1332 28.5

Constants of reflection: 1

Ceiling (116 + 42 + 35 + 36)/280 78.0

Walls (20 + 77 + 35 + 26)/672 32.0

about one quarter of the total. It is apparent that much of the

light falling upon the walls is reflected back and forth and does

not reach the table. This is not surprising for a room of these

dimensions, if we realize the relative areas of walls, ceiling and

floor, as well as the angles involved.

Light colored walls were more effective in this case than was

a light colored ceiling. Here, again, relative areas and the angles

of incidence and reflection present the solution.

1 This is not the same as a coefficient of reflection for parallel beam of

light in some particular direction of incidence. The incident light is diffuse

in striking the ceiling and walls and the constants worked out are therefore

composite.
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Multiple reflection has a greater effect than either single com-

ponent above mentioned. In this connection, it is of importance

to note that the color of the floor or a well-filled working plane

may materially influence the result. Quite generally this is

negligible, because the floor is dark. When it is light colored

terrazzo or mosaic, the added multiple reflection will be

appreciable.

Fig. 77, taken from the same paper, indicates the division of

the light flux into its parts, as received from the light source

direct or from ceiling or walls. The curves are plotted along a

line extending outwardly from the center of the room. The

direct component falls off as the distance from the center of the

2345
Distance from Ceuter of Boom

FIG. 77. Various components of total illumination upon reference plane.

room increases. The ceiling component also decreases, but less

rapidly. The wall component increases perceptibly.

Calculation by Flux of Light. In the example just given (Figs.

73 and 76), the variation in illumination intensity over the interior

parts of the working plane amounts to 35 per cent. Provided

the miTumurn illumination is sufficient for the purpose, the lack

of uniformity of this amount will not prove to be serious. We
may even base our calculations upon the supposition that the

light received by the working plane is uniformly distributed.

This method was worked out by Lansingh and Rolph as a result

of the suggestions made by Sharp in his presidential address

before the Illuminating Engineering Society in 1907.

Proceeding from the same starting point as in the previous
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problem, we must estimate how much of the flux from the sources

of light will reach the table. We have already discussed at an
earlier point in this chapter the efficiency of utilization of a lamp.
It is a figure which is greatly influenced by fixtures, glassware,

furnishings, height of suspension, etc. If, however, we have
tabulated values of utilization efficiencies for various types of

installation, colors of interiors, etc., taken from actual test read-

ings, we are in a position to make use of these figures in our

estimates with a very fair degree of confidence in the results.

Effective Flux. One method of doing this is to take from the,

data of Table 23 or Table 24 the efficiency corresponding to the

conditions of the proposed installation. In this particular case,

we find a probable value of 30 per cent, to 40 per cent. This

means that the value of the effective flux upon the working plane
will be equal to thirty per cent, or more of the figure giving the

total output of the lamp.
3

The output of the lamp used is 955 lumens. With an effi-

ciency of utilization of 35 per cent., we find that 334 lumens

represents the effective flux on the table. There were 20 lamps
installed giving a total of 6680 lumens, effective. The area of

the table is 4104 sq. ft. Hence, the average illumination will

be 1.63 lumens per square foot.

It is customary for manufacturers to give nowadays the lumen

outputs of their lamps. This practice lends itself well to our

present need. Table 30 shows typical data for mazda lamps of

both the vacuum and gas-filled types, as supplied in 1916.

This method of calculation does not give any notion of the

variation in illumination over the table. It is not capable of

furnishing this information as it is based on averages. Only

by calculation for individual stations can we secure these data.

It will not be difficult, however, to select by inspection the points

where these greatest variations are apt to occur, after which,

a few point-by-point determinations will give a fair idea of the

general characteristics of the installation.

1 Observe that this does not mean that one-third of the flux is used upon
the working plane and two-thirds of it upon the other parts of the room.

Much of the effective flux is reflected light, having produced more illumina-

tion upon walls and ceiling than it will upon the table. Referring to the

data of Table 29 for the small room, it will be seen that with an efficiency

of utilization of 50.2 per cent., the ratio of effective flux on the working plane

to the total effective flux on the plane, walls and ceiling, is only 28.5 per cent
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Effective Angle. A variation upon this scheme of compu-

tation is possible by preparing a schedule of sources of light,

listing opposite each the effective angle of each. By this term

is meant that angle measured from the nadir, the flux within

which is equivalent to the effective flux upon the working plane.

It is affected by room conditions as well as glassware, etc.

TABLE 30. ENGINEERING DATA ON MAZDA LAMPS

105-125 Volt "B" Straight Side Bulbs

105-125 Volt "C" Pear-shape Bulbs

MAZDA STREET LIGHTING LAMPS

5.5-amp. "C" Street Series Straight Side and Pear-shape Bulbs
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6.6-amp. "C" Street Series Straight Side and Pear-shape Bulbs

7.5-amp. "C" Street Series Straight Side and Pear-shape Bulbs

Lansingh and Rolph give results of tests made in a room 22 ft.

to 25 ft. 9 in. long by 11 ft. 6 in. wide with a ceiling 10 ft. 1 in.

180 1C5 150 135 120

75

60'

15
U 30" 45"

FIQ. 78. Distribution curve for 40-watt, clear-tip, tungsten lamp, bare.

high.. Wall coverings were dark green burlap and light cream-

colored wrapping paper. Three 40-watt tungsten lamps were

installed and used, as the test data indicate, with and without

prismatic reflectors, the center light only or the three lights

together. The test plane was 2.5 ft. above the floor. No par-

ticular attempt was made to arrive at uniformity of illumination,

the question involved being mainly that of the effective angle

for the iJ.1nTifnnfl.Tit., with the different conditions of room reflec-

tion and fixtures.
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Figs. 78 and 79 give the distribution curves for the lamp

used, with and without the reflector. Fig. 80 shows how many
effective lumens there are in the solid angle of revolution about

180165150 135 120

105

45

15

FIG. 79. Distribution curve for 40-watt, frosted tip, tungsten lamp, with

prismatic reflector.

the nadir, by various plane angles. Finally, Table 31 presents

the results of the measurements.

The conditions which interest us most are typified by the

10 20' 30 40 50 G0
ft

70 80 90

Angle to Nadir

FIG. 80. Effective lumens for various angles below 40-Tvatt, tungsten lamps.

data for lamps with reflectors. Generally speaking, the ceiling
is light if any other part of the room is, and the floor is never

light, unless walls and ceiling are light also. Flammed upon
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this basis, lines, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 seem most

important to us. The other lines, however, allow important
comparisons to be made. Taken as a whole, all possible sets

of conditions are given and the effect of any one part may be

estimated.

TABLE 31. EFFECTIVE ANGLES. DATA ON REFLECTIONS IN SMALL ROOMS
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Table 32 shows the percentage increase in mean illumination

and in effective angle due to certain changes of ceiling, walls or

floor from dark to light when reflectors are used. If all are dark,

whitening the ceiling gives some 30 per cent, better lighting upon
the working plane. Changing the walls only, instead of the ceil-

ing gives an increase of 20 per cent. Leaving walls and ceiling

dark and lightening the floor gives no appreciable effect. In fact,

it appears that it is of no value to make the floor light colored

unless the walls are already whitened, when, with dark ceiling,

a 10 per cent, increase is noted. Upon the other hand, with white

ceiling and walls, changing the floor will give 30 to 40 per cent,

more light. One of the striking things brought out by a study of

the data, is that when any two elements of the interior are light

colored, the changing of the third element from dark to light

produces a large effect. How much of this effect can be utilized

depends upon the furnishings of the room, and, of course, the

reflection by the floor is always more seriously interfered with

than is that from the other parts.

TABLE 32. INCREASE IN ILLUMINATION DUE TO CHANGE OF COLOR OP

WALLS, CEILING OH FLOOR

FWC
F C

FWC
WC
C

WC

F C

W

F
FW

F

W

W

W
C

c

19

46

3

32

84

32

14

21.0
I

16.0

51.0
!

41.0

19.0

45.0
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Returning to the consideration of the effective angle, we are

probably safe in stating our conclusions as they are given in

Table 33. F, W and C refer to floor walls and ceiling,

respectively.

TABLE 33. EFFECTIVE ANGLES, PEISMATIC EEFLECTOBS USED

Dark Light Effective angle, degrees

Theoretically, an anomalous situation may arise in dealing

with the effective angle. Practically, there probably will not

come about the existence of the conditions which are needed to

give this peculiarity. We have seen that the effective illumina-

tion of the working plane may depend more upon the multiple

reflections of walls, ceiling and floor than it does upon the actual

flux emitted by the source. If these multiple reflections are very

efficient, the figure giving the effective flux upon the table may
be larger than that giving the flux emitted by the lamp. The
effective angle then becomes something indefinite, larger than

180 degrees. Similarly, in the effective flux method of calcula-

tion, theoretically, the effective flux may be more than 100 per

cent, of the emitted flux. This method is still usable.

The spacing of direct lighting units depends upon the type
of reflector used, and the height of suspension. This relation

may be indicated by diagrams if we assume that our reflectors

are capable of being classified underthe headings of concentrating,

semi-concentrating and distributing. For the National X-ray
reflectors or these types, the spread of light over the working

plane is shown by Fig. 81. Similar curves may be developed for

any reflector and economy of time and work often results from

their preparation, if many calculations are being made. In fact,

a man actively engaged in the design of lighting installations will

accumulate a great variety of such material and will spend much
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effort to keep it revised to date. When this is done, it is possible

for the engineer to take advantage of the latest advances of the

art. When the material becomes out of date, it is used at the

risk of one's professional reputation. An example of the rapidity

of the changes involved is given by instance of the introduction

of the gas-filled tungsten lamp. Not only do these new units

change data on efficiencies, lumens output, etc., but old types of

reflectors and glassware in general can not be installed with them

unless the adaptation of part to part is very carefully studied.

20

Q 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Maximum Spread of Light on Working Plane, in Feet

FIG. 81. Spread of light with direct lighting system.

Calculations for Indirect Systems of Lighting. When install-

ing the indirect system of illumination known as the Eye Com-
fort System,

3 the engineering department of the company advises

that the ceiling should have a coefficient of reflection of 50 per

cent, to 60 per cent. Matte white, light cream and very light

ivory finishes will accomplish this.

For all general lighting, the spacing of units and the determina-

tion of the required number can be estimated by dividing the

room into squares or rectangles with nearly equal dimensions,

w lere the sides of these squares are not over 1.5 to 2 times the

ceiling height. The lesser figure applies for ceilings 12 feet high

or lower. It is supposed that a fixture will then be installed in

the center of each square. From the tables which we have

already given, it will be easy to determine the effective number

of lumens which must reach the working plane in order to give a

1 See the engineering data book of the National X-ray Reflector Co.
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satisfactory illumination. Having also, the efficiency of utiliza-

tion for the installation, the lumen output of the unit is made
known. The total number of lumens per outlet may now be
divided up into lumens per lamp, and the lamp size selected, as is

thought best.

FIG.

Maximum Dimension, in Feet, of Rectangle which, can be Illuminated
from One Center Outlet

82. Type of reflector and length of suspension for indirect lighting

system.

In choosing the type of reflector to be used and its height of

suspension, reference may be made to Fig. 82. For different

combinations of ceiling heights and sizes of squares, this illustra-

tion denotes the preferable choice between concentrating or

distributing reflectors and also indicates the proper length of

suspension as measured from the ceiling.

12



CHAPTER XIV

RESIDENCE LIGHTING

In attacking the problems of residence lighting, it is generally-

convenient to assume a classification of rooms in
terms^of

their

uses and their sizes. Living rooms must be dealt with in a

manner different from that in which bedrooms are handled;

large living rooms admit of and even demand a different treat-

ment from small living rooms. There are a few fundamental

items, however, which may be mentioned in contrasting all such

rooms with public halls, offices, factories or stores.

The home is essentially .a haven, a place of comfort and

companionship, a place where the emotions are properly given

sway. Therefore peace and comfort should be promoted by

quiet, restful, harmonious lighting effects. The psychological

phase of illumination is especially prominent in consideration

of the home. On this account, intensity and color of light play

an important part.

The occupations pursued at home are peculiarly liable to in-

jure the eyes if conditions for work are not favorable. Reading

and sewing by evening light or on dark days are responsible for

many of the ills of the eye. It must be remembered that mere

brilliancy of illumination is not the remedy for these troubles.

In fact, the bad effects may be made worse by excess light wrongly

used.

Upon the other hand, correct lighting alone cannot be expected

to make every interior attractive. In fact, we may even say

that correct lighting is so much a matter of ensemble that some

rooms as furnished never could be successfully lighted. De-

signed lighting systems apply in their most effective way to

designed homes. Fortunately there may be and generally is

more or less unconsciously a plan built up of how each room

should look as a whole. The various rooms are sometimes even

thought of collectively.

The small living room needs a good general illumination of

from two to three foot-candles. When the walls are especially

178
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dark, this must be exceeded, materially. This may be supplied

by a central fixture of direct types. Indirect or semi-indirect

fixtures may be used with good effects. In any case, the local

lighting should probably be increased at some point by use of a

table lamp or standard lamp. If a small table is present among
the furniture it will probably be placed in the center of the room
in such a way that the members of the family may group them-
selves around it. A table lamp then becomes useful and effective.

It should have such a type of translucent shade that the light
does not directly strike the eyes and yet covers the paper, book
or work being done. The shade should not have a fringe, be-

cause this will give rise to streaks across a part of the illumined

field. These alternate light and dark streaks are bad enough,
but when we add to the undesirable features, an irregular swing-

ing motion of the bead fringe, the effect is abominable.

Large living rooms may be treated the same way, as far as

general features go. The method outlined, however, is likely to

leave the sides of the room poorly lighted. In case this is found
to be true, additional wall lamps may be used if properly shaded

so as to avoid glare to the observer's eye. Wall lamps are quite

subject to objections because of the difficulty of cutting off direct

light which would glare into one's eyes, while still leaving enough

light emission to influence the light 'distribution. If walls are

light colored or if good diffusing shades or globes are used, the

object can be accomplished.
In the extreme case, the wall lamps may be reduced in output

until they constitute merely a room decoration.

Special lighting for individual paintings hung in this room
must be handled with extreme care or abandoned altogether,

with dependence placed upon the general illumination for more

or less satisfactory results. It is undesirable to give too much

prominence to a special fixture in a position designed to throw

light upon the picture from the front. A beamed ceiling may
serve to provide a recess for the lamps. The light must not strike

the picture at an angle which causes glare in the eyes of the

observer. A straight-line filament lamp may sometimes be

hooded upon the frame so as to give good results, but this is a

solution which admits of only limited application. More will be

said about this in discussing art gallery lighting where it more

properly belongs, inasmuch as only occasional instances occur

in connection with residence lighting.
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Dining room tones should be warm. This implies the use of

slightly amber, or orange tinted light. In fact, carbon filament

lamps will serve well here if strict economy is not to be considered.

This is another way of saying that white linen, silverware, etc.,

will take on a richer appearance with the orange light. Silver

foil placed under tungsten lamp light and under carbon filament

light is revealed by the latter in the guise of a gold mass, while in

the former it appears brilliant but cold.

For the average room, a central dome is about as effective an

arrangement as can be provided. It must be low-hung enough

to protect the-eyes from all direct light beams. Here, more than

ever, fringe will produce most disastrous results. The dome

should permit transmission of some light to the ceiling for general

diffusion. Color effects should be studied.

If a semi-indirect unit is used, it should be hung high enough

to avoid glare, and the ceiling should be light colored. In

the larger rooms, when it becomes necessary to use wall lamps,

the same precautions must be observed as before, namely, the

lamps must not be very brilliant and must be hidden from

direct vision.

In all cases where reflection or direct emission may produce

bright lines upon table or ceiling, coming from the brilliant

filaments, the practice should be established of installing frosted

bulb lamps. With the bowl, a thin diffusing plate may be inter-

posed between the lamps and the ceiling.

For special occasions, small table lamps with candle shades

add to the table decorations very materially. Any such device

as this should be served from the floor sockets provided for use

with toaster, percolator, chafing dish, etc.

The kitchen is often neglected. Dependence upon one central

lamp, placed low by use of a fixture is poor design. If one outlet

only is provided, place the lamp high enough so that the upper

walls will give indirect illumination of objects near the sides of the

room. Unless the ceiling is low, however, additional diffusion

may be secured by dropping the lamp a few inches from the ceiling

so that light, naturally directed upward may be reprojected from

a considerable ceiling area. A. semi-transparent reflector should

be used.

A much better distribution of light will occur and localized

illumination will be more satisfactory if the unit fixture is divided

into several parts and each is put at some vantage point. Such
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locations would be over the table, the sink and the stove. When
lamps are so placed, the housewife does not stand in her own light

when standing at any of these points. With the central light

she is always working in her own shadow. The subdivided lamp
units should still be put high enough to afford a good general
illumination.

Utility wall sockets should be provided in the kitchen for

whatever heating, cooking or small motor units may be used

there. The presence of an electric range or fireless cooker calls

for special wiring which is aside from the circuits used for lighting

and small utilities.

Bedrooms need good local lighting at the dressing table and
the mirrors, and a medium general illumination. The lamps
may best be placed one on each side of the table or mirror and so

installed that they are somewhat adjustable as regards position.

Each unit should be well shaded so that it presents a compara-

tively low intensity to the eye and may therefore illuminate

the face without any glare effects. For hair dressing, the light

must be high enough to give good visibility of the coiffure. A

light for shaving is sometimes supplied in the bedroom, especially

if there is running water there. This light must give sufficient

illumination from a low source to eliminate the shadows under

the chin. Good diffusion of light helps in each of these cases

to do away with shadows of the hand. On this account, a light

colored wall helps very materially toward securing the desired

effect.

If the bedroom is large, there may be several points needing
local lighting. These collectively will provide enough general

illumination. Economy may dictate individual control of all

these lamps, however, in which case the source used for the

general lighting should be controlled from a point near the door.

Bathrooms. It has become evident that a little extra empha-
sis should be voiced upon the subject of safety of electrical

circuits in bathrooms, laundries, and other places where good

ground connections can be made by merely touching a water

pipe or by standing upon a register or a damp cellar floor. For

example, in a bathroom, one or two wall brackets may be installed

by the mirror, usually placed just above the wash basin. These

are almost universally controlled at the socket switch. One
hand may reach the lamp with the other upon the metal water

faucet. This constitutes a distinct hazard unless the metal
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fixtures are grounded or unless non-metallic fixtures are used.

Wall switch, control of circuits is good practice, while pull chains

are to be recommended in case the wall switch has not been

installed.

The location of lamps as above indicated, namely, upon each

side of the mirror, is correct. Diffusion should be good and in-

trinsic brilliancy of the units should be reduced by ground glass

shades covering the lamp well.

Halls are generally oblong in shape. If this shape is empha-

sized, the problem of illumination can be solved only by subdi-

vision of the light source into two or more units. An intensity

of one foot-candle is generally plentiful for lower halls, while

upper halls need only about half this amount. If the hall merges
into the living room, it is important that it be treated in about

the same way that the latter is, so that no distinct contrast of

effects be produced. Depending upon the special features by
which the hall plans may differ from the ordinary plans, the

lighting should serve to repress the hall and emphasize the living

room. It should "invite one from the hall, into the living room."

Stairways constitute one serious problem usually connected

with, hall lighting. Especially troublesome are they, if they
have landings at which they change direction. The attempt
should be made to make the edge of the step distinct to the

vision. To do this, it must differ in its illumination from the

rest of the tread or from the riser. The amount of light should

be at least as much as in the adjacent hall, or one coming sud-

denly through the hall to the stairway will not see the steps

well. Direction of light flux from the lower hall is a handy
means of controlling the comparative illumination of tread and
riser. Varying the light upon front and back of the tread may
be accomplished by low intensity light directed at an angle
from above the top of the stairs* Direct glare must be avoided,
or even good illumination of steps will fail to provide safety.

Ceiling fixtures are generally used.

The circuits should have control switches at the upper end of

the stairway as well as below.

Porches need only sufficient light to enable one to use the

steps safely. This will also let the resident identify the caller.

A light of this intensity will also effectively protect an entrance

from the prowler or sneak thief, provided there is no easily opened
outer storm vestibule. Control of lights is from within, although
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a secreted control button on the porch may assist one in effecting
a prompt entrance on a cold or stormy night.

Cellars need light upon the stairway and at the working points.
This latter may be the coal bin, furnace, the vegetable cellar,
etc. One lamp may serve two of these points, though seldom
more than two. Separate control promotes economy. Circuits
which are liable to be left closed should be provided with small

pilot lamps so located that they cannot be overlooked.
If the laundry is in the cellar, it may well be upon an individual

circuit. The illumination should be rather high, despite the
fact that it is used only in the daytime. Dark days are trying
ones in the laundry because a mixture of daylight and artificial

light always requires a greater amount of the latter than mere
supplementary figures seem to demand. This is noticeable
in any installation, office, factory, etc., during the early morn-
ing hours or late in the afternoon. Probably it is somewhat
a matter of requiring that the light have a predominant direc-

tion in order to give definition of form.

Color of light is also of considerable importance in a laundry.
The carbon filament lamp is very ineffective in revealing stains

or dirt on clothing. For example, perspiration stains are yellow-
ish in color and are minimized under a carbon lamp light, if

they do not even entirely disappear. This can in part be over-

come by more intense illumination although the color of high
efficiency mazda lamp light is much more effective. In fact, if

the lamp were available in small flexible units, the blue-green

light of the mercury-vapor arc would be an excellent thing in this

place.

Placement of lamps should be studied so that one will not
have to stand in her own light for any of the processes. The
tubs and the ironing board constitute the most important points.

Plug sockets are needed for flat-irons, washing machine motor,
etc. Safety of installation must be fully developed as pointed
out in discussing the bathroom. This is imperative and should

be a matter of thorough inspection by the proper authorities.

Responsibility for the maintenance of circuits &nd apparatus in

good condition should be impressed upon the householder, be-

cause it is impossible to keep floors dry even with a board covering

upon the cement cellar bottom. At the ironing table, a wooden

platform is a real protection from accident and should always be

insisted upon.
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Throughout the whole cellar, any fixture which must be han-

dled should be made of porcelain or composition. Failing in this,

exposed metal parts should be grounded.

Other Rooms. Besides the foregoing parts of the average house

there are often other portions which vary considerably in their

relative importance. Music rooms, sewing rooms, dens, libraries,

second parlors, vestibules, etc., may be individual rooms or may
blend into certain of the other rooms as a matter of choice or of

necessity. We may comment upon these briefly in the order

mentioned. Their treatment will of course be entirely a matter

of the degree of individuality or independence afforded to them

in the building plans.

A music room often constitutes one end of a living room, or an

adjacent room easily opened by large double doors to throw it

into communication with other portions of the house. Low,

general indirect illumination with well hooded lamps giving good

light upon the piano and music racks will meet the demands

successfully.

The sewing room will need excellent lighting. Naturally, day-

light alone will be used for nearly all work here. When artificial

light is needed, however, it must be of the best as regards color

and intensity. A fair diffusion with a considerable directional

flux component will give the best results. The amount of light

should be subject to easy variation to make it suitable for sewing

upon light material 'or upon that which is very dark. Wall

sockets should be provided for sewing machine motor and for

pressing iron.

A den or a combined den and study is the most personal room

in the house. Individual tastes account for such a wide variety

of furnishings and effects that the lighting intensity should be

subject to a rather wide control. The brilliant illumination

needed to reveal the curios and decorations is not consistent with

the coziness of subdued illumination so much enjoyed in enter-

taining a friendly caller or in the comfortable perusal of a favorite

book. Ceiling fixtures are needed for the more general illumi-

nation. These are abandoned for a desk lamp or for a reading

lamp over the head of the lounge when the exhibition is over and

conversation or musing or reading begins.

The library lighting serves the double purpose of showing the

titles of books ranged in their cases or upon the shelves, and

illuminating the page being read. The former demand is met by
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ceib'ng fixtures or hooded lights above and in front of the shelves.

A special reflector is used if this lamp position is chosen, r Reading

lamps upon the library tables or the tall floor standard lamps
serve the second purpose perfectly. Floor sockets are needed in

this room.

Second parlors need only a medium illumination intensity with

a fair diffusion. Central fixtures of the direct type or semi-in-

direct type are quite satisfactory for ordinary sized rooms. As

in all cases where central fixtures are used, diffusingshades should

be installed to lower the brilliancy of the visible source of light.

Vestibules are small enough so that all purposes are best

served by illuminating them from a ceiling ball or bowl. Low

intensity is satisfactory.



CHAPTER XV

GENERAL OFFICES

(Accounting Rooms, Drafting Rooms, etc,)

The general lighting requirements for offices are about alike.

In nearly all cases, the conditions which exist present level or

slightly sloping desks or tables with polished surfaces; glazed

white books, papers or other working materials; little need for

"form" vision; occasional shifting of the office furniture. The

particular in which there is the greatest diversity is that of the

closeness of detail required, or the grossness of the objects viewed,

size of print, fineness of penmanship, intricacy of the drawing, etc.

A consideration of these particulars leads one at once to the

conclusion that the best lighting for such service will be obtained

by use of the indirect methods. Certainly, a well diffused light

is needed in order to avoid glare in any of the many situations

about the room which may at one time or another represent a

working position. Drafting rooms may be considered in con-

nection with offices if the requirements are studied and compared.

There are the same flat surfaces, white working materials and

fine line work which demand well diffused light which will give

no glare and will dissipate shadows. In the matter of shadows,

the drafting room is probably more exacting than other rooms,

because it is necessary for a draftsman to put his triangles in

every position without having confusing shadows appear on his

paper. Head and hand shadows are also annoying.

Two considerations affect shadow conditions, the relative posi-

tions of the desk and light source and the amount of diffusion

of the light. In small rooms having central fixtures, with desks

placed around the walls, it is not an easy matter to avoid shadows

on the working area unless the walls are made a strong secondary

source of light. They should not be white and glossy, but they

should be light colored enough to reflect a large part of the light

incident upon them, and matte enough to avoid specular reflec-

tion. The ceiling may be white. Its coefficient of reflection

should be very high. Great care must be taken to avoid any

appearance of blotches of light on either the ceiling or the walls.

186
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Intensities. It has been found by Macbeth that the actual

illumination intensities in offices will vary from the insufficient

figure of 0.5 lumen per square foot to the unnecessary value of

forty lumens per square foot. Probably ten to fifteen foot-

candles will meet every demand, even including the cases of

individuals who have defective vision and therefore require an
abundance of light for the comfortable performance of their

duties.

In offices as in other interiors, there is now no reason for

declining to furnish good general illumination, on the ground of

economy. The great advantage gained by late increases in

the efficiencies of illuminants should be appropriated by bettering
the lighting, not by saving a little in the cost. Here, as else-

where, the direct expense of increased fatigue, lowered efficiency

and speed, and lost time soon doubles and even manifolds many
times the saving in installation and operation costs. The local

desk lamps should be condemned, especially if they are of the

portable, adjustable type. Each user will arrange his own lamp
to his own greatest satisfaction, and the result will be an unsightly

array of lamps and cords, light shining up into the eyes of half

the users and glaring into the face of anyone who raises his eyes
from his desk to glance around. The visitor is repelled by the

ensemble, rather than attracted by it.

Calculations. With the indirect or semi-indirect installations,

it is most satisfactory to make our calculations upon the basis

of total light flux from the combined unit of lamp and reflector,

together with the utilization factor found to apply for the type
of conditions existing in the particular case.

If the physical dimensions of the room, its beams, bays or

columns do not determine the lamp positions, it is well to assume

a spacing of from one to one and one-half times the height of the

ceiling, A simple calculation based upon the illumination in-

tensity sought and the area to be lighted gives the total light

flux to be divided up among several lamps, and this gives us

the effective flux which must be supplied by each lamp. The

next step is to make a choice as to the type of installation to

be adopted, whether it will be indirect or semi-indirect. When
this stage has been reached, we are in a position to make a close

estimate of the factor of utilization for the room.

The factor of utilization, being defined as that fraction of the

light flux which becomes useful by illuminating the working
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plane, is a figure which depends upon (a) the type of installation,

with its shades and reflectors, (6) the reflection constants of the

ceilings and walls, and (c) the proportions of the room. The

greatest factor will occur for direct lighting, with large rooms,

where the walls cut off little or none of the light. Only a por-

tion of the light falling upon the walls will be reflected to the

working plane. Under some conditions of light distribution,

the wall and ceiling have almost no influence upon the result,

because the reflector prevents light from falling upon them, but

directs the flux into the lower solid angle. The table of values

for this coefficient of reflection is given (Table 34). It is taken

from Bulletin No. 35 of the National Lamp Works.

Dividing the effective lumens per lamp by the coefficient ob-

tained from the above table, we arrive at a figure representing

the lumens per lamp, or the size of the lamp. In making the

final choice of lamp size we must remember that there will be

deterioration of both lamp and reflector, which will cut down

the illumination by a very perceptible amount. It is customary

to provide about 20 per cent, more light than is needed at first.

Much of this loss can be prevented by a systematic renewal of

lamps, the cleaning of lamps and reflectors, the maintenance of

walls and ceilings in a good condition as diffusing reflectors.

If several rooms are to be lighted, or if the installation com-

passes an office building, economy is served by so choosing the

lamp that the same sized unit or units may be used throughout.

This also introduces the pleasing effect of uniformity.

In rooms where there is a considerable likelihood of having

the office furniture changed occasionally, either in position or in

nature, where tenants come and go, it will frequently pay to use

smaller lamps than are originally called for, placing them in such

a manner that a good uniform illumination may be secured even

with temporary partitions put in to cut the large office up into

several small ones. Such a calculation restricts the zone of

influence of each lamp. Initial cost and maintenance may both

be increased but they are balanced against adjustment expenses

such as the moving of outlets, the making of new ones, the

replacement of small lamps by larger ones, the changing of

accessories, etc.
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CHAPTER XVI

STORE LIGHTING

Stores vary so greatly in the classes of merchandise exhibited,
in arrangement and nature of displays, etc., that the demands
cover a very wide range. In large installations economy of

operation is a very live subject. It is of less importance in small

stores, but should never be ignored. Color, diffusion, distri-

bution, unity, are all phases which must receive attention.

In a broad sense we may make for any lighting installation the

primary demand of a sufficient illumination for careful examina-
tion of the goods. In some kinds of stores such as jewelry stores,

a brilliant light is needed for the sake of showing the goods to

advantage. The same is not true of a shoe store or with general
merchandise. The phrase "sufficient illumination" must there-

fore be interpreted in each case, for the wares displayed.
The distribution and diffusion of light is of next importance.

Here, again, no one condition satisfies all requirements. If a

piece of cloth is illuminated by light coming equally from all

directions, its fabric cannot be well discerned. It will appear
flat and characterless. A considerable component of directed

light must be used to show its weave or texture.

The color content of artificial light is another item which must
be taken into account in many stores. Wherever color of mate-

rials is of any importance, the illumination must be high and the

light must have a near-daylight spectrum. As nearly as possible

goods should be inspected and chosen under the same lighting

conditions as those under which they will be used. Evening

apparel may look quite different under artificial light from what
*t does by daylight.

The general conditions also require a full appreciation of the

importance of the comfort and convenience of the customers.

People will avoid stores where the lighting is poor and materials

have to be carried to the window or to a well lighted spot to be

examined. Lamps hung too low or improperly shaded may cause

actual discomfort to clerks and public alike.

189
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It is extremely bad practice to install any store lighting system

in such a way that a lack of uniformity of illumination is evident.

The result should be a unit and it should come from a designed

instaUation which also shows uniformity of purpose and method.

In the ordinary case it is rather dangerous to emphasize the

lighting system until it becomes self-assertive. It must draw

attention to the goods and not away from them. In the most

successfully lighted stores, the visitor does not
seethe lighting

devices^ but entirely forgets that there are such utilities present.

He does not recall having seen whether direct or indirect fixtures

are used, clusters or units, shades or globes. But he does re-

member that the changeable colors of the necktie were very

evident even in detail; that the gray hat matched the gloves

perfectly; that the tie pins sparkled alluringly.

Large stores are most economically served by direct lighting.

Ceilings are high enough to permit proper elevation of fixtures.

The major part of the light is thrown down to a rather restricted

area, directly below the lamp. Distant lamps are, therefore,

not glaring and only by looking up at a sharp angle can an excess

light meet the eye. No store displays its goods so that the cus-

tomer need face this over-head lamp.

There are no walls to reflect light, and hence, the diffuse

illumination needed upon the working plane must come from

nearby lamps. Globes permit this. When reflectors are used

the spacing of lamps must not be too great to allow for it, also.

The areas lighted by individual lamps must overlap. A reflec-

tion from a light colored ceiling of such light as goes upward,

will aid, materially in diffusion of light. In this connection it is

well to point out as Macbeth does that a diffuse illumination is

the effect produced by light striking the object from various

directions, and it is quite a different thing from a diffusion of

light emission from a source. For a room with dark walls and

ceiling, a shade or globe which gives diffuse emission from a single

source cannot give diffuse illumination. Shadows will still be

heavy.
Indirect fixtures are not ordinarily chosen for such large stores

as we are now considering, although they are permissible. Semi-

indirect lighting is, however, frequently used. The architecture

of the room should influence the choice made and the treatment.

Small stores are generally lighted by a row of lamps or fixtures

placed along the center of the room. These rooms are about
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25 feet wide and of lengths varying from 40 feet to 100 feet or
more. In stores which depend upon their shelf displays and their

wall cases, a considerable part of the light from the central row
of lamps must be thrown out fairly near to the horizontal in

order to reach the walls. Very little of the light which falls

upon the walls thus occupied by shelves will be reflected to the
counter tops. If good illumination is required there also, it must
come largely from the ceiling and the lamps. The latter pre-

dominates, and hence, the customer usually finds himself in his

own light. For good illumination intensities upon the walls or

the counters, it is much better to put in two rows of lamps, one
row over each line of counters, about even with the front edges.
In no case should the reflectors be opaque as this would make
the ceilings dark and give the double effect of a low diffusion

and a considerable contrast. Prismatic glassware will serve well.

It is available in types suitable to give any distribution needed.

Plain, translucent globes are not very satisfactory, because they
do not give an accurate control of the flux.

Even in the small store, there are occasional places where a

local light is required. These departures from the general
scheme of treatment should be as unobtrusive as possible.

Exclusive Stores. In the larger cities, there are frequently
found stores catering to an exclusive trade. The lighting here is

quite special and may well be highly artistic. Efficiency is a

minor consideration. Effectiveness and beauty are the prime
elements controlling the design. The direct lighting unit has

small place in this line of work. Individuality may permit the

most extreme treatment.

Kinds of Merchandise. The dependence of the lighting upon
the merchandise handled may be discussed for large and small

stores alike. Some differences exist of course, in the arrangement
of goods even of similar kinds, but generally these may be easily

recognized. The illumination must be designed in respect both

to the merchandise and its placement.
There are numerous examples of goods which are always placed

on vertical planes when they are displayed. Others are often-

times so placed. We may mention in these groups different

classes of art goods and many furnishings paintings, tapestries,

curtains and even rugs. Other merchandise which may lend

itself well to this arrangement for display includes hardware,

books, clothing, package goods, etc. All such wares need a good
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wall illumination. The light must be thrown upon them with a

large horizontal component*

Upon the other hand, jewelry stores need brilliant illumination

upon the counters and in the cases. Drygoods, furniture, sta-

tionery, general merchandise, etc., are similarly classed, and the

working plane is the important one. While direct lighting is

most satisfactory for jewelry, cut glass and silverware, the other

lines mentioned will admit of semi-indirect systems. For pris-

matic effects the direct light gives much greater brilliancy.

Some stores must have high general illumination. In this

group we find clothing stores, furriers, millinery shops, groceries,

drug stores, book stores, bakeries, ten-cent stores, etc.

Local lighting already mentioned will be needed in jewelry

stores, barber shops, etc., and over accounting desks or cashiers'

desks.

Efficiency of Utilization. Bulletin No. 29 of the National Lamp
Works presents a table showing the percentages of total flux

which becomes effective flux in installations of various types.

These values are presented in Table 35, and are self-explanatory.

TABLE 35. EFFICIENCY OF UTILIZATION IN STORES OF DIFFERENT SIZES,

LIGHT CEILING AND MEDIUM WALLS ASSUMED

Lamps to be Used. As will be seen by reference to the data

tables upon incandescent lamps (Table 30) the efficiency of the

gas-filled lamp is superior to that of the vacuum unit. In the

present considerations, lamps of considerable size predominate
in the installation, and their efficiencies are higher than those of
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smaller lamps. The conclusion is that cost of operation may be

lowered by using Type C mazdas of sizes as large as is compatible
with other features of the system.

Color-matching lamps may be required in certain situations.

They are of the types already discussed, gas tube with C02 or

mazdas with color screens or blue glass bulbs.

Show cases are nowadays lighted individually by use of special

fixtures capable of being mounted within the cases at the upper
front edge. The light is thrown downward and backward, the

shade or reflector being opaque and shutting off all light emission

toward the observer. There have been developed for this service

numerous trough reflectors in which may be mounted small

round-bulb lamps or the later long-tube, straight-filament lamp.
Macbeth states 1 that the illumination in the case should approxi-
mate twice that of the room in order to attract attention and

lessen the necessary handling of goods. This will require about

150 lumens per foot length of case. High efficiency vacuum

lamps and reflectors should be used and the interiois should not

be allowed to overheat, especially where perishable goods are

shown. The fixtures must be as small as practicable. The wir-

ing is enclosed in metal conduit. Where cases are to be used

for variable showing it may be necessary to use more light for the

darker displays than for the light colored ones. Two circuits

may be necessary in this instance.

Store Windows. Window lighting is one of the places where

the majority of installations are not up to the proper standard.

This is not because of the difficulty of the task, for any setting

may be properly illuminated; but the work is special and therefore

has not been well handled. Anyone, in a few minutes upon
the street in the evening, can find rank crudities in the way of

window lighting. Occasionally he may see even a bare lamp

suspended in the middle of a small window display, shining into

his eyes at least as brightly as upon any part of the setting.

The illuminationmust be greater thanthe surrounding illumina-

tion or the observer will not be attracted. The window must be

bright enough to call the attention away from other things. The

light must largely come from the front and top of the window.

Diffusion of light must give diffuse illumination capable of reduc-

ing the intensity of shadows enough so that objects in the shadow

illlum. Eng. Prac. (Lectures 1916), p. 363, "Office, Store and Window

Lighting," MACBETH.
13
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may be seen. A light finish to the woodwork aids here materially,

and with a dark finish the problem of diffusion may be' hard to

solve. Mirrors can be used to help in this and to throw light

upon the sides or back of the display. When so installed, they

must not be at the level of or in a position to reflect light directly

into the eyes of the observer. This condition is easily imposed,

inasmuch as the reflection is specular. Of course, this limits the

window design quite materially.

In planning any particular installation, one must first study

the dimensions of the window as to height and depth, locate the

line of trim and note the probable characteristics of the goods

to be shown. In the first particular, windows may vary from

a height of six feet to twelve, with an average value of about nine

feet. The depth from front to back may be as much as twice

the height or it may be as little as one-third of the height. The

line of trim is a curved line starting near the floor at the front

and rising more and more steeply toward the back of the window.

It may not rise to the full height of the rear wall, in fact, it

rarely does reach this high. This line runs through the average

front of the goods displayed, and thus represents the line to which

we will measure distances from the lamps in making any direct

illumination calculations. Finally, the consideration of the

albedo of the wares displayed will give a means of determining

the amount of flux required. In general, the same window will

be used at different times for widely varying goods white,

colored, darkand the safest thing to do is to design the lighting

for the darkest condition expected.

When these data are compiled, the position of the lamp and

the length of the line of trim will determine the width of the

angle of light emission. This will never need to exceed 90 degrees,

although oftentimes a lesser amount of light is allowed to fall

upon the walk at the base of the window. Again, in case of a

dark background and a light colored ceiling, some diffusion from

the ceiling is a good thing.

If the height of the window equals the depth, the lamp is about

the same distance from the floor end of the curve as from the

upper end. Uniformity of illumination will be attained by the

use of a uniform flux emission. In general, the depth is not as

great as the height and a uniform illumination requires that the

distribution curve of the lamp and its reflector shall show much

more downward flux than that thrown in a horizontal direction.
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The reflector should be a high efficiency unit and it is evident that

it should be of the unsymmetrical type. A trough reflector or a

series of unit reflectors may either one provide the proper agency.
It is well to lay off the window cross-section to scale, show the

line of trim, and the position of the lamp all upon one figure. A
calculation then may be made for the flux distribution curve

needed in order to get the proper relative illumination intensities,

diffusion neglected. This will give a means of selecting the type

FIG. 83. To find light flux distribution needed for uniform illumination of given
store window.

of reflector. Fig. 83 illustrates this. Now by adjusting the

spacing of the lamps along the row, this intensity may be made

high or low at will.

The efficiency of utilization for an installation of this type

will depend very largely upon the reflectors used, and the atten-

tion given to keeping them clean. A good average lighting condi-

tion will probably be established by having the surface of trim

receive from 200 to 300 lumens per running foot. For high

illumination of the medium sized window, 300 to 500 lumens
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effective per running foot will suffice. These values divided

by the efficiency of utilization, will give the lamp output in

lumens per running foot. The highest efficiencies will give about

a 60 per cent, utilization factor. The other values range down-

ward in a rather indefinite manner, to as low, perhaps, as 20 per

cent. It is important, especially with the lower efficiency in-

stallation, that the lamps should be placed so that no window

trimmer can place material of an inflammable nature against

them.

The lamp row must be hidden from the observer. This may
be provided for in the building plans by a built-in recess just

behind the glass. Ordinarily this is not done, and a valence or

screen has to be dropped in front of the lamps. This should be

decorative and may bear the firm's name in translucent letters.

Frequently there is painted directly upon the glass a band wide

enough to conceal the fixtures.

It is good practice in the case of high intensity illumination of

closely confined cases or windows to provide for ventilation.

As mentioned in connection with show cases, the vacuum lamp
is preferable if adaptable. This is because it does not reach such

high temperatures as a gas-filled bulb does.



CHAPTER XVII

FACTORY LIGHTING

The factory demands good lighting, for three very important
reasons. Without reference to the relative weights of these

factors we may list them as follows:

1. To provide safety and comfort.

2. To increase output (or save time).

3. To give greater accuracy of workmanship.
Any one of these items may be stated more or less accurately in

money value and will undoubtedly represent a direct financial

gain.
For example, in these days of workmen's compensation laws,

insurance of laborers, etc., accidents represent expense. Again,
time lost in the working day due to the necessity of closer atten-

tion to work, resting the eyes, stopping the machine to inspect

the result will quickly mount to considerable money loss. It has

been shown in many instances that a loss of only 5 to 10 minutes

during the day will introduce a loss equal to interest upon invest-

ment for a good lighting system and the cost of operation.

Spoiled work will similarly more than offset the expense of good
illumination.

Government authorities are taking cognizance of the needs in

this line and establishing rulings which govern illumination in

shops and factories. This movement has not progressed far

yet but it is proceeding along fairly substantial and reasonable

lines and will eventually be widespread.
With constantly decreasing costs of lighting, the economies

are more strongly emphasized than ever before and higher light-

ing intensities are adopted. Good general illumination comes

within the range of practice, displacing mere local illumination

or making it less common.
Clewell1

gives the principal requirements of factory lighting

in the following terms:

1 Ilium. Eng. Prac. (Lectures, 1916), p. 344.
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(a) Sufficient intensity of general illumination over the floor

area to prevent accidents and to make it possible to handle

material and to get around the machinery readily.

(5) Sufficient intensity of the illumination at the point of

work, usually a higher intensity than in (a) although it is prac-

tical in some cases to make the intensity of the general illumina-

tion for both (a) and (&).

(c) The use of suitable shades and reflectors with the lamps

mounted in .such positions as to avoid eye-strain.

(d) The electric circuits and gas mains of sufficient size to

assure normal working pressures of the supply at all times.

0) In addition to (d) the supply should be adequately pro-

tected against interruption of service.

(/) The size of the lamp should be in accord with the ceiling

height of the section where it is employed, particularly where the

entire illumination is furnished from lamps overhead, that is to

say, where no individual lamps are used close to the work.

In considering the parts (a) and (6) above, it has already been

pointed out that the present day tendencies are toward a good

general illumination with a restriction of local illumination to the

lowest possible limits. Rough work will be properly provided

for with low general intensity. If the manufacturing processes

involve the use of a large number of small machines which are

close together, dependence should still be placed upon the general

illumination, although the intensity may need to be high. Fine

work may require the installation of a few individual units,

but when they are used, care must be taken that they do not

annoy one workman while assisting another. Thus, glare from

any cause must be eliminated. It is recognized without any

need of argument that the voltage must be absolutely steady.

No flicker can be permitted.

As was the case in the discussion of the large store, it is economy

to use as large lamps as can be adopted and still secure the proper

distribution of light. Sometimes, the larger lamp with a neces-

sarily greater reflector loss in order to get the proper effect, will

prove to be more economical than a design involving smaller

lamps more directly applied. If the design is so developed that

the flux is directed toward the working plane, the total amount of

light falling upon that plane will be the same for different heights

of lamp, except for possible increased reflector losses. The dif-

fuseness of the illumination will be better, however, for high
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suspension. It follows that the lamps used for general illumi-

nation should be placed as high as possible without introducing
troublesome shadows of beams, etc. At any rate, the work of

cranes should never carry them out of the lighted space, and the

lamps must be placed above such apparatus . Innumerous plants,

the lamps are within a foot or so of a ceiling twenty or thirty feet

high. Such plans permit the use of the high-efficiency, large

lamps.
In some rooms, the day lighting may lack uniformity to such

an extent that a cloudy day will throw a part of the room into

darkness. This, or any other cause which suggests the need of

illumination of only part of the room indicates that control of

the lamps in small groups will often work toward economy.
The required illumination for a large number of different kinds

of labor are shown in the Table 22, p. 152. It may be assumed
that a large part of all materials handled in factories is dark

colored. Where there is an exception to this it will be easily

recognized, as in making garments, where the stock handled may
be uniformly light shirting cloth, etc. The depression of the

utilization factor with age of the installation depends upon main-

tenance and cleaning. These have been touched upon in the

chapter on shades and reflectors.

Lamps. In this field as in others, the arc lamp is being re-

placed in many cases by the modern, large sized, gas-filled mazda
incandescent lamp. This is brought about by the high efficiency

attained by the latter. It is of great importance to note, how-

ever, that the arc lamp never was at all satisfactory for this

service from the standpoint of steadiness. Its persistent flicker

threw it completely out of the running, for all of the more par-

ticular work. Its use has always been limited to the coarser

work, store-rooms, etc. Now it is being pushed out of much of

this field.

The mazda lamp, Type C, is almost universally suitable for

factory purposes. It is available in a great range of sizes and

gives good efficiencies and color. The flux is redistributed by
reflectors without great loss. The light is steady. Despite the

fact that the inherent brilliancy of the unit is high, when suitably

served by accessories and properly placed, the lamp does not

become offensively glaring.

The mercury vapor lamp has made a place for itself in general

illumination, where color is of no particular moment. Store-
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rooms, docks, printing plants, drafting rooms, laundries, etc., can

very satisfactorily use this lamp. It is available only in compara-

tively large sizes.

Reflectors. The direct type of fixture is always first choice in

factory rooms of any considerable size. Exceptions to this are

not impossible but they are unusual. A need of very good dif-

fusion in a room with a low, light colored ceiling, may strongly

suggest the adoption of a semi-indirect system.

For the direct system, several types of reflectors are available

and satisfactory. The metal reflector, with its various finishes

already discussed, gives a substantial and fairlypermanent device.

They are comparatively cheap. Their surfaces have enough
difference in reflection, however, so that one must know before

determining upon the finish to be used, whether a diffuse reflection

is needed or if "the accurate control of flux is necessary. The
metal reflector, as well as any other opaque reflector, will not

permit the illumination of the ceiling. Practically all flux of

light is direct, therefore. The same will be true of the "bee-

hive" and "jumbo" mirrored glass reflectors of the X-ray type.

The latter have a very high efficiency of reflection, however,
and so far as emission is concerned, diffusion occurs. When
such units are installed, the areas lighted by adjacent lamps
should overlap, from center to center.

Shallow, opaque reflectors with annular corrugations are some-

times used, also. They are commonly called diffusers. They
do not cut off the light from the walls but serve to redirect that

flux which normally rises. If the diffuser is flat enough, some
of the flux may even reach the more distant parts of the ceiling.

This type of fixture should be accompanied by the white walls

and ceiling.

Calculations. The fundamental criterion of a lighting system
has already been pointed out to be the sufficiency of the illumi-

nation. The process of calculation, therefore, begins with an

estimate of the required flux intensity upon the working plane
and its uniformity of distribution, or its placement in special

locations. These calculations are made as in any other installa-

tion and proceed along the same lines.

Cost enters immediately into the problem, when once we have

determined that there are more ways than one of obtaining the

desired result. But cost must be divided into the two parts,

under the headings of installation cost and operating expense.
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Each one will have its effect upon the final choice made. It may
develop in the comparisons made that two reflectors costing
different amounts are equally effective. Or, we may find that

the installation of a more expensive reflector will increase the

effective flux by an amount well worth the extra cost.

For example, we estimate the total effective flux required as

the product of area and required foot-candle intensity. We can
then assume a utilization factor which seems suitable to the

conditions of room dimensions, wall colors, etc., and derive the

figure for lumens output of lamps. In spacing the lamps, it is

well to start with them at points distant from each other about

50 per cent, greater than the height of the lamps from the floor.

This gives a first choice of number of units to serve the given floor

space. The size of each lamp or cluster is then derived from the

number of lamps and the total flux requirement. Flux distribu-

tion curves may then be chosen and the resulting illumination

determined.

The cost of operation is well analyzed in Bulletin No. 20 of the

Engineering Department of the National Lamp Works. Intro-

ducing mazda-C lamps instead of the Type B lamps there used

and revising the tables accordingly, we have the data shown,
where the total operating cost is divided into three parts.

"First. Fixed charges, which include interest on the investment,

depreciation of permanent parts, and other expenses which are independ-
ent of the number of hours of use. Frequently this item forms the

greater part of the total operating expense, yet it is only too often

omitted from cost tables.

"Second. Maintenance charges, which include renewal of parts, re-

pairs, labor, and all costs, except the cost of energy, which depend upon
the hours of burning and the rate per kilowatt-hour.

"
Third. The cost of energy, which depends upon the hours of burn-

ing and the rate per kilowatt-hour.

"The life of a lighting system depends not only upon the wearing out

of parts, but also upon obsolescence. Although the lamps may be in

good operating condition, economy may demand that they be replaced

by more effective illuminants. The rate of depreciation on all perma-
nent parts is equal to at least 12)4 per cent. The investment required

in the mazda system of lighting is relatively very low.

"A table which would show the total operating expense of mazda

lamps for all sizes, with every discount from the list prices, for all possible

periods of burning per year, and under all costs of power would be so

large as to be entirely impracticable. From Table 36, however, the
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operating expense of units under any set of conditions may be found with

little calculation.

"The total investment includes the cost of lamps, reflectors, holders

and sockets.* The investment in permanent parts is the total invest-

ment minus the price of lamps. No depreciation is charged against

TABLE 36. ANALYSIS OP OPEBATING COSTS, MAZDA-C, 100-130 VOLTS

the lamps inasmuch as they are regularlyrenewed. Thelabor item under
fixed charges provides for the cleaning of all units once each month.
For the smaller units with Holophane steel reflectors, the cost of clean-

ing is taken as $0.02 per unit for each cleaning. Data obtained from

installations where accurate cost records are kept show that this figure

is conservative for labor at $0.20 per hour. The cost of cleaning other

reflectors is taken in proportion to the amount of labor required. Some
illuminants require attendance at regular intervals; the cleaning is done
at the same time and is, therefore, included under the maintenance

charge. For units which require no regular attendance, the cleaning

expense becomes a separate charge. It will be noted that the fixed
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charges form only a small part of the total operating cost for a lighting

system. The folly of using cheap reflectors, which impair the efficiency

of the units, is evident.

"The maintenance charge is given for a 1000-hour period of burning.
To find the annual charge in any case, it is necessary to multiply by the

ratio of the total hours of burning to 1000 hours. Where lamps are sold

at other than the prices given, the proper correction should be applied.

The renewal of lamps is the only maintenance expense.

"The energy cost is given for a 1000-hour period with energy at $0.01

per kilowatt-hour. The energy cost per year is found by multiplying

by the cost per kilowatt-hour in cents and by the time of burning in

thousands of hours."

An example will illustrate the use of Table 36. It is required

to find the total operating expense per unit per year for lighting

a mill with 500-watt mazda-C lamps. The lamps are burned

a total of 4000 hours and are purchased at the discount obtained

on a $150 contract. The cost of energy is $0.02 per kilowatt-hour.

From the table we obtain the following:

1. Fixed charges
1 $ 0.831

2. Maintenance 4.000 X $3.900 15.600

3. Energy 4.000 X 2 X 5.00 40.000

Total $46 . 431

1 The value is taken as in the table. It will, of course, be reduced by the

difference in interest on the lamp at the standard-package price and at the

$150-contract price. This difference is practically negligible.
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AUDITORIUMS

At first thought it seems surprising that for such large rooms

as churches, auditoriums and ball rooms the indirect lighting is

frequently used with excellent results. Upon the other hand,

direct methods are recognized as being quite capable of giving

good service in such cases. In general, the direct method has to

guard against the great likelihood of glare. This may be ac-

complished by suitable enclosing glassware, which of course,

cuts down the efficiency very materially. Another means em-

ployed for the same end is to subdivide the source of light into

numerous small units and distribute them well, still properly

shaded. This is accomplished in a small way by using a fixture

with several lamps rather than a one-socket fixture. To carry

this to the extreme of providing an enormous center chandelier

is a reversal of results and bad glare again occurs. When de-

pendence is put on multiplicity of lamps, they should be well

scattered and kept high. This subdivision introduces another

desirable possibility.

In many cases it is better to arrange circuits so that a reduced

number of lights may be used for a part of the evening. In

churches this provides relief during the sermon. In lodge rooms,

certain parts of the rituals need low intensity lighting. Theater

lighting is less annoying if it can be brought on in sections.

The center chandelier is not to be universally condemned for

the auditorium. Naturally occupants of balconies are very apt

to be disturbed and inconvenienced by it, but some ceilings are

so high that it is quite possible to hang a central fixture well

above the field of vision even of those in the back seats. The

decorative features of this unit make its choice not at all infre-

quent. Few situations exist, however, where the mere illumi-

nation needs would not be very considerably better served by
other methods.

The indirect lighting, of which mention has been made, is

provided by central large unit fixtures alone or aided by cove

lighting. Sometimes the latter is relied upon for the whole of
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the illumination. One of the first striking examples of indirect

lighting from side sources to be installed was that of the railroad

station in Washington, D. C. The effect is good and at the same
time rather striking. For narrow rooms, cove lighting is quite

practical. It looks well with arched ceilings, provided the light

is not thrown upon the ceiling in blotches.

If large bowls are suspended in the center of the room, they

may be provided with low power lamps between the semi-

tra,nsparent bowl and the high efficiency reflectors concealed

therein. This keeps the bowl from appearing so dark against a

well illuminated ceiling. The same purpose can be accomplished

by finishing the outside of the bowl in white or old ivory. The

general diffusion of light then illuminates this bowl enough to

cause it to appear well lighted.

High efficiency reflectors should be used for all this indirect

service and provision must be made for cleaning the reflectors

frequently. This remark includes the central fixture which

may be lowered by windlass.

An alternative, more or less partaking of each of the above

methods, may be had by putting high candle-power lamps in a

chamber above the diffusing glass ceiling of the room. This gives

a low intensity source, as seen, provided the ceiling does not show

spotted because of low-hung lamps or too concentrating reflectors.

Sometimes the chamber itself is painted white and allowed to

take much of the burden of diffusion.

The architecture of the room must be studied in the design of

the lighting system and the choice of units. Ornate interiors

must be furnished with similar fixtures, plain lines of architecture

with similar fixture design.

Special effects are often required. For example in lighting

ritualistic churches, the symbolic uses to which lights are put

play some part. The sanctuary with its altar needs special

treatment as do the choir stalls, the reading desks, etc. A
chancel arch offers a suitable frame for support and concealment

of some lamps illuminating this part of the church.

Numerous excellent examples of good and poor results of

lighting churches, libraries, theaters, lodge rooms, etc., are shown

in Ilium. Eng.Prac. (1916) in lectures by Perrot and Vaughn.
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SCHOOLS

School rooms are to be classified according to the visual acuity

demanded in performing the usual duties for which they are

planned. In nearly all cases, considerable eye-work of a rather

taxing nature is demanded. The exceptions to this come in

designing the lighting system for halls, gymnasiums and swim-

ming pools, general assembly rooms, outer offices, etc. In the

latter locations, a good general illumination of one to four foot-

candles will suffice, provided the diffusion and placement are also

taken care of in a proper manner.

Halls are likely to be long and straight with rather low ceilings.

Fixtures cannot be placed out of sight, hence, the light must be

controlled so as to give low intrinsic brilliancy from any primary
or secondary source. This may be accomplished by small units,

by indirect lighting, or even by large globes with good diffusing or

directing features. Especially with direct lighting, the units

should be placed as high as possible. Ceiling hemispheres of

prismatic glassware are sometimes used very successfully.

No special comments need be made upon the audience rooms

as they are quite similar to the cases already discussed for public

halls or auditoriums.

A much more severe task is laid upon the engineer in providing
for proper illumination of the work which requires close applica-

tion of students seated at regular intervals over the entire space of

the room. The light must be sufficient upon each desk. It must
be fairly diffuse in order to cause no glare and to give no dark

shadows. Its predominant direction must be such that the

natural position of each student does not throw head- and hand-

shadows upon his work. This directional characteristic is

attained with light from left and rear with about 50 to 60 deg.

slants. In order to provide a good working approximation to

these conditions, the lighting fixtures should be well distributed

over the area of the room, intrinsic brilliancy should be kept

down, ceilings should be very light colored, walls not quite as

light as the ceiling, while both the ceiling and walls must be
206
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matte. Indirect lighting is peculiarly effective here. With

present low costs of light production, whatever losses may be
attendant upon indirect light transmission may well be afforded

if it gives the most desirable distribution. Unnecessary losses

due to lack of cleaning and delayed renewals must be avoided.

There are a great variety of conditions to be met in lighting
school rooms for special purposes such as chemical laboratories

with their desks and shelves; botanical or zoological laboratories

with close microscopic work; museums and specimen cases;

library stacks and reading tables; blackboards and wall charts

or maps; manual training laboratories with wood work or metal

work; foundry rooms with more or less dust and smoke; sew-

ing rooms; art studios and exhibition rooms; drafting rooms;

green-houses, etc. Each one of these needs individual attention.
In some, the color content of light is as important as is the in-

tensity. Where form is to be observed closely, light must have a

predominant direction. An art class must have clear color

vision. Color distinctions must often be made in comparing
articles in specimen cases. Upon the other hand, drafting rooms

and shops need "form vision." For such rooms the mercury

vapor lamp is permissible. The same light is effective in illu-

minating the foliage in the green-house.

Reading and study tables in libraries are oftentimes very

badly supplied with light. Lamps put directly in front of the

reader are supplied with opaque shades which throw light directly

down upon the book. Specular reflection is unavoidable and

contrasts are great. Glare is serious. But all this can be

avoided, by using a sufficient general illumination and economy
can no longer be a justifiable argument against a good installation.

In these days of new illuminants of improved efficiency the

abundance of local desk lamps over the whole reading room is

unnecessary. Interiors should be light colored. Direct or even

indirect light may be used.



CHAPTER XX

ART GALLERIES

Some very excellent designs of art-gallery illumination are

found in modern practice. One of the notable examples is that

of the Cleveland Museum of Art. 1 The system was installed

in a building already constructed and therefore, was adapted to

conditions not wholly cooperative.

FIG. 84. Results of artificial illumination of Cleveland Art Museum.

The features which characterize this installation most are the

use of diffusing sub-skylights above which the lamps are placed,

the use of daylight type of lamps (mazda-C-2) and the control

of daylight in top-lighted galleries by adjustable metal louver

boarding.

1 Trans. I.E.S., vol. 11 (1916), p. 1014, Lighting of the Cleveland Museum
of Art, E. P. HYDE.
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Cove and pendant units of Type C-2 mazdas are used in the ro-

tunda which is lighted to an intensity which does not contrast

strongly with adjacent rooms having unlike lighting effects.

Side bracket lamps conforming to the architecture give a soften-

ing effect.

Deeply etched wire glass forms the sub-skylight for the court

of tapestries and armor. This effectually serves to diffuse the

light from sun, sky or lamps so fully that the shadows of the

beams are not seen. The louver boards are used just below the

FIG. 85. Method employed in illumination of Cleveland Art Museum (see

Fig. 84).

upper skylight, where the set on each side of the ridge of the roof

controls the illumination of the opposite side of the room. These

lamps also are mazda, Type C-2. They are installed at an average

height of 9 feet above the sub-skylight and their light is directed

through the diffusing glass toward the opposite side of the room.

The directional element of the light is therefore the same for

daylight as for artificial illumination. The plan is followed in

other rooms also. Details of the scheme may be seen in Figs.

84 and 85 taken from the above paper.
14
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The garden court lighting is planned so as to give night effects,

with a dark ceiling, simulating the dark sky. Four lanterns are

used, throwing the light downward and horizontally, but not

upward. The day illumination is by skylight.

Other rooms are provided with direct lighting suitable for ex-

hibits which may change in location and character.

In all these rooms the results are artistic and effective, and

glare is avoided. Where such elaborate provisions cannot be

made, glare can be eliminated by having rather low value direc-

tional components to the flux and by making this flux line strike

the painting at such an angle that its specular reflection will not

return to the observer at the level of the eye.

Studios should have well diffused illumination with variable

and adjustable local fixtures to give the effects particularly de-

sired for the subject.



CHAPTER XXI

STREETS

General Considerations. It has been necessary to make rapid
and extensive changes in the field of street lighting during the
last few years. This has come about largely from the changes
which have been made in the list of available electric illuminants.

The most prominent and useful of these lamps are the Type
Cj mazda and the luminous arc. Flaming arcs still claim a small

amount of attention but they are not nearly as satisfactory units

as those types mentioned above. Their application may be
considered entirely special nowadays although they have had
considerable use in regular work. The enclosed carbon arc is

obsolete as far as new installations go. A few renewal units are

still called for but no new installations are ever made. The

mercury vapor lamp has a very special and limited range in con-

nection with outdoor illumination of foliage in parks, etc. De-

pendence is put almost entirely upon the first mentioned lamps,

viz., the mazda, especially Type C, and the luminous arc.

Not alone in the field of electric lamps has the production of

the gas-filled incandescent lamp been felt. Before it was devel-

oped, small-unit street illuminants of the vacuum type incandes-

cent lamps were available but not very efficient as compared with

arcs. In the Type (7, we have very efficient operation and a great

range of sizes both as series lamps and as multiple units. The

small units have quite successfully invaded the field heretofore

held by gas-mantle lamps and now offer direct competition to

gas lighting.

The problems to be met in street lighting involve safety, com-

fort and convenience of the wayfarer. Added to these, we now

see numerous attempts being made to consult his pleasure and to

persuade him to frequent the attractively illuminated ways.

Thus the whole range is included from personal security to com-

mercialism and even the aesthetic. These objects are not nec-

essarily accomplished by the same type of service.

Security is given by any illumination which will reveal surely

and clearly the presence and the nature of a danger. Good
211
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general illumination with clear direct visibility will solve this

problem. But again, an obstruction to traffic may be recognized
with low illumination intensities, by the silhouette effect or,

sometimes by unidirectional lighting. Safety may be served as

well in the second case as in the first, and at a greatly reduced

expense for lighting. In point of fact, the greater part of our

night street vision is properly classed as of the silhouette type.

We see the automobile in black outline as it approaches, the

background of the pavement, sidewalks or walls being brighter.

An unmarked pile of construction material is seen by its black

form* Upturned paving stones, small misplaced objects, etc.,

are discerned by contrast with lighter or darker surroundings.

As intensity of illumination increases from that needed for

silhouette vision and finally reaches the value by means of which

detail vision enters, there is passed an intermediate state where

the pedestrian may lose the sense of dependence upon the former

although he may not yet be enabled to see detail. Unless care

is observed in this indeterminate region, the danger may be

enhanced by the practical disappearance of the object. For

example, it is a common experience for a person upon a fairly well

lighted street to observe another pedestrian approaching in the

distance, the stranger being seen in black relief. As he draws

nearer, he may completely disappear by virtue of the fact that

he has reached a point where his body is lighted to the same

brightness as is the background against which he is placed. A
closer approach will cause him to reappear as a brighter object

against a darker background. The distance between the observer

and the stranger at the time of least visibility may be such that an

actual hazard exists. Especially may this be true in the case of

swiftly moving vehicles. Bicyclists are very hard to see and to

avoid.

When detail vision is needed, the only way of solving the prob-
lem is by furnishing the required amount of incident flux for a

low-degree detail visibility. This is not a prevalent condition,

however, in street lighting.

Consideration of the above facts will make it evident that the

calculations for street lighting cannot be made upon a basis of

illuminating upon the horizontal plane to the exclusion of the

vertical, nor vice versa. Specular, or at least mixed, reflection

also plays an important part in results. On top of all this, glare
must be avoided as surely as in any other installation.
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Glare. Street illuminants, as will be seen later, have the

characteristic flux distribution which gives maximum emission

at an angle of 70 to 80 degrees above the nadir. It is evident

that the height of suspension of the unit above the street level

determines the point at which a person must stand in order to

have this maximum flux in his eyes. With high suspension, the

distance to the observer will be great enough so that the amount
of flux actually reaching his eyes will not be a source of annoyance.
With low suspension trouble will result. Glare must therefore

be avoided by putting the lamp high enough so that the direct

flux at any assumed position of the observer is not great enough
to disturb him, or else the position of the lamp places it far enough
above the level of his eye so that it will be out of his field of vision.

Large units with high position or small units with lower position

are permissible.

Size and Spacing. The spacing of lamps is of course largely

influenced by the dimensions of the city blocks. Lamps must
be placed at each street crossing because they are most effective

there, in that they light in four directions and they cover the

point where traffic difficulties are most likely to occur. Interme-

diate points along the block may need more light than they
obtain from the corner lamps in which case the custom is to

install one or more lamps with proper spacings. Jf the blocks

are rectangular rather than square, the needs are not the same
on all sides. In planning for the proper lighting results, it is

probably more satisfactory to have the zones of influence of

successive lamps meet, but not overlap very much. If this

overlapping occurs, it will be in the region of silhouette vision

where approximately unidirectional flux such as moonlight gives

better results. The size of the circles of influence will generally

be great enough to throw much light upon stores and buildings

or upon the houses and trees and into yards, in residence sections.

Howmuch of this is desirable will be determined in each individual

case. The smaller units will give less of this side flux, which is

largely lost so far as the street is concerned.

Height of suspension and placement may sometimes be wholly

determined by the physical characteristics of the street, such as

tree height and trim, overhead structures, etc. For example, low,

bushy trees may easily be overtopped by lines and fixtures but

the light will not filter down through their dense foliage to the

sidewalk. Sometimes low suspension is the only solution in a
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case like this, although center suspension may allow a little in-

creased elevation if the trees do not reach out into the roadway
too far. Reasonable tree trimming must be allowed, to give the

best results in any case. By low suspension, we imply something
in the neighborhood of 15 feet to 18 feet. High suspension goes

from 18 feet to 25 feet for residence streets and even much higher

for business sections.

If a good working illumination is not the only end in view,

but the situation calls for an ornamental installation, the spacing

is always smaller than it might otherwise be. Poles, fixtures,

and lamps, all become a part of the decorative material. They
must therefore all be seen at closer range and each lamp must be

FIGS. 86 and 87. Pendant type of luminous arc lamp with prismatic refractor

and distribution curves for electrodes as follows: (A) 6.6-ampere, long-life.

(B} 5-ampere, high-efficiency. (C) 5-ampere, long-life. 'D) 4-ampere, high-

efficiency. (E) 4-ampere, long-life.

less brilliant. Again, the multiplicity of units in a long string

down the street presents an effective perspective. In the orna-

mental lighting of short stretches, the only way in which perspec-

tive can be introduced is to use closely spaced lamps. Probably

80 to 100 ft. spacings are as low as should be adopted.

Luminous Arc Lamps. For over twelve years, there has been

employed in street lighting the type of electric lamp known as

the luminous arc. This has already been described in the dis-

cussion of arcs. Figs. 86 and 87* show the pendant type of

1 These and the following illustrations of distribution curves are taken

from an article "Street Lighting with Modern Illuminantd," by ROSE and

BUTLER, General Elec. Review, vol. 20 (1917), p. 945.
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luminous arc lamp with flux distribution curves for several dif-

ferent electrodes. These curves show the peculiar fitness of this

unit as a street illuminant. With the type illustrated it is clear

that the distant street receives a large amount of the light. This

being a large unit with outputs from 3000 lumens to 9000 lumens,
a considerable amount of light also falls upon the buildings

although it will not illuminate much above the lamp height

(see fig. 88). When the ornamental installation is installed,

the distribution characteristics are changed materially as well

as the appearance of the lamp. Figs. 89, 90, 91 and 92 show two
such design changes and it will be noted that in them, much

FIGS. 89 and 90. Ornamental type luminous arc lamp and distribution
curve for electrodes and diffusing glass globes as follows: (A) G.6-ampere, long-
life; medium density glass. (J5) 5-ampere, high efficiency; medium density gla&s.

(C) 5 ampere, long-life; light density glass. (D) 4-ampere, high-efficiency;

light density glass. (E) 4-anipere, long-life; light density glass.

more light will reach the faces of buildings (see Fig. 93) . This

adds to the good appearance of a well built business section, nor

is the light wholly lost, as an appreciable diffusion takes place

from the fronts, which are generally rather light colored. These

units in themselves are quite attractive and even in the daytime
add to the general appearance of the streets.

Incandescent Lamps. The Type C mazdas have about the

same distribution curves as do other incandescent lamps. Hav-

ing a more concentrated filament, the bare lamp is more nearly
a point source than is the vacuum lamp. However, the unmodi-
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FIGS 91 and 92.^0mamental type luminous arc with diffusing glass globeand distribution curves for; U) 6 6-ampere, long-life electrode, and medium
diffusing glass. (B) 5-ampere, high-efficiency electrode, and medium <

glass. (C) 5
;
ainpere, long-life electrode, and medium diffusing glass

4-ampere, high-efficiency electrode and medium diffusing glass.
long-life electrode, and medium diffusing glass.

"' - " mmmmMmmmmmr
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FIG. 93. Street illumination by General Electric series luminous arc lamps. Salt
Lake City, Utah.
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fied emission of light is never depended upon because much more

satisfactory results are obtained by using reflectors, refractors or

globes. There are shown here three typical forms of accessories

with their resulting distribution curves. Figs. 94 and 95 show

FIGS. 94 and 95. Mazda series lamp with flat radial-wave reflector, and dis-

tribution curves for: (A) IQO-c.-p. mazda. (B} 80-c.-p-. mazda. (<7) 60-c.-p.

mazda. (D) 40~c.-p. mazda.

the effect of using a flat radial-wave reflector upon series lamps
rated 40- 60-,, 80- and 100-c.-p., respectively. Going to the

pendant type, the effect of a refractor is shown in Figs. 96 and

FIGS. 96 and 97. Novalux pendant unit, steel reflector and prismatic glass

band refractor and distribution curves for: (A} 1000-c-p., 20-ampere mazda series-

lamp. (B) 60Q-c.-p., 20-ampere, mazda series lamp. (C) 400-c.-p., 15-ampere,
mazda series lamp. (D) 250-c.-p., 6.6-ampere, mazda series lamp.

97 for series lamps rated 250-, 400-, 600- and 1000~c.-p. When
the refractor is used it gives the distribution suggestive of that

for the luminous arc already mentioned. Figs. 98 and 99 are for
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the novalux pendant unit with diffusing glass globe and reflector

with 250-, 400-, 600- and lOOO-c.-p. series lamps. These accesso-

ries should be used with closer spacing than the refractor type.

They also allow for a greater illumination of the upper part of

building fronts.

Comparison of the Luminous Arc and the Incandescent

Lamps. The arc is a more efficient way of producing light than
is the incandescent filament. In choosing, therefore, between the
two lamps, the arc lamp will have first place in this respect. Upon
the other hand, the arc lamp is inherently a large unit, with a

range of outputs from 3000 to 8700 lumens and it will fit into

only certain designs of installation. When closely spaced for

FIGS. 98 and 99. Steel reflector and diffusing glass globe and distribution

curves for: (E) 1000-c.-p., 20-ampere, mazda series lamp. (F) 600-e.-p., 20-

arnpere, mazda series lamp. ?) 400-c,-p., 15-ampere, mazda series lamp. (H)

250~c.-p., 6.6-ampere, mazda series lamp.

ornamental effects it gives the high illumination values required

only for the highest classes of service. The Type C mazdas cover

a much greater range, being available in one form or another

with outputs when equipped for service of from 450 lumens to

13,500 lumens. Table 37 1

gives comparative data in which the

individual characteristics of each size are shown. Both series

and constant potential incandescents are represented in the table

and one value is shown for the alternating-current enclosed flame

arc lamp. It will be noted that the smallest unit listed is the

series type mazda rated at 60 c.-p. with input of about 47 watts,

i Ilium. Eng. Prac. (Lectures, 1916), p. 423, "Lighting of Streets," by

P. S. MILLAR.
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while the largest unit is the multiple type, 110-volt, 1000-watt

mazda. These are exceeded today by the 15,000-watt mazdas,
used in some places.

TABLE 37. RELATIVE LIGHT PRODUCING EFFICIENCIES OF MAZDA C,

FLAMING ARC AND MAGNETITE LAMPS

Mazda C lamps

Bare lamp

Description

Equipped for service

assuming 25 per cent,

absorption in accessory

Magnetite lamps
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Within the range of the arc lamp, therefore, we have direct

competition between arc and mazda, with efficiency in favor of

the arc. Nevertheless, this is not enough to decide the choice,

for the equipment necessary for the arc light service is more
elaborate and expensive than for the incandescent lamps. It

remains, therefore, to consider the size of the installation. With
a large number of lamps, well bunched, the arc system will work
out most advantageously, while for few lamps or badly scattered

units the mazdas are found to be best. This is, of course, simply
a matter of economics and can be determined only by actual

cost calculations, installation and operation costs, both being

considered.

The use of series incandescent lamps upon the same circuit

with arc lamps is not a very satisfactory procedure, although it is

frequently done in case a few incandescents are needed to fill

in or supplement an arc system already installed. The practice

subjects the incandescent lamps to too great current fluctuations

and their lives are shortened as a result.

Classification of Streets. Turning now to the actual applica-

tion of light to the solution of various illuminating problems

presented by streets we find it necessary as a first step to dis-

tinguish between the demands made by different situations. It

is customary to classify streets into groups according to the type

of the illumination required. Lacombe3

gives eight headings

under which he lists the various needs (Table 38). These are

affected somewhat by the size of the city to be considered, larger

cities requiring higher intensities for the streets of the same class,

Only the large cities may have the highest classification.

TABLE 38. CLASSIFICATION OF STREETS

Class of street

AA (Special)

A
B

D
E
F
G

Description

Very important. Crossing of great streams of traffic.

Important. Greatly used at night.

Well used.

Ordinary night use, best residence sections.

Ordinary residence sections.

Suburban residence sections.
^

Parkways, boulevards or suburban roads.

State or country roads, etc.

i Ilium. Eng. Prac. (Lectures, 1916), p. 461, "Lighting of Streets," by

C. F. LACOMBE.
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The following values represent fair minima and maxima for the

various classes listed above.

Class AA 0.25

-A 0.1

0.05

C 0.02

0.01

to 1.25 lumens per square foot, or higher.

to 0.75 lumens per square foot, or higher.

to 0.5 lumens per square foot, or higher.

to 0.25 lumens per square foot, or higher.

to 0.10 lumens per square foot, or higher.

E 0.005 to 0.05 lumens per square foot, or higher.

F 0.005 to 0.01 lumens per square foot, or higher.

G Road markers to 0.01 per square foot, or higher.

In this connection it may be recalled that full moonlight gives

an intensity of about 0.02 lumens per square foot.

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260

Feet, Distance .from Vertical Line through Lamp

PIG. 100. Results of illumination calculations.

Calculations. The most direct method of calculating the

illumination of streets is to assume the logical distribution of

lamps upon the basis of physical characteristics of the areas to be

lighted, choose the most promising units available, and from the

flux curves of the lamp and reflector chosen, calculate the actual

illumination curve data for different distances along the street.

To the extent that the regions of influence overlap, illumination

curves may be combined and totals plotted. The actual process
is very similar to that outlined in the discussion of illumination

calculations for a large room, and will not be gone into in detail

here, A comparison of the results obtained by different lamps
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and various spacings, mounts, etc. will give a basis for making
the final choice.

Where much of this work is to be done, the illuminating

engineer prepares standard tables or curve sheets which can be

readily used for the specific problem. Where it is a matter of

visualizing the results, the flux distribution may be represented

by a solid whose radius vector represents the magnitude of the flux

in the given direction. Mr. P. S. Millar has prepared such solids,

coloring white that part representing the flux which reaches the

street, thus making a visual appeal to the investigator. Such
methods of presenting data become generalized solutions and
tend toward calculation on the basis of light flux. These proc-
esses by averages are oftentimes very helpful and fully satis-

factory. They must be used with caution in solving individual

problems, however, and check values should be secured covering
the most important areas by more direct methods. Curves

showing typical results of street calculations are shown in Fig.

100.
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FLOOD LIGHTING YARDS, BUILDINGS, ETC.

As a very effective and satisfactory development in connection

with exterior illumination, there has come into prominence in

the last few years the practice of directing a flood of light upon a

circumscribed area. This area may be as limited in extent as a

statue, a bill board or a doorway; or it may cover a whole building,

a tennis court, a dock, a factory yard or a construction site. The
so-called flood lighting is accomplished by projectors, the beam
of light varying in angle according to results desired, position of

lamps in respect to the illuminated surface, etc. Angles of diver-

gence vary from about eight degrees up to fifty degrees. The

wide-angle units must be installed close to the objects to be

lighted, but the narrow-angle units may be placed at very con-

siderable distances from them.

If an ellipsoidal reflector could be used with a point-light

source at the focus, the beam of light would consist of parallel

rays and the intensity of the illumination would be constant for

varying distance, except for the absorption by air. Total light

flux would fall upon a given constant area regardless of distance.

With the diverging beams of light, however, there is a departure
from this condition and although, in the immediate neighborhood
of the lamp the lighted area will be a function of the distance, it

will not follow the law of inverse squares The effect of departure
from this law is more, the narrower the beam, but even with the

eight-degree projectors a distance of one hundred feet makes it an

acceptable process to base calculations upon. As distance in-

creases the error lessens and becomes indiscernable.

Probably as satisfactory a process of calculation as any is to

secure the figure representing the total flux output of the lamp
when equipped with its reflector, lens, etc., and then proceed

upon the assumption that all of this light strikes the base of a

cone whose area depends upon the angle of spread and whose area

and shape both depend upon its distance from the projector and
the angle of incidence of the light. It will be recognized that

this type of illumination will cast clear-cut black shadows unless

224
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the zones of adjacent lamps overlap, or considerable diffusion

of light is afforded by reflection from the illuminated surfaces.

The surfaces must be broken and non-parallel or they cannot
throw reflected light upon each other. Whether these conditions

exist or not depends upon the nature of the individual problem.
If the objective is a flat bill board the calculations are easily

performed. The projectors used are usually the wide-spread

type. They are mounted close to the board, but in such a

position that top and bottom receive approximately the same
illumination.

White statuary, well lighted presents a very striking appearance.
There are certain dangers arising here connected with lamp place-

ment, however. If the statue is accessible to the view from all

sides, care must be taken to light different sides without "
flatten-

ing out" the characteristic features by eliminating shadows.

This may be done by using a limited number of light stations,

the intensities differing enough so as to emphasize a front view,

but not enough to shroud the other views. A central shaft can-

not be so treated, and it is a delicate procedure at best to vary
intensities Probably a safer process would be to study lamp
placement with a view to the making of shadows in the right

places in order to show to the eye the surface form. Usually an

irregular surface brilliantly lighted from a source near the eye
of the observer will appear flat and characterless, because of the

elimination of defining shadow edges. Even the automobile

driver meets this difficulty in inspecting the road ahead of him.

The altitude of the light source also affects the result seriously.

We are used to seeing objects illuminated by light with a down-

ward slant and when upwardly directed light reveals an object

normally seen near the ground level, such as human figures or an

equestrian statue, there is an unnaturalness about the result

which is disconcerting Upon the other hand, if lamps are placed

high and throw light downward, an observer standing upon the

opposite side of the statue may be brought face to face with the

projector.

A tall shaft, a tower or a capitol dome when flood lighted gen-

erally shows a considerable decrease in luminosity toward the top.

This is because the lights are placed comparatively close to the

base of the shaft, and, even with narrow-beam units, the lessen-

ing of intensity combined with the increased angle of incidence

gives decreased illumination. This effect may not be displeasing

15
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if it is well handled, in fact, it may be distinctly pleasing, and

give to the structure an increased dignity and impressiveness due

to the sense of height introduced by the perspective.

The fronts of buildings present different features. If lighting

is to be worth while there are probably architectural properties

which warrant attention. The object sought may be to bring

these natural characteristics into prominence, securing the night

effects by emphasizing the day values. Not infrequently, how-

ever, there are latent possibilities which an artificial illumination

may bring out, strongly different from the daytime views. Among
these are the emphasis of columns, corridors and cornices.

Large areas are flood lighted for many purposes. During the

late war, conditions were such that many bridges, manufacturing

plants, arsenals, storehouses, etc., had to be guarded against

mischief makers. One of the greatest helps in this was the flood-

ing of approaches with light, giving clear vision of all trespassers,

and minimizing the need for watchmen. Again, construction

work, shipping at docks or in train yards are greatly facilitated

by full lighting. They may be made continuous, twenty-four-

hour processes. Shooting traps, tennis courts, golf links, and

toboggan slides have all come in for actual installations and even

race tracks have been flood lighted.

TABLE 39. DATA ON Z-BAY PKOJECTORS

In all of these greater installations, the lamps will be distrib-

uted so as to give as uniform an illumination as is possible.
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If the lamps are too far from the field, the angle of incidence of

the light is too great for satisfactory results. It is necessary to

have the light come from sources which will not be faced by

operators. A compromise must therefore be sought between

the low-mounted lamp with its sweep of light flux and the high-

mounted unit, with its downward flux. Certain items are recog-

nized at a glance, as for example the fact that a tennis court

should be lighted by fairly high projectors placed at the sides of

the court. End lights are impossible. Lamps should be placed

on both sides, served with downward pointing reflectors with

rather wide angles. The fields of the two lamps opposite to each

other should overlap.

The Projector. For all of these foregoing purposes, the ma-

terial used is the projector, with sizes and angles of divergence

FIG. 101. X-ray flood light projectors, No. 51 for 200- and 250-watt

lamps; No. 60 for 400- and 500-watt lamps; No. 91 for any 300- to 1000-watt

lamp with mogul base.

varying according to the needs. Fig. 101 shows typical units.

Construction must be weatherproof despite the necessary ven-

tilating openings; the front glass must be capable of standing the

temperature strains resulting from the heated interior and dash-

ing rain on the outside; the tilt must be adjustable as should

also the horizontal angle. Some manufacturers secure a varia-

tion in the angle of spread by moving the incandescent element

toward or from the focus of the parabolic reflector. When,

however, the adjustment is determined there should be made

every effort to keep it absolutely accurate. Porter (Trans.

I.E.S., Vol. 8, 1917, p. 193) gives data showing the effect of

very small displacements of the 6-volt, 36-watt, focus-type mazda
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FIG. 102. The Statue of Liberty, flood lighted.
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lamp in a 16-inch diameter parabolic reflector having a 3-inch

focal length (see Table 40).

TABLE 40. SHOWING THE EFFECT OF DISPLACEMENT FROM FOCAL POSITION

Lamp at focus 220,000 beam candle-power

Lamp Me in. (1.6 mm.) back of focus 70,000 beam candle-power

Lamp %e in. (3.2 mm.) back of focus 40,000 beam candle-power
Lamp %e in. (4.8 mm.) back of focus 18,000 beam candle-power

Lamp ${Q in. (6.4 mm.) back of focus 8,000 beam candle-power

The lighting element is the mazda Type C lamp, and the fila-

ment is especially formed in order to concentrate the luminous

source and thereby gain in the accuracy of the flux control. In

sizes, the lamps are obtainable up to 1000 watt ratings. This

approaches the field of the searchlight, in which very powerful
arcs are standard.

A few examples may present better than words the features of

flood lighting. The illustrations, Figs. 102, 103, 104, should be

examined for clearness, uniformity of illumination, flatness or

the obliteration of detail, and for probable glare. It must be

remembered that photographs are not always reliable gauges of

ocular effects. At the same time they do show some errors in

illumination which would become disastrous to good results

if they were allowed to become much greater.

Decorative flood lighting is common in expositions, especially

for building exteriors, courts, etc. Certain phases of this appli-

cation are treated under the head of color illumination. It is

not the case, of course, that color is a necessary adjunct in such

lighting. In the San Francisco case, however, color played so

important a part in the wonderful effects produced that it must

be given a most prominent place in the discussion. It will,

therefore, be presented under the head of
"
color."
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COLOR

Color has been an ever-present charm in nature and an in-

creasing source of delight in art. It gives character to the land-

scape, it paints the skies, it enters our homes, it decorates our

surroundings. It is the attractive feature of a sunset; it gives

individuality to our personal effects. It demands our recogni-

tion of even the faintest tinted flower; it conceals the wild bird

in its habitat. It aids vision as much as shade does. It is to

the eye what music is to the ear.

The most beautiful colors are the pure ones which are derived

from white light and are available to the illuminating engineer.

Besides these, by proper screening, any shades or tints may be

obtained. Yet, there has not been developed any considerable

widespread practice which makes successful use of color light-

ing, either by daylight or by artificial means. The exceptions
to this statement involve discussions of theater stage lighting,

color-matching outfits, advertising, signal work, artificial day-

light, etc. It is a mooted question as to the extent to which

color lighting will develop, but certainly there is a legitimate
field for its consideration in any situation where the aesthetic is

predominant. It may not always be adaptable to these situa-

tions, but it will nearly always be worth while to weigh its possi-

ble effects. Frequently, the softening effect of pale amber tints

will "warm" a room acceptably.
Artificial daylight, though not thought of as a colored light,

is strictly a matter of color consideration and must be dealt with
as such. Its value is being more and more recognized. A wide

variety of industrial activities find it of extreme value to them.
Paint making, garment dyeing, surgery, color printing, color

matching (and even color choosing), grading of commercial

products where color is of moment, as in cotton, sugar, paper,

jewels, and many other processes are pointed out by Luckiesh
as being peculiarly within the field of artificial daylight
illumination.
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There has been very little commercial application of the

stronger colors. A Los Angeles hotel has made a very,novel and

striking installation. 1 The room is 90 ft. by 38 ft., with four ,

beams. The ceiling and walls are covered by cloth draped from
a center ring in each bay of the ceiling outward to the walls and
then down the walls in alternate white and green panels. Addi-
tional fern-cloth drapery is used, sprinkled with mica, to simu-
late snow covered tree branches. At various distances below
the ceiling are hung thousands of mica-covered balls, 4 inches to

7 inches in diameter

There are eight bead-covered, indirect lighting fixtures, each

having six 200-watt lamps with individual, silvered-glass reflec-

tors. Red, blue and green gelatin films cover different lamps.
The circuits for each being provided, so that any desired propor-
tions of colored light flux may be secured. The reflected light

from the ceiling drapery mixes into the uniform color tone sought
for the lower room, but on the glistening balls the individual

colors themselves appear, though the whole combination may
give a white light at the table tops. The effects produced are

remarkable.

There have been some very striking display lighting installa-

tions connected with expositions, where color has been used with

results beyond the conception of the lay mind. The most nota-

ble example of this is the color work at the Panama-Pacific

International Exposition in San Francisco in 1915. Those

persons who saw these beauties will never forget their impres-
sions. They, as well as others who were not so fortunate, will

enjoy a perusal of W. D'A. Ryan's paper
2
descriptive of this

installation. Fifty-two color plates are shown and should be

carefully examined by anyone studying color-lighting for display.

In this particular case, buildings were in general flood-lighted.

Ryan points out that it was a studied departure from the earlier

outline lighting of the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo.

The flattening effect of simple flood lighting was avoided by
color illumination of shadows, colonnade interiors, windows,

balconies, cornices, etc., with various intensities. For example,

towers were illuminated by white flood light rising at a sharp

l Elec. World, vol. 68 (1916), p. 1106,
" Color Effects and Indirect Lighting

in a Los Angeles Restaurant," MILLS and HOEVELER.
2 "Illumination of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition," Trans.

A. I. E. E., vol. 35 (1916), p. 757.
'
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angle, creating dense shadows above all projections. Instead

of leaving these places completely submerged, concealed colored

lights gave them entity and introduced perspective into the

picture. Brilliant sparkling effects were produced by the use

of cut-glass jewels ("novagems") in sizes up to 47 mm. in diam-

eter. They were scientifically cut in imitation of diamonds, sap-

phires and rubies. They were mounted with mirrors at their

points and moved in the breezes. Kaleidoscopic effects were

produced by shifting color screens and shadow bars in front of

each of twelve projectors throwing light through special central

lenses, illuminating the glass dome of the Palace of Horticul-

ture, from the inside. Great clouds of steam and smoke were

lighted bya bank of forty-six, 36-inch, hand-controlled projectors,

with color screens, operated according to studied schedules and

giving great plumes, fans, jets and other similar moving effects.

Water jets appeared iridescent from being lighted by red and

green flux upon front and rear surfaces. Flaming arcs gave much
illumination for exteriors. But, in all of these applications,
the lighting unit was concealed by hooding, recessing, sinking
into the floor or covering by banners and cartouches. The
color changes in general illumination traversed the whole range
from the dazzling streamers of the rising sun to deep toned moon-

light; from the gay scintillation of myriads of jewels to the lurid

red of a burning city.



CHAPTER XXIV

RATES

The charge which any central station makes for electric serv-

ice should be based upon the cost of giving that service. This
is a local and individual matter and the company should base
its rates upon an analysis of its own conditions. In so far as

these conditions are common to other installations, similar bases

for rate making exist.

Generally speaking, the cost of electric service can be broken

up into several parts which are individually capable of being

grouped under the headings, investment expense, energy expense,
and customer expense. The investment expense includes inter-

est, insurance, taxes, depreciation, etc., and is affected by the

maximum demand made by a consumer and the relation of his

peaks and valleys to those of the whole system. Energy expense
includes all operating costs which depend upon the amount
of energy used, such as coal, waste, oil. The customer expense
includes the items which are proportional to the number of cus-

tomers, such as overhead charges, billing, etc. Having analyzed
the re-grouped elements of the total cost, it is then possible to

establish a fair rate for the service in question. Whether this is

done or not depends very largely upon the size of the system and
the type of service it is rendering. In many cases, the analysis

is made but the whole finally is combined into a single-charge.

Among the types of charges made for lighting service, we see,

therefore, such as the following:
3

1. The flat rate, where no meter is used, and the charge is

either fixed arbitrarily per period or is based on some unit such

as size of building, or on number and capacity of energy-consum-

ing devices, or even on the output of consumer's product.
2. The quantity-meter rate, where the charge is based on the

quantity of energy consumed during bill-period as measured by
an integrating meter, generally in kilowatt-hours.

3. The demand-meter rate, where the charge is based on the

1 Elec. Wld., vol. 65 (1915), p. 655.
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demand of the consumer's installation as measured by an indi-

cating meter, generally in kilowatts.

4. The two-charge or load-factor rate, where the charge is

based on both quantity of electric energy consumed and capacity
or demand of the installation.

5. The three-charge or "Doherty" rate, where the charge is

based on (a) quantity of energy consumed, (&) capacity or demand
of the installation, and (c) number of consumers, meters or serv-

ice connections, or some similar unit.

Each of these schedules may be modified by being attached

to a sliding scale or a stepped scale. Discounts are frequently
allowed for prompt payment of bills.

Probably the most common rate basis in the United States is

that recognizing a fixed charge, plus a consumption charge. Flat

rates are not common although in some countries, notably

Austria, they constitute about 30 per cent, of the schedules,

while in Switzerland in one form or another they control or affect

nearly three-quarters of the schedules. It will be noted that

water power is common in these countries. Furthermore, the

flat rate applies more acceptably in small stations where the

standby losses are large compared to what they are in large

stations.
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APPENDIX (Continued)



INDEX
Abbreviations for photometric units,

103

Absorption of light, 90

Absorption-of-light method, 132

Acuity, visual, 95

Analysis of lighting system, 73

Apparatus, general, 38

Arc, electric, 63

between carbons, 65

flaming, 66

history, 63

lamps, magnetite, 68

luminous, 67

magnetite, 67

potential gradient, 64
titanium carbide, 67

Area of light source, 74
Art galleries, 208

Auditoriums, 204

chandelier for, 204

diffusing ceilings, 205

indirect lighting, 204

special, 205

Balancing load, 41

Bathrooms, 181

Bedrooms, J81

Black body radiation, 85

Brightness, 100

Candle power, mean hemispherical,
102

mean horizontal, 101

mean spherical, 102

Candle, standard, 104

Ceilings, effect of, 155, 165, 173

Cellars, 183

Circuits, series vs. parallel, 25

Cleveland Museum of Art, 208

Coefficient of reflection, measure-

ment of, 121

Color, lighting, 232

perception of, 91

radiation, 85

Colorimeter, Ives, 121

readings, 122

Colors of light sources, 91, 122

Compounding illumination data, 163

Conductors, 1

Conduit laying in floor, 22

Constant-current systems, 42
Constant-current transformer, 43*

Constant-potential systems, 32, 38

Contours, illumination, 165

Copper wire, 1

Copper wire tables, 2, 5

Costs, analysis of operating, 201

Demand indicators, 47

Diffuse illumination, 190

radiation or emission, 390

Dining room, 180

Direction of light, 74
Direct vs. indirect, 75

Direct unit, 75

Distribution curves, incandescent

lamps, 53

equatorial curve, 54

horizontal, 101

vertical, 101

Drafting room, 186

Edison three-wire system, 36

Effective angle, 170

flux, 169

Entrances, 15

Equilux spheres, 134

Exposition, lighting, 233

Eye, the human, 77

as a physical instrument, 80

physiology of, 77

protection of, 80

sensitivity of, fc
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Factory lighting, 197

calculations, 200

cost, 200

economy of good, 197

foot-candles needed, 152

Government codes for, 197

lamps used, 199

reflectors, 200

requirements, 198

Fatigue, 94

Fechner's law, 81

Feeders, 33

excess-voltage, 35

Filaments, metal, 51

Fishing, 21

Flashing, 51

Flood lighting, 224

building fronts, 226

decorative, 231

large areas, 226

projectors, 227

shaft, 225

statuary, 225

units, 227

Floor, effect of color of, 173

Fluorescence, 93

Flux of light, 168

distribution, incandescent
lamps, 53

"Fluxolite" paper, 128

Frequencies of radiant energy, 83

Gas-filled incandescent lamps, 52
Gas tube lamps, 69

losses in, 69

Moore type, 69

"Getters," chemical, 52

Glare, 97

on streets, 213

Glass, 138

Glassware, 148

Globes, 137, 146

prismatic, principles of, 147

Grounding,, 16

Halls, in residences, 182

Harcourt lamp, 106

Hefner lamp, 107

Illumination, 73

calculations, 150

flux of light, 159

effective angle, 170

effective flux, 169

point-by-point, 168

classification, 73

components, 73

contours, 165

defects in, 76

on working plane, 1 62

requirements, 150

Indirect systems, calculation for, 176

unit, 75

Inside wiring, 10-16

Insulation, wire, 6

Intensity of light, comparing, 111

Kitchen, 180

"Knob and tube" work, 17

Konig's law, 81

Lambert, 100

Lamp,
Harcourt, 106

Hefner, 107

penfcane, 106

Lamps
arc, luminous, for streets, 214-

219

magnetite, 68

incandescent, 50-62

blackening of bulb, 60

details, 52

"efficiency," 57

engineering data on, 170

gas-filled, 52, 60

history, 50

life, 57

manufacture, 50

metal filament, 51

operating characteristics, 58

voltages, 59

rating, 55

voltage, 56

specific outputs, 61

mercury vapor, 72

Laundry, 183
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Law of inverse squares, 83

Library room, 184

Life tests, 102

Light, 82

definition, 82

white, 108

Light and vision, 94

Lumen, 99

, output of mazda lamps, 170

output of street lamps, 170, 220

Luminescence, 93

Lux, 99

Magnetite arc lamp, 68

Merchandise, kinds of, 191

Mercury-arc rectifier, 46

Mercury-arc, spectrum, 93

Mercury-vapor lamp, 72

Metering, requirements in, 46

Monochromatic vision, 95

Moore tube, 69

characteristics, 71

circuits, 70
t
72

design, 70

Multi-wire systems, 36

Music room, 184

National Electric Code, 6, 13

Networks, 31

Office building, wiring, 23

Office lighting, 186

calculations, 187

intensities, 187

Outside wiring, 9

construction, 14

Overhead construction, 14

Parallel circuit, 27

solution of, 29

with excess-voltage feeders, 35

with feeders, 34

without feeders, 33

Parlor, 178

second, 185

Pentane lamp, 105

Phosphorescence, 93

Photoluminescence, 93

16

Photometer, the, 110

Bunsen, 113

flicker, 118

globe, 117

integrating, 116

Lummer-Brodhun, 114

one-mirror, crane, 124

Sharp- Millar, 119

twin-mirror, 124

Photometric units, abbreviations,
103

symbols, 104

Photometry, 98

aims, 98

arc-lamp, 123

nomenclature, 98-104

of total light flux, 124

Point source, 158

Point-by-point calculation, 159

Porches, 182

Potential gradient, parallel circuit,

27

series circuit, 26

regulators, 41

Power loads on lighting systems, 32

Projectors, 227

focal adjustment, 227

Purkinje phenomenon, 81, 94

Radiation, black body, 85

colored, 85

solar, 83

temperature, 84

Rates, 235

Rectifier, mercury arc, 46

Reduction factor, spherical, 102

Reference standard, 101

Reflectors, 137, 139

design of, 140

distributing, 141

focusing, 144

intensive, 143

varieties available, 146

Reflection, diffuse, 87

coefficient of, 88, 101

mixed, 89

specular, 87

coefficient of, 89, 101

spread, 139
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Refraction, 94

Regulators, potential, 41

Residence lighting, 178

wiring, 18

Risers, 20

Rods and cones, functioning of,

78

Rooms, bath, 181

bed, 181

dining, 180

drafting, 186

halls, 182

kitchen, 180

library, 184

living, 178

music, 184

parlor, second, 185

sewing, 184

study, 184

vestibules, 185

Rousseau diagram, 130

Schools, 206

Semi-indirect unit, 75

Sensitivity of eye, 80

Series circuit, 26

Service wire, 33

"Set of constants/' 132

Sewing room, 184

Shades, 137, 146

prismatic, principle of, 147

Shafts, 225

Showcases, 193

Silhouette vision, 212

Solar radiation, 83

Specific consumption, 102

output of electric lamps, 102

Spectral luminosity curve, 79

Spectrophotometer, 123

Spherical calculations, 127

Standard candle, 104

luminous, 101

reference, 101

secondary, 109

working, 101

Standard lamps, Harcourt, 106

Hefner, 107

pentane, 106

Statuary, 225

Store, exclusive, 191

large, 190

small, 190

windows, 193

Store lighting, 189

lamps to be used, 192

Streets, 211

classification of, 221

lamp sizes and spacing, 213

lamp suspension, 213

lamps used, incandescent, 216

luminous arc, 214

lighting calculations, 222

principles involved in lighting,

211

silhouette vision on, 212

Study, 184

Subdivision of light source, 158

Switchboards, 38

direct control, 39

operating features, 40

remote control, 40

Symbols for photometric quantities,

104

Tests, life, 102

Three-wire system, 37

Transformer, location of, 15

Transmission of light through a

body, 90

Units, photometric, 103

Utilization, efficiency of, 156, 157

factor for offices, 187

factor for stores, 192

factor for windows, 196

Ventilation of show cases, 196

Vestibules, 185

Visibility of light sources, 74

relative, of colors, 96

Vision, color, 79

form, 79

light and, 94

monochromatic, 95

Visual acuity, 95

Walls, effect of, 155, 165, 173

White light, 108
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Windows, store, 193 Wire, sizes used, 6
reflector for, 195 steel, 6

Wire, calculations, 2, 3 Wiring, 13

copper, 1, 2, 5 large buildings, 22

insulation, 6 residences, 18

iron, 3, 4, 5 Working standard, 101
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